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Canada & Provinces
Pence Issues Scott #1-13

1
1

2

2

 #1 1851 3d Red Beaver Imperforate on Laid Paper,
used with centrally struck target cancel, four large to very
large margins, very fine. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene
Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

E/P #3Pi 12d Queen Victoria Plate Proof in Black, with
Vertical SPECIMEN Overprint in Carmine, on India paper, a
lovely proof with four large and even margins, extremely fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

8

E/P #3Piii 12d Queen Victoria Plate Proof in Black, with
Vertical SPECIMEN Overprint in Green, on card-mounted
India paper, very fine. A very scarce plate proof which is
accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,500

9

 #4 1852 3d Red Beaver Imperforate, two singles in slightly
different shades, originally sold to the owner as unused, but
because of very slight traces of what could be postmarks, we
are offering as used. One has a tear and thins and the other
is sound but has close to touching margins all around.
.................................................................................... Est $100

10

 #4 1852 3d Red Beaver Imperforate, used with “Beaver
free” Toronto square grid cancel, a lovely stamp with a crisp
impression and four large to full margins, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

 #1 1851 3d Red Beaver Imperforate on Laid Paper, used
with target cancel, clear laid lines and fine-very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

3

4

3

 #1 1851 3d Red Beaver Imperforate on Laid Paper, used
with target cancel and four full to large margins, this stamp
has clear laid lines and is very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

4

 #2 1851 6d Slate Violet Consort Imperforate on
Vertically Laid Paper, used with light target cancel and four
large margins, clear laid lines and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

5

6

5

 #2 1851 6d Slate Violet Consort Imperforate on
Vertically Laid Paper, used with socked on the nose target
cancel, the stamp has three large margins plus one touching
the outer frameline at top, clear laid lines and fine-very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

6

 #2 1851 6d Slate Violet Consort Imperforate on
Vertically Laid Paper, used with target cancel and four large
margins, clear laid lines and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

4

7

11

12

11

 #4 1852 3d Red Beaver Imperforate, used with light
4-ring numeral cancel in blue, a fresh stamp with four large
to well clear margins, pencil notation referring to position A13
on back, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

12

 #4 1852 3d Red Beaver Imperforate, used with light
centrally-struck target cancel in blue, a fresh stamp with four
large margins, pencil notation referring to position B75 on
back, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300
x16

13

 #4a 1853 3d Brown Red Beaver Imperforate, six used
stamps on piece, vertical strip of 3 at left, vertical pair top
right and single at lower right. Each stamp is tied to each
other (within each column) by a target cancel and we note
faults on each stamp, to varying degrees, mostly in the form
of pre-affixing tears. The stamps are affixed to a thin, blue
laid paper, the back of which shows that a fancy “6” rate
handstamps was struck under the stamps. An interesting
item for the specialist, with great eye appeal.
.................................................................................... Est $300

17

 #4d 1852 3d Red Beaver Imperforate on Thin Crisp
Paper, used with target cancel and four large margins, very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

18

 #4d 1852 3d Brown Red Beaver Imperforate, on Thin
Crisp Paper, a used horizontal pair with light target cancels,
four large margins, well clear at top, very fine and fresh.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

x14

13

 #4 1852 3d Red Beaver Imperforate, used with part
target cancel, a fresh stamp with four large margins, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

14

 #4, etc. Group of 3d Beaver Imperforates, a study group
of 8 singles, with a few different papers (most are thin, crisp),
margins vary from mostly three to a few with four margins.
Some of the stamps have small faults, still an overall fine to
very fine group.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,800

15

16

 #4, etc. Group of 3d Beaver Imperforates, with three
different shades, one has a 4-ring numeral, one a grid (small
tear) and one a target cancel, and all three have four margins
(close on two stamps), overall fine-very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $200

5

19

20

19

 #4iii 1852 3d Red Beaver Imperforate on Ribbed, Hard
Wove Paper, used with target cancel, four large margins
including a sheet margin at right, light red marks at top (see
scan), very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $850

20

 #4iv 1852 3d Orange Red Beaver Imperforate on Thin,
Oily Paper, used with target cancels and four full to large
margins, there are a few light creases, still with very fine
appearance.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

21
21

22

23

6

24

 #5b 1855 6d Greenish Grey Consort Imperforate, used
with a crisp and well centered strike of the Montréal 4-ring
#21. The stamp has large margins all around, including sheet
margins at left and bottom (thus from position 91). Extremely
fine and a lovely stamp in all respects, ex “Loch” collection
and accompanied by a 1997 Greene Foundation certificate.
Rsv. $1,300.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

x22

 #4v 1852 3d Red Beaver Imperforate on Thick Hard
Paper, used with a blue target cancel, the stamp has four full
to large margins, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

25

26

 #4 Collection of 4-Ring Numeral Cancels on 3d Beaver
Imperforates, with #s 42 (s.o.n. on a horizontal pair on ribbed
hard wove paper, left stamp faulty, right stamp fine), 16 (?, on
a fine stamp), 33 (fine, with crease), 13 (fine), 29 (s.o.n. on
ribbed soft wove paper, fine), 29 (fine-very fine), 19 (fine with
stain) and 38 (fine).
.................................................................................... Est $600

25

 #7 1855 10d Blue Cartier Imperforate on Thin, Crisp
Paper, used with light cancel, three large margins and cut
into at top, with corner crease at lower right, fine appearance.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

26

 #7a 1855 10d Blue Cartier Imperforate on Thick White
Paper, used with light cancel, three large to well clear
margins, plus one cut into at right, tiny inclusion at left of
Cartier’s head, else fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

 #5b 1855 6d Greenish Grey Consort Imperforate, used
with target cancel, a fresh stamp with crisp impression and
deep colour, plus four large margins, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

27

E/P #7TSP 10d Cartier Trade Sample Proof in Pastel Pale
Pink, on medium white wove paper, fresh with bright colour,
very fine. Much nicer than normal for a pale pastel shade as
they are often faded, toned or thinned. Accompanied by 2009
Sergio Sismondo certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

28

29

28

 #8 1857 ½d Rose Queen Victoria Imperforate, used with
a crisp but partial strike of a 4-ring numeral cancel, the stamp
has four large to well clear margins, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

29

 #9 1857 7½d Green Queen Victoria Imperforate, used
with 4-ring numeral cancel, three large margins plus just clear
at top. There are two minute tears at bottom, still fine-very fine
appearance.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,500

30

 #9 1857 7½d Green Queen Victoria Imperforate, used
and very lightly canceled, with clear to large margins and finevery fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,500

31

32

33

32

 #9 1857 7½d Green Queen Victoria Imperforate, used
with light Toronto square grid cancel, margins are well clear to
large, fine-very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,375

33

 #10 1857 6d Reddish Purple Consort Imperforate on
Very Thick Soft Paper, used with 4-ring 21 cancel from
Montréal, margins are large on two sides and just touching
the outer frameline on the two other sides, still a sound and
fine example of this difficult and popular stamp.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,500

34

35

34

F #12F 1859 3d Red Beaver Perforated 11¾ Forgery, used
with target cancel and fresh bright colour, but with a crease
and fraudulently perforated, still a useful space-filler.
.................................................................................... Est $100

35

F #12F 1859 3d Red Beaver Perforated 11¾ Forgery, being
a used imperforate Beaver (stamp, or rebacked proof) with
red target cancel, fraudulently perforated to appear as a #12.
A useful and good looking space-filler.
.................................................................................... Est $100

36

 #13a 1859 6d Grey Violet Consort, Perforated 11¾,
used with face-free 4-ring numeral cancel. Tear at left and top
plus thins, else a fine appearing and rare stamp missing from
many collections.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

 #9 1857 7½d Green Queen Victoria Imperforate, used
with light target cancels and deep rich colour, a lovely
stamp with four large margins, very fine plus. Accompanied
by a 2021 B.P.A. certificate and with Roger Calves expert
handstamp. Rsv. $2,700.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

7

x37
37

38

 #2, 4, 7 Group of Three Used Pence Issues, with #2
(very fine appearance but faulty), 4 (with four huge margins,
showing parts of next stamps at left and bottom, plate
position A12, very light corner crease at upper left can be
seen in fluid, colour is somewhat sulphuretted, else very
fine), and #7a (light cancel with margins close but clear on all
sides, small surface thin on back, else fine).
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,800

41

* #15 1859 5c Vermilion Beaver, mint with original
hinged gum, well centered among tight margins, very fine.
Accompanied by a 2018 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

42

/ #15 Advanced Collection of the 1859 5c Beaver
Issue, all neatly displayed and annotated on 10 black stock
pages, with 45 used stamps plus 9 covers. The collector put
effort into describing not only the postmarks (incl. dated,
coloured, etc.), but also shades, re-entries and printing flaws
such as “shattered moon”, “high moon”, and more. The
covers show different town postmarks and a few varieties
as well. Also includes two nice used 17c Cartier issues. Nice
quality collection, all pages scanned online. 
.................................................................................... Est $750

 #2/8 Group of Used Imperforate Pence Issues, with #s 2,
4 (x7, including a pair), 5, 7 (x2) and 8 (x3). All have faults to
varying degrees, see high resolution photo online. 
.................................................................................... Est $300

Province of Canada -- Cents Issue Scott #14-20

43
39

40

8

 #14v 1859 1c Rose Queen Victoria with “E” Flaw, on
thin wove paper, used with very light cancel, well away from
the position 54 variety, being a line through the E of CENT.
A lovely and extremely fine example of this popular variety,
probably the best one out there. Accompanied by a 1994
Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $450.
.................................................................................... Est $500

44

43

 #16 1859 10c Brown Black Consort, Perforated 11¾,
used and very lightly canceled, with the distinct shade of this
first printing, shorter perfs and one added perf at bottom
right, very good.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,250

44

F #16F 1859 10c Black Brown Consort Forgery, being a
Minuse & Pratt #16TC2 die proof on soft, white wove paper,
perforated and postmarked to appear as a genuine used
stamp. Accompanied by a (pink) 2011 Greene Foundation
certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $200

45

* #17 1859 10c Red Lilac Consort, Perforated 12, mint
with full original gum, hinged and very fine. Accompanied by a
2019 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $1,600.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,000

* #15 1859 5c Vermilion Beaver, Perforated 12, mint
with full original gum, cleanly hinged. A fresh stamp which
has been identified by its owner as being from plate position
40, very fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation
certificate. Rsv. $1,100.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

x46

47

46

 #17, 17e Group of Specialized 10c Consort Papers, with
9 used singles, the owner has described their backs as being
“double offset”, “transparent”, “inverted offset”, etc. Most
are brown shades and we note one deep red purple, one
stamp has a tear, else overall fine or better.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,300

47

* #17b 1859 10c Purple Brown Consort, Perforated
11¾, mint with full original gum, lightly hinged and fine.
Accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

x52
52

(*) #14/20 Basic Unused Set of the First Cents Issues, with
#14 (very fine), 15 (fine), 17 (fine, corner crease and green
spot on front), 18 (very fine), 19 (fine) and 20 (fine and quite
fresh). All stamps are regummed.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,250

x53
53

x48

49

48

 #17 var Specialized Group of 10c Consort Issues, with 6
used singles, each described for their vertical and horizontal
perforations, mostly brown shades and one red lilac, overall
fine or better.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,050

49

E/P #18P 12½ Queen Victoria Plate Proof in Yellow Green,
on card-mounted India paper, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

*/(*) #14/20 Basic Unused Set of the First Cents Issues,
with #14 (very fine, regummed), 15 (fine-very fine, no gum),
17b (very fine, probably regummed), 18 (fine, no gum with tiny
corner crease lower left), 19 (fine-very fine, no gum) and 20
(fine, no gum, with minor thinning of perforations at top).
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,050

x54

50
50

51

54

E/P #15P/19Pi Group of First Cents Issues Plate Proofs,
with #s 15P (vertical pair, fine), 17TCi (fine), 18TCi (on India
with faults), 19P (on India, fine-very fine) and 19Pi (left
marginal single, sulphuretted).
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,925

55

(*) #15/19 Group of 5 Unused Cents Issues, with a 5c
(bright colour and no gum, small tear at top), 10c (two shades
of brown, both regummed, one is reperforated), 12½c (no
gum, with thin) and a 17c. All are fine centered.
.................................................................................... Est $300

56

 #17/20 Group of High Value Cents Issues with 4-Ring
Numeral Cancels, with #s 2 (on 10c), 18 (on 12½c), 21 (on
10c deep red purple), 26 (on deep green 12½c), 27 (on 10c
and 2c), 28 (on 12½c), 30 (on 10c), 47 (? on 10c) and 50 (on
2c). Also includes two socked on the nose #45 (on a 3c Small
Queen and a 3c QV Leaf). A very nice group. 
.................................................................................... Est $350

51

 #20 1859 2c Rose Queen Victoria, used with a socked on
the nose 4-ring 27 cancel from Ottawa, well centered among
four large margins, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400
* #20i 1859 2c Claret Rose Queen Victoria, Perforated 12,
mint with original gum, hinged and fine. An attractive stamp.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

x55

9

Large Queens Scott #21-33
57

(*)/ #21, etc. Group of 5 Used or Unused ½c Black Large
Queens, with two unused (no gum, incl. one perf. 11½ x 12)
and three used, overall fine. 
..............................................................................Scott U$400

x63

58

* #21, ii, iii, iv 1868 ½c Black Large Queen with Several
Varieties, mint with full original hinged gum, showing “line
above P”, “white area on bun” and “spur in scroll at left”,
very fine and an ideal stamp both if you were to own just one,
or if you are a specialist. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene
Foundation certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $250

59

* #21a 1873 ½c Black Large Queen, Perforated 11½ x 12,
mint with original gum, hinged and well centered among large
even margins, very fine. Accompanied by a 2012 Greene
Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $360

60

63

 #22, 22b Group of 1c Brown Red Large Queens, with 17
used singles having a variety of postmarks, including dated
July 1868 and November 1868, overall fine to very fine
centered, catalogued as 8 thin paper and 9 regular papers.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,640

64

 #22a 1868 1c Brown Red Large Queen on Watermarked
Bothwell Paper, used with pen cancel, showing parts of 5
letters of the watermark, a few rounded perfs at left, else very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

65

 #22iii 1868 1c Brown Red Large Queen with “Burr” at
Left of Head, used with light grid cancel, a lovely and fresh
stamp with four large and balanced margins, two shorter
perfs do not detract, very fine. Unitrade only lists this variety
as fine, and we believe very fine should be valued for at least
double that, if not more.
.................................................................................... Est $300

59

58

61

60

* #21c 1868 ½c Black Large Queen on Thin Paper,
Perforated 12, mint with full original gum, lightly hinged,
showing a nice horizontal guideline along the bottom of the
stamp, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $360

61

(*) #22 1868 1c Brown Red Large Queen, unused (no gum),
with bright colour and a few shorter perfs, still fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700
66

62

10

64

(*) #22 1868 1c Brown Red Large Queen, unused (no gum),
quite fresh with bright colour, fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

x67

66

(*) #23 1869 1c Yellow Orange Large Queen, unused (no
gum), with a perforation thin at bottom, else fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

67

 #24, etc. Group of 2c Green Large Queens, with 37 used
singles showing a great variety of shades from dark green to
light emerald green, also many different postmarks including
corks, etc., as well as some different papers including thin
paper and unwatermarked Bothwell paper. Overall fine to very
fine group, catalogued as least expensive paper variety.
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,700

68

 #24a 1868 2c Green Large Queen on Watermarked
Bothwell Paper, two used stamps, one with pen cancel, nice
colour and shows most of the “&” of the watermark, fine-very
fine, the other showing parts of “A M” of the watermark, with
a few blunt perforations, still fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $650

69

73
73

(*) #25b 1868 3c Red Large Queen on Thin Paper, unused
(no gum), clean and fine-very fine. Accompanied by a 2016
Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,175

74

(*) #26iv 1875 5c Olive Green Large Queen, Perforated
11¾ x 12, unused (no gum) and well centered, with a very
light pressed-out diagonal crease (difficult to see), else very
fine and attractive.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

75

 #27, etc. Group of 6c Large Queens, with 100 used singles
showing a good variety of shades, papers and postmarks (a
few are dated, including one APR.28.1868), overall fine to
very fine and catalogued as least expensive variety as per
Scott. 
........................................................................ Scott U$12,500

70

69

(*) #24b 1868 2c Deep Green Large Queen on Thin Paper,
unused (no gum) with lovely rich colour characteristic of this
paper, well centered and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

70

(*) #24b 1868 2c Deep Green Large Queen on Thin Paper,
unused (no gum), fine. Accompanied by a 1978 Greene
Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600
x76

x71

74

76

 #27, etc. Group of 6c Large Queens, with 50 used singles
showing a good variety of shades, papers and postmarks (one
is on piece dated MAR.14.1871), overall fine to very fine and
catalogued as least expensive variety as per Scott.
.......................................................................... Scott U$6,250

77

 #27, etc. Group of 6c Large Queens, with 50 used singles
showing a good variety of shades, papers and postmarks (two
are dated 1869), overall fine to very fine and catalogued as
least expensive variety as per Scott.
.......................................................................... Scott U$6,250

78

 #27, etc. Group of 6c Large Queens, with 92 used singles,
each put aside by the collector for having mostly small faults,
those including mostly short perforations but also extending
to corner creases and in a few cases small thins. We note a
good variety of shades, papers and postmarks, overall fine
to very fine appearance, and catalogued as least expensive
variety as per Scott. 
........................................................................Scott U$11,500

72

71

 #25, etc. Group of 3c Red Large Queens, with 100 used
singles, with a variety of postmarks, shades and papers.
Overall fine with a few better, all stamps scanned online and
catalogued as least expensive variety according to Scott.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,000

72

 #25a 1868 3c Red Large Queen on Watermarked
Bothwell Paper, used with light New Brunswick oval grid, a
fresh and very well centered stamp showing a full letter “S” of
the watermark, very fine. A nice stamp.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

x77

11

85

79
79

80

80

 #27b 1868 6c Brown Large Queen on Watermarked
Bothwell Paper, used with light cancels, showing a small
portion of a few letters of the watermark at top, small thin at
centre, very good-fine.
.......................................................................Unitrade $1,125

86

(*)/* #29, 30 Group of Five Unused or Mint 15c Large
Queens, one is unused (no gum) and the other four have full
original gum, all hinged except for one that is NH. Good range
of shades, overall fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$450

87

 #29, 30, 30c Group of 15c Large Queens, with 19 used
singles and a block of 4, we note a number of shades,
postmarks, etc. Also note a few papers, including two thick
soft (both with faults). Overall fine or better group. 
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,565

82

81

* #28 1868 12½c Blue Large Queen, mint with original gum
and hinge remnant, fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

82

(*) #28 1868 12½c Blue Large Queen, unused (no gum)
with deep rich colour, well centered and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

x83

88

89

88

(*) #29a 1874 15c Grey Purple Large Queen, Perforated
11½ x 12, unused (no gum), fine. Accompanied by a 1986
Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

89

(*) #29b 1868 15c Red Lilac Large Queen, unused (no
gum) with fresh colour, with a trivial corner crease at upper
right (can only just be seen in fluid), else a very fine stamp.
Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv.
$275.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

90

(*) #29b 1868 15c Red Lilac Large Queen, unused (no
gum), fresh and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

84

83

 #28 Group of 12½c Blue Large Queens, a group of 14
used singles, with a variety of shades and postmarks including
dated October 1868, April 1872 and February 1879, saw no
thin paper varieties. A few stamps have small faults such as a
tear, pinholes, some short perfs, etc., still overall fine or better.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,750

84

 #28a 1868 12½c Blue Large Queen on Watermarked
Bothwell Paper, used with light cancel, showing most of the
letters “MIL” of the watermark, rounded corner at lower right,
still very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

12

x86

(*) #27v 1868 6c Brown Large Queen, unused (no gum),
fresh and fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

81

 #29, 30 Group of Dated 15c Large Queens, with 14
stamps, all dated in the 1890s, good range of shades and
overall fine, a good lot for the specialist. 
.................................................................................... Est $100

95

x91
91

92

93

 #29i 1868 15c Slate Purple Large Queen, a group of
25 used from Firth Group XIII, with vertical mesh, variety of
postmarks and overall fine. 
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

x92

 #29b 1868 15c Red Lilac Large Queen, a group of 15
used singles, with a variety of postmarks, including a Hamilton
“5” duplex, a fancy leaf, etc., overall fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200
 #29b 1868 15c Red Lilac Large Queen, a group of 24
used singles, with a variety of postmarks, including one in
blue, a fancy leaf, etc., overall fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,920

96
96

* #30 1868 15c Bluish Grey Large Queen, mint with
original hinged gum, well centered with fresh colour, very
fine. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate
erroneously identifying the shade as “grey”.
...........................................................................Unitrade $240

97

 #30b 1875 15c Blue Grey Large Queen, a group of 68
used singles, all identified by owner as to Firth Groups (X, XIII)
and mesh orientation (horizontal and vertical), with a variety
of postmarks and shades, overall fine and great lot for the
specialist.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,720

 #29c 1868 15c Grey Violet Large Queen on Watermarked
Bothwell Paper, used with centrally struck cancel, showing
part of the letters “HA” of the watermark, small tear at top and
blunt perfs at right, else fine-very fine appearance.
.......................................................................Unitrade $1,125

98

94

x97

99

98

 #30c 1868 15c Deep Violet Large Queen on Very Thick
Paper, used with cork cancel, sound (scarce thus, for this
paper) and fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

99

 #30 var 1868 15c Greyish Purple Large Queen with
Double Perforation, used with grid cancel, double perforation
is at bottom, fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

100

 #30vii 1868 15c Violet Grey Large Queen on
Unwatermarked Pirie Paper, used with cork cancel, also
showing a small blue cancel at lower left. Very shallow thin
at top right (barely perceptible), still fine-very fine and fresh.
Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,250

* #29d 1868 15c Brown Purple Large Queen Imperforate,
a mint horizontal pair with original gum and hinge remnants,
right stamp has a thin at top, else very fine appearing.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

We are always seeking nice material for our
sales. Contact Stéphane to discuss your
consignments to our future auctions.
stephane@sparks-auctions.com

13

Small Queens Scott #34-47

101

102

101

 #31 1868 1c Brown Red Large Queen on Laid Paper,
used with a light grid cancel, deep rich colour and better
centered than most, with a thin, otherwise fine appearance.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,000

102

 #33 1868 3c Bright Red Large Queen on Laid Paper,
used with target cancel, clear laid lines plus a verge line, fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500
106

** #34 1882 ½c Black Small Queen, a mint block of 30,
with full original gum, 16 stamps are lightly hinged, and lower
left stamp is detached. There is a small stain affecting the
lower right two stamps, else a nice block and overall fine-very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $967

x103
103

/*/** #21-30 Collection of Mint and Used Large Queens,
with a basic used set, plus useful extras such as a #22b,
23a, 28b (regummed) as well as 6 extra used 6c values
and 13 extra 15c values (many shades) and another 5 mint
hinged 15c values, for a total of 37 stamps. The quality of
this collection is much better than usual, with many very fine
stamps, fresh colours, a few fully dated, etc. The 15c values
were counted as least expensive shades only as per Scott.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,595

104

/(*)/* #21/30 Selection of Mostly Used Large Queens,
with ½c (x8 used and unused), 2c (x7), 3c (x9), 5c, 6c (x4,
incl. two that appear unused), 12½c (x2) and 15c (x7 incl. one
mint with full og). Good range of shades, unchecked by us for
paper or perforations, overall fine and all scanned online. 
.................................................................................... Est $200

105

14

/** #21a, 24iii, 25iii Three Large Queen Varieties, with
#s 21a (perf. 11½ x 12, mint never hinged, fine), 24iii (thick
soft blotting paper, used, fine) and 25iii (thick soft blotting
paper, used, fine).
...........................................................................Unitrade $720

x107
107

 #34 Group of ½c Black Small Queen Multiples, with
116 used stamps in all, consisting of 2 singles (one with
precancel), 14 pairs, 2 strips of three, 1 strip of four, 13
blocks of four and 4 blocks of six. Includes better postmarks
such as squared circles (Brockville, Toronto, Victoria) and
c.d.s. postmarks including an RPO, etc. Couple of small faults,
still overall fine or better, unchecked for re-entries, etc.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,160

108

** #34, 34ii Group of Three Different ½c Black Small
Queens, on greyish paper, yellowish paper and thicker white
paper. All three are mint never hinged and extremely fine. A
scarce offering so nice.
...........................................................................Unitrade $325

x109
109

** #34, 34ii 1882 ½c Black Small Queen, a mint never
hinged group of 10 mint never hinged, includes 3 thicker
white papers (Unitrade 34ii) and 7 greyish papers including a
marginal strip of 5 and a plate inscription single. Overall fine
to very fine, all catalogued as per Scott #34 listing.
..............................................................................Scott U$450

110

** #35 1890s 1c Yellow Small Queen, mint with full original
gum, never hinged. A fresh and very fine stamp.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $180

111
111

112

114

(*)/* #35d, 35vii, 36e, 37ii, 38a 1873-76 1c to 5c Small
Queens, All Perforated 11½ x 12, with a 1c yellow (very fine
and fresh with large part original gum), 1c orange (very fine,
no gum), 2c green (fine with full original gum and a few short
perfs at left), 3c dull red (fine-very fine, with full original gum)
and 5c (fine-very fine, with traces of gum). A useful group.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

115

* #36 1890s 2c Deep Green Small Queen Imperforate, a
mint vertical pair with original hinged gum, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

116

** #36 early 1872-73 2c Deep Green Small Queen,
Perforated 11.85, First Ottawa Printing, mint with full
pristine original gum, never hinged, well centered amongst
four large margins with “Post Office” fresh colour, extremely
fine. An exceptionally rare stamp in this condition, as very few
2c stamps were printed during the First Ottawa printing period
(limited to 1872-73 for the 2c value). Despite not having its
own Unitrade number, this stamp is highly sought after by
connoisseurs, and this may well be the finest example known,
as we do not recall seeing a premium never hinged example
of this stamp having been offered anywhere.
.................................................................................... Est $500

112

** #35 1890s 1c Yellow Small Queen, mint with full original
gum, never hinged with large margins. A fresh and very fine
stamp.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $180
** #35 1890s 1c Yellow Small Queen, mint with original
never hinged gum (tiny bit of gum loss at bottom), with large
and even margins, very fine plus.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $180

x113
113

x114

110

(*)/*/** #35, 35a Two Different 1c Small Queen Printings
in Blocks of 10, with a 35a orange block with full original
gum and 5 never hinged stamps (toning at top) and a 35
yellow block without gum. An attractive and fine or better
group.
.................................................................................... Est $300
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121

117

118

117

* #37 1873 3c Orange Red Small Queen, Perforated 12,
mint with full original gum, redistributed to appear never
hinged, with deep rich colour and large margins, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $250

118

 #37d 1870 3c Copper Red Small Queen, Perforated
12½, used with indistinct cancel, with the deep rich shade
particular to this short-lived printing, fine. Accompanied by a
1969 British Philatelic Association certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

119

* #38a 1876 5c Slate Green Small Queen, Perforated 11½
x 12, mint with original gum, lightly hinged. A fresh stamp,
well centered with a very fine appearance. Accompanied by a
copy of a 1983 Greene Foundation certificate for a block of
six, from which this was the top left stamp (with no mention
of faults). Also accompanied by a 2021 certificate from the
same entity mentioning “disturbed gum” (which is typical to
this printing and not a fault, but rather an indication that it is
from this printing), as well as mentioning a “crease” (which is
more of a gum crack).
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

120
120

16

* #39 1880s 6c Yellow Brown Small Queen, mint with full
original gum, hinged. From the “three dot state” this stamp
is fresh and very fine. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene
Foundation certificate incorrectly describing the colour as
brown.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

121

* #38i 1876 5c Deep Olive Green Small Queen, mint with
original hinged gum, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

122

123

122

* #39 1880s 6c Yellow Brown Small Queen, mint with
original hinged gum, fine-very fine. Accompanied by a 2013
Greene Foundation certificate indicating “gum slightly
disturbed”.
...........................................................................Unitrade $525

123

* #39b 1873 6c Brown Small Queen, Perforated 11½ x 12,
mint with large part original hinged gum, fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $850

124

125

124

** #39d 1880s 6c Brown Small Queen, mint with full
original gum, never hinged and fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

125

** #40a 1880 10c Magenta Small Queen, mint with full
original gum, never hinged and fine. A fresh stamp.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,250

126

 #40c 1873 10c Pale Milky Rose Lilac Small Queen,
Perforated 11½, used with neat boxed, and oval registration
cancels, a great representation of this distinct and scarce
shade, with a pulled perf at left and thinned, still very fine
appearance.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

127

(*) #40i 1888 10c Light Rose Lilac Small Queen, unused
(regummed), well centered and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,750

128

(*) #41b 1891 3c Orange Vermilion Small Queen
Imperforate, an unused (no gum, as issued) horizontal pair
large and balanced margins, fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600
131

129

* #42a 1891 5c Grey Small Queen Imperforate, a left
marginal mint vertical strip of three, with original hinged gum,
showing most of the plate imprint in margin. There are two
natural and light gum bends and a small bit of missing gum
due to hinge removal, both of which do not detract from the
lovely appearance of this item, very fine. Unitrade value for a
pair is $900.
.................................................................................... Est $400

** #42 1890s 5c Grey Small Queen, mint with full original
gum and deep colour, never hinged and fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $530

x132

130

132

** #43 1890s 6c Red Brown Small Queen, a lot containing
five strips of 3, all mint never hinged with full original gum
(two strips have light natural gum skips), overall very good
and fresh. Rsv. $450.
.......................................................................... Scott U$7,875

133

** #43 1890s 6c Red Brown Small Queen, mint with full
original gum, never hinged and very fine. A very nice stamp
which is accompanied by a 2011 Greene Foundation
certificate. Rsv. $650.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

** #42 1890s 5c Grey Small Queen, mint with full original
gum, never hinged and quite fresh. A large stamp with
balanced margins, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900
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134

135

134

** #43 1890s 6c Red Brown Small Queen, mint with full
original gum, never hinged and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

135

** #43 1890s 6c Red Brown Small Queen, mint with full
original gum, never hinged. A fresh and fine-very fine stamp,
accompanied by a 2011 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $693

136

139

** #45c 1891-94 10c Rose Carmine Red Small Queen
Imperforate, mint right marginal horizontal pair with never
hinged yellowish gum which is somewhat unevenly applied,
as commonly seen on this printing. Light natural gum bend
does not detract, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

140

** #46 1893 20c Vermilion Widow Weeds, mint with full
original gum, never hinged. An exceptional stamp, with its
large margins, bright colour and extreme freshness, extremely
fine and destined for the finest collection. Accompanied by
a photocopy of a 2014 Greene Foundation certificate for a
block of four, from which this was the lower right stamp.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

x137

136

 #43 var 1895 6c Brown Red Small Queen with Printing
Variety, used with Halifax squared circle datestamp dated
JAN.10.1895. The stamp possesses an unusual printing flaw
at top, which the accompanying 2015 Greene Foundation
certificate calls “pitted printing” and shows a number of
coloured dots all over.
...................................................................................... Est $50

137

** #44a 1893 8c Blue Grey Small Queen, a mint never
hinged group of 13 singles, with a few shades, one has a
natural gum skip, else an overall fine group. Rsv. $400.
.......................................................................... Scott U$7,150

x141
141
x138
138

18

* #45, 45a, 45b Group of Four Mint 10c Small Queens, with
a brown red, two dull roses and one bright pink, the brown red
appears NH but has a bit of redistribution in one corner, one
is hinged and the third is possibly regummed and the fourth
has gum redistribution. An overall fine group.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,750

** #46, 47 1893 20c and 50c Widow Weeds, both mint
never hinged and fresh, the 20c has a tiny gum imperfection
mentioned for the record and the 50c has gum pooling in
places, overall fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

142

 #46, 47 1893 20c and 50c Widow Weeds, both used with
c.d.s. cancels, well centered within large margins, very fine
plus.
...........................................................................Unitrade $250

143

/(*) #34-47 Selection of Mostly Used Small Queens, all
neatly displayed on 3 black stock pages with all denominations
present, ½c (x9), 1c (x16), 2c (x13), 3c (x27), 5x (x15), 6c
(x12), 8c (x8), 10c (x10), 20c (x2) and 50c (x2). Note a range
of shades and printings, as well as some unused or mint
stamps. Overall fine to very fine, all pages scanned online. 
.................................................................................... Est $250

x146
146

*/(*) #34a/45c Group of Six Different Small Queen
Imperforate Pairs, all mint, with the ½c (34a, hinged with
corner crease lower left), 1c (35b, hinge remnants with
internal horizontal crease), 3c (41b, no gum, horizontal
crease and small stain), 5c (42a, lightly hinged, under-inked
at left) 8c (44d, fine) and 10c (45c, no gum, very fine).
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,150

x144
144

*/** #34/41 Group of Mint or Unused Small Queens, with
#s 34 (two hinged singles), 35 (fresh block of four with full
original gum, top two stamps are hinged, bottom never hinged
but with light crease), 2c (a horizontal strip of 5 with very
small part original gum), 39 (unused no gum), and 41 (pair
with small hinge thin).
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,500

x147
147

x145
145

*/** #34/42 Group of Mint Small Queens, a nice group
consisting of Unitrade #s 34 (very fine, NH), 34ii (on thicker
white paper, NH, very fine), 35 (extremely fine jumbo, appears
NH but with a bit of gum loss and a creased lower left corner
perf tip), 35 (very fine, VLH), 36 (one very fine LH and two fine
NH), 41 (one very fine LH and one fine NH), 38 (very good,
full original NH gum, comes with a 2011 Greene Foundation
certificate), 42 (fine, NH), 39 (fine, hinged original gum). A
mostly fresh group with bright colours.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,408

* #38/47 Group of 11 Different High Value Mint Small
Queens, all fine with original hinged gum except where noted,
with #s 38 (couple of short perfs.), 39 (very fine, regummed),
39b (a lovely and fresh stamp with full original gum), 40
(regummed and couple of short perfs.), 43 (very fine, hinge
remnant), 43 (very fine, different shade, never hinged with
natural paper wrinkle), 44 (very fine), 44a (very fine), 45 (very
fine, with a tiny natural paper fault at left), 45a and 47 (never
hinged).
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,150
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Jubilee Issue Scott #50-65

148

149

** #54i 1897 5c Slate Blue Jubilee, mint never hinged, well
centered and fresh, extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2021
Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $360

153

** #55 1897 6c Yellow Brown Jubilee, mint never hinged,
fresh and fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

154

 #55 1897 6c Yellow Brown Jubilee, used with unobtrusive
corner c.d.s. cancel, well centered and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $250

155

** #55i 1897 6c Yellow Brown Jubilee with Re-Entry, a
mint never hinged block of four, with the upper left stamp
(pos. 44) showing a re-entry in TAGE of POSTAGE. A fresh
block with deep, rich colour, fine-very fine. Far fewer 6c values
were printed than any of the other lower value Jubilees (only
75,000), so not many multiples remain, even fewer showing
this re-entry. A rare item. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene
Foundation certificate. Rsv $675.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,600

** #50 1897 ½c Black Jubilee, mint never hinged with
deep rich colour and well centered, fresh and extremely fine.
Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv.
$375.
...........................................................................Unitrade $420

 #50 1897 ½c Black Jubilee, used with a clean c.d.s.
cancel, fine-very fine and difficult to find in this condition.
.................................................................................... Est $100

150

** #53 1897 3c Bight Rose Jubilee, mint never hinged,
with bright fresh colour, quite fresh and extremely fine. A
lovely stamp. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation
certificate.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $120

151

** #54 1897 5c Deep Blue Jubilee, mint never hinged,
with deep rich colour, well centered and extremely fine.
Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300
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152

156

157

158

159

** #56 1897 8c Dark Violet Jubilee, mint never hinged, well
centered and extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

160

** #57 1897 10c Brown Violet Jubilee, mint never hinged,
with large margins, very fine. Accompanied by a 2021 Richard
Gratton AIEP certificate. Rsv $275.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

161

** #57 1897 10c Brown Violet Jubilee, a mint never hinged
single with sheet margin at right, a well centered stamp with
bright colour, very fine and fresh.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

162

 #57 1897 10c Brown Violet Jubilee, used with a very neat
and unobtrusive c.d.s. cancel, well centered and very fine. A
scarce stamp in this condition.
...........................................................................Unitrade $160

163

** #57, 57i, 57iii 1897 10c Brown Violet Jubilee with
Re-Entries, a mint never hinge upper block of 10, with full
plate 19 inscription in top selvedge, separated in two leaving
a block of 6 and a block of four (can still be displayed as a
block of 10). Plate positions 3 and 5 both have the major reentry, the stamps are all fresh and overall very fine centered.
Catalogue value is for 10 singles only and does not take into
account the plate inscription.
....................................................................... Unitrade $8,400

** #56 1897 8c Dark Violet Jubilee, mint never hinged
upper left corner single, well centered with very light gum
wrinkles (mentioned only for the record), still an extremely
fine stamp.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

 #56 1897 8c Dark Violet Jubilee, used with c.d.s. cancels,
well centered and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $100

** #57 1897 10c Brown Violet Jubilee, mint never hinged
and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750
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164

** #57ii 1897 10c Brown Violet Jubilee with Major ReEntry, mint never hinged, with re-entry from position 46, very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

165

** #58 1897 15c Steel Blue Jubilee, mint never hinged with
deep rich colour, quite fresh and fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

166

167

168

** #59 1897 20c Vermilion Jubilee, a mint never hinged
plate strip of three, showing a full plate 21 inscription in
middle of top selvedge. The stamps are fresh and never
hinged, but the selvedge has hinges and thins, fine-very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,475

169

** #60 1897 50c Ultramarine Jubilee, mint never hinged,
fresh and fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

170

** #60 1897 50c Ultramarine Jubilee, a mint never hinged
single with sheet margin at bottom, with bright fresh colour,
fine-very fine. Accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation
and 2018 PSE certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

** #59 1897 20c Vermilion Jubilee, mint never hinged with
bright colour, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

** #59 1897 20c Vermilion Jubilee, a mint never hinged
single with sheet margin at left, a well centered stamp with
bright colour and a very light natural gum bend, very fine and
fresh.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200
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171

** #60 1897 50c Ultramarine Jubilee, mint never hinged
with deep rich colour and well centered, extremely fine. Ex
“Libra” and accompanied by a 2015 Greene Foundation
certificate. Rsv. $550.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

172

** #60 1897 50c Ultramarine Jubilee, mint never hinged,
with tiny pinpoint inclusion on gum and a few shorter perfs at
right, else fresh and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

173

174

** #60ii 1897 50c Pale Blue Jubilee, a mint never hinged
single with sheet margin at right, a well centered stamp in a
distinct shade also known as “powder blue”, quite fresh and
very fine, a shade missing in many collections, as it is not
often encountered.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

175

** #61 1897 $1 Lake Jubilee, mint never hinged with sheet
margin at top (showing small part of imprint), a very well
centered and fresh stamp, with bright colour. Tiny wrinkle
on back mentioned for the record, still extremely fine and an
exceptional stamp.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

176

 #61 1897 $1 Lake Jubilee, used with an ideal JUL.7.1898
Toronto datestamp. This lovely stamp has the tiniest thin
behind the crown, else with rich colour, well centered and
extremely fine appearance. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene
Foundation certificate. Rsv. $350.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

177

** #62 1897 $2 Dark Purple Jubilee, mint never hinged,
fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

** #61 1897 $1 Lake Jubilee, mint never hinged, fine-very
fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

23

178

 #62 1897 $2 Dark Purple Jubilee, used with a centrally
struck DEC.29.1897 c.d.s. cancel, well centered and very
fine. A scarce stamp in this condition.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

179

180

181

24

182

** #63 1897 $3 Yellow Bistre Jubilee, a mint never hinged
single with sheet margin at right, a well centered stamp
with large margin at right, with a natural yellow ochre small
printer’s ink spot on back, still quite fresh and fine-very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,200

 #62 1897 $2 Dark Purple Jubilee, used with c.d.s.
cancels, well centered and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

183

* #63 1897 $3 Yellow Bistre Jubilee, mint hinged with
negligible gum disturbance, deep rich colour and fine-very
fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

 #62 1897 $2 Dark Purple Jubilee, used with a December
1898 c.d.s. cancel, nicely centered and very fine. Catalogue
value includes the Unitrade premium for in-period c.d.s.
cancels, as they are rarely found.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

184

 #63 1897 $3 Yellow Bistre Jubilee, used with neat c.d.s.
cancel, fresh colour and well centered, very fine. A tough
stamp to find so nice.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

 #62 1897 $2 Dark Purple Jubilee, used with a Union
Street Toronto roller cancel, well centered and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

185

 #63 1897 $3 Yellow Bistre Jubilee, used with a purple
c.d.s. cancel (likely Winnipeg), quite fresh, nicely centered
and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

186

* #64 1897 $4 Purple Jubilee, mint lightly hinged with fresh
colour, fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

187

* #64 1897 $4 Purple Jubilee, mint hinged and fine-very
fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

188

189

190

* #65 1897 $5 Olive Green Jubilee, mint hinged with bright
colour and fine-very fine. Accompanied by a 2021 William T.
Crowe certificate mentioning in part “... a small crease in the
top margin from the hinged” which we find harsh.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

191

 #65 1897 $5 Olive green Jubilee, used with c.d.s. cancel,
well centered and fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

192

 #65 1897 $5 Olive Green Jubilee, used with a smudgy but
light cancel, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

193

 #65 1897 $5 Olive Green Jubilee, used with small part of
a purple cancel at lower right corner, a fresh and fine stamp.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

** #65 1897 $5 Olive Green Jubilee, mint never hinged and
well centered, the back shows very light wrinkling and gum
disturbance, still very fine appearance.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,000

* #65 1897 $5 Olive Green Jubilee, mint hinged (hinge
remnant) and well centered, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000
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x197
197

194

* #65ii 1897 $5 Olive Green Jubilee with Re-Entry in P and
T, mint lightly hinged and fairly well centered, this fresh stamp
is from position 10 and shows the characteristic re-entry in
the letters P and T of POSTAGE. A very fine example of this
rarely offered Jubilee variety (listed but unpriced in Unitrade).
Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv.
$1,500.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

 #50-61, 64 Group of Better Used Jubilee Issues, with a
complete set to the $1, plus a $4, with two copies each of the
6c, 20c and 50c. A very nice group, with many better postmarks
including socked on the nose town cancels. All stamps are very
fine centered except for the $1 and $4 which are fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,636

x198
x195
195

198

*/** #50-54 1897 ½c to 5c Jubilee Group, with ½c (VF NH),
1c (VF NH), 2c (XF NH), 3c (XF LH) and 5c (VF NH with light
bends).
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,030

(*)/*/** #50/58 Group of Mint and Unused Jubilees to
the 15c, with every denomination (except 10c) represented,
including some duplication, identified and priced as per grade
by owner at $1,140. We noted a nice 3c plate 2 pair (very fine,
never hinged). There are a mix of hinged (those mostly LH)
and never hinged but also a 2c with no gum, overall fine to
very fine group.
.......................................................................Unitrade $1,140

x196
196

*/** #50-60 Set of Mint Jubilees to the 50c, with every
denomination present to the 50c, identified and priced as
per grade by owner at $2,435. Includes hinged (those mostly
lightly hinged) and never hinged, fine to very fine. A nice set.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,435

x199
199

26

** #50/59 Group of Mint Never Hinged Jubilee Issues, with
#s 50-54, 56-59, #57 has a tiny bit of gum loss, and some
stamps appear to have been reperforated, else a fresh and
overall very fine group.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,160

x200
200

 #50/60 Group of Used Jubilees to the 50c, with every
denomination (except 1c and 3c) represented, including
three 50c values, and we note different postmarks, including
many dated town cancels. Identified and priced as per grade
by owner at $1,950. 27 stamps in all, including a pair, overall
fine to very fine group.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,950

x201
201

*/** #50/60 1897 Group of Mint Jubilee Issues, a dealer
stock of various issues, with ½c (2 NH singles), 3c (a NH single
and 12 hinged singles), 5c (4 NH singles, one with short gum
at top), 6c (5 hinged singles), 15c (3 hinged singles) and 50c
(a NH single). Centering is generally fine, with a few better.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,365

x203
203

** #50/65 Group of Mint Never Hinged Jubilee Issues,
with the ½c to 8c, 15c, $1, $2 and $4 values, all mint never
hinged and fresh. A few have light natural gum bends and 9
of the 11 stamps have sheet margins. Overall fine and a very
nice group.
........................................................................ Scott U$12,487

x202
202

/* #50/64 1897 Jubilee Issue Mint and Used Part Set,
missing only the 8c and $5. The 1c and $2 are used, rest
are mint, but these all have problems with the gum, whether
there is no gum, or if the gum is present there may be hinge
remnants or gum thinning. Also a few stamps have rounded
corners or creases, still overall fine appearance. From an old
time collection.
.......................................................................... Scott U$5,550

x204
204

*/P #51/60 Group of Mint Jubilee Issues, starts with plate
proofs of the 1c, 2c and 3c (mostly fine and we catalogued
as such by Unitrade), then regular issues 1c, 2c, 3c (x3), 5c,
8c, 10c (x2), 15c, 20c (tiny stain on front), and 50c. Range
is from hinged to many lightly hinged and centering is overall
fine with a few better.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,677
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x205
205

 #61/65 Group of Four Different Used Jubilee Dollar
Values, with the $1, $2, $3 and $5, with a variety of
postmarks, fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

Leaf Issues Scott #66-73

206

210

211

210

** #69 1898 3c Carmine Queen Victoria Leaf, mint never
hinged, well centered and fresh with large margins, extremely
fine. Accompanied by a 2010 Greene Foundation certificate
for when it had a sheet margin at top.
...........................................................................Unitrade $360

211

E/P #71P 6c Queen Victoria Leaf Plate Proof in Brown,
a block of four on card-mounted India paper, very fine. Rsv.
$200.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

E/P #66P ½c Queen Victoria Plate Proof in Black, a
horizontal block of 16 on card-mounted India paper, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

212
212

** #71 1897 6c Brown Queen Victoria Leaf, mint never
hinged, with large margins, very fine plus. Accompanied by a
2012 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

213

** #71 1897 6c Brown Queen Victoria Leaf, mint never
hinged, nicely centered, very fine. Accompanied by a 2013
Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

x207
207

E/P #66P-73P ½c to 10c Queen Victoria Leaf Set of Plate
Proofs, all as singles on card-mounted India paper, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

208
208

209

28

209

** #66 1897 ½c Black Queen Victoria Leaf, mint never
hinged and well centered among four large margins, extremely
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100
** #67 1897 1c Blue Green Queen Victoria Leaf, mint never
hinged, well centered and quite fresh, very fine plus.
...........................................................................Unitrade $240

213

We are always seeking nice material for our
sales. Contact Stéphane to discuss your
consignments to our future auctions.
stephane@sparks-auctions.com

219
214

** #71i 1897 6c Brown Queen Victoria Leaf with Corrected
Engraver’s Slip, mint never hinged block of four, with the variety
on the upper right (pos. 14) stamp. The lower right stamp has a
very light corner crease, else a fine-very fine block. Catalogued
as left stamps very fine, right stamps fine. Accompanied by a
2020 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $850.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,510

** #73ii 1897 10c Brown Violet Queen Victoria Leaf on
Horizontal Wove Paper, mint never hinged, fresh with bright
colour and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

x220

215

220

** #66-71 1897-98 ½c to 6c Queen Victoria Leaf Short
Set, all mint never hinged and fresh, the 6c has a very light
gum bend and all were catalogued as fine-very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,038

221

/*/** #66-73, 87 Extensive Collection of Mint and Used
½c to 10c Queen Victoria Maple Leaf Issues, all neatly
displayed and well described on 30 black stock sheets. The
collection (which includes duplication) contains mint and
used singles, pairs, blocks, and shows many interesting items
such as re-entries on the ½c, 1c many better postmarks
such as dated c.d.s. and squared circles, printings, etc. Also
includes the 2c on 3c surcharge provisional issue, with a plate
block, narrow spacing, etc. The collection was conservatively
catalogued by the owner at $7,483 and we feel that it would
be a great buy at its starting price. Rsv. $750. 
....................................................................... Unitrade $7,483

216

215

** #72 1897 8c Orange Queen Victoria Leaf, mint never
hinged, fresh and very fine. Accompanied by a 2007 Greene
Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,350

216

** #72 1897 8c Orange Queen Victoria Leaf, mint never
hinged, fresh with bright colour and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,350

217

(*) #72 1897 8c Orange Queen Victoria Leaf, a group of
9 regummed stamps, with a block of six plus three singles,
each with deep rich colour and overall very fine. 
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,050

x222
222

218

** #73 1897 10c Brown Violet Queen Victoria Leaf, mint
never hinged, well centered with large margins, bright colour
and very fine plus.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

** #66/71 Group of Mint Never Hinged Queen Victoria Leaf
Issues, with the ½c (black and grey black shades), 1c, 2c, 3c,
and 6c. A fresh and very fine to extremely fine group.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,575

29

225
225

** #75 1898 1c Grey Green Queen Victoria Numeral, mint
never hinged, well centered within four large margins, very
fine plus.
...........................................................................Unitrade $240

226

** #75 1898 1c Grey Green Queen Victoria Numeral, mint
never hinged, remarkably fresh and well centered, with deep
rich colour and extremely fine. A lovely stamp in all respects.
Accompanied by a 2008 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv.
$225.
...........................................................................Unitrade $240

227

 #75 Advanced Collection of 1c Queen Victoria Numeral
Varieties, all mounted on 61 cards with a hand drawing of
the varieties, plus a description and a retail value for selling.
The varieties consist of mostly re-entries, but also saw dots
and scratches, shades papers, one which apparently has
an offset of the 2c purple on back, postmarks including
precancel, squared circle, etc., all researched by noted expert
Jim Watt over 20 years ago. The value given is the total of all
the retail values added up. 
............................................................................Retail $2,025

x223
223

** #66/72 Group of Four Different Queen Victoria Leaf
Issues, all mint never hinged, with #s 66, 68, 70 and 72
(tiny bit of missing gum on lower left perfs). A fresh group,
catalogued as all very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

Numeral Issues Scott #74-84

228

224

30

** #74, 74ii 1898 ½c Black Queen Victoria Numeral, a mint
never hinged sheet of 100, with full selvedge on four sides,
showing the complete plate 1 inscription at top and major reentry in position 18. There is a bit of separation in places, still
a fine-very fine sheet.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,765

226

229

228

** #77 1899 2c Carmine Queen Victoria Numeral, Die I,
mint never hinged, with large margins, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $270

229

** #77 1899 2c Carmine Queen Victoria Numeral, Die I,
mint never hinged, fresh and extremely fine. Accompanied by
a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $270

230

231

230

** #77a 1899 2c Carmine Queen Victoria Numeral, Die II,
mint never hinged, with fresh bright colour, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $360

231

** #79 1899 5c Blue Queen Victoria Numeral on Bluish
Paper, mint never hinged, showing a clear plate scratch
above the upper left corner frameline, plus a vertical plate
scratch going down from a position dot in the lower left
corner frameline. Very light gum wrinkles (mentioned for the
record, not mentioned in cert.) else very fine and interesting,
Accompanied by a 2014 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. Rsv.
$375.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,050

232

233

232

** #79 1899 5c Blue Queen Victoria Numeral on Bluish
Paper, mint never hinged, with rich colour and centered
among four large margins, fresh and extremely fine. A
lovely stamp. Accompanied by a 2014 Philatelic Foundation
certificate. Rsv. $850.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,050

233

** #79b 1899 5c Blue Queen Victoria Numeral on Whiter
Paper, mint never hinged, fresh and well centered, very fine
plus. Accompanied by a 2006 Greene Foundation certificate.
Rsv. $750.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,050

234

** #79b 1899 5c Blue Queen Victoria Numeral on Whiter
Paper, mint never hinged, fresh and well centered among
large margins, extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2021
Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,050

235

236

235

** #81 1902 7c Olive Yellow Queen Victoria Numeral, mint
never hinged, quite fresh with rich colour and fine-very fine.
Accompanied by a 2013 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $530

236

** #82 1898 8c Orange Queen Victoria Numeral, mint
never hinged, fresh and fine-very fine. Accompanied by a
2014 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,100

237

** #83 1898 10c Brown Violet Queen Victoria Numeral,
mint never hinged, with large margins, very fine plus.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,250

238

** #83 1898 10c Brown Violet Queen Victoria Numeral,
mint never hinged, very well centered between four large
and even margins, quite fresh and extremely fine. A very nice
example of this stamp, destined for the best collections and
a solid investment. Accompanied by a 1992 PSE certificate
and a 2010 Sergio Sismondo certificate grading the stamp at
“XF-Superb - 95 - OGnh”. Rsv. $2,200.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,250

31

x242
242

239

** #83 1898 10c Brown Violet Queen Victoria Numeral,
mint never hinged, fresh and very fine. Accompanied by a
2021 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,250

*/** #66/88 Stock of Mint Queen Victoria Numeral Issues,
(also a few Leafs), all hinged unless otherwise noted, with #s
66 (NH), 74 (x13, incl. 6 NH), 75 (x2), 76 (x2, one is NH), 77
(x2, one is NH), 78 (NH), 80, 84, 87 (x2, one is NH), and 88
(x2). An overall fine to very fine group.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,857

x243

240

** #83 var 1898 10c Brown Violet Queen Victoria Numeral,
a mint never hinged block of four with an engraver’s slip on
the top left stamp, easily seen inside the outer frameline
at bottom right, just under “T” of CENTS. Top right stamp
extremely fine, others fine-very fine. Accompanied by a 2020
Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $2,000.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,225

241

** #84 1900 20c Olive Green Queen Victoria Numeral, mint
never hinged, quite fresh with rich colour and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

32

243

** #74-83 1898-1902 ½c to 10c Queen Victoria Numeral
Part Set, all mint never hinged, and includes two slightly
different 2c carmine Die I stamps, one with very deep colour.
The ½c has tiny gum disturbances else mostly very fine
centered and catalogued as such, even though the 5c and 7c
are a little off-centre. A choice set, missing only the 20c value
to be complete.
....................................................................... Unitrade $8,430

244

/*/** #74-84 Extensive Collection of the ½c to 20c
Queen Victoria Numeral Issue, all neatly displayed on 57
black stock sheets, with the start of the collection, as well as
each value being preceded by well done informational pages
from Reiche and Sendbuehler. Each value is presented with
mint first, then used, with varying quantities of each, noting
Dies, shades, re-entries, papers, the 1899 surcharge, etc.
The many used show a good variety of postmarks as well,
and includes pairs blocks of four and larger blocks. Owner’s
conservative Unitrade catalogue value of $12,600 is for
all fine centered only (even though we saw many very fine
centered stamps throughout), and the mint were all counted
as all hinged only (even though we saw many NH stamps
throughout), and the hundreds of used ½c to 3c values were
not counted. A great collection for collectors to keep adding
to, as well as for dealers to resell, and easily worth the low
starting price. See photos online for an idea, else book an
appointment to view in person to better appreciate the years
of work and value involved. Rsv. $900. 
.....................................................................Unitrade $12,600

x248

245

** #74/80 Group of Four Different Queen Victoria Numeral
Issues, all mint never hinged, with #s 74 (very nicely centered),
76 (bit of gum soaking at lower right corner), 79 (very light
fingerprint on the gum, mentioned only for the record) and 80
(very light gum imperfection at lower left corner). Catalogued
as all very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,250

248

** #85, 86 1898 2c Map Issue, a dealer stock of mint
issues, with a total of 43 never hinged stamps in singles,
pairs, blocks and strips. Centering varies from fine to very fine
and also includes an imperforate (no gum) pair with faults
and therefore not counted.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,300

249

 #85, 86 Old Time Accumulation of Used Map Stamps, a
new find, consisting of over 950 stamps, mostly off paper but
with a few on paper or have paper backing. A truly unpicked
group, found in a jute bag in a long ago closed antique shop.
Because of the storage method used, many of the stamps
had to be discarded, and many of those that remain will
have faults, as we only very quickly went through them, first
to remove very faulty stamps and secondly to count them
and pull a selection for a scan. Those selected are some of
the ones with better postmarks, all appearing to come from
Southwestern Ontario, including c.d.s., duplex, squared
circles and orbs. A great lot for the variety seeker or plating
enthusiast, with the majority being fine or better. 
.................................................................................... Est $250

250

 #85, 86 1898 2c Map Issue Group, of 75 used singles
(incl. a block of four), with a variety of shades and postmarks,
overall fine to very fine. 
..............................................................................Scott U$675

251

 #85, 86 1898 2c Map Group of Plated Issues, with 36
stamps, all identified as per plate number and position within
said plate. Note stamps from plates 1, 2 and 5, overall fine to
very fine. 
..............................................................................Scott U$324

Imperial Penny Postage and Provisionals Scott #85-88
246

247

** #85 1898 2c Lavender Map, a mint never hinged lower
left corner block of 10, with full plate inscription at bottom, very
fine and fresh, an exceptional plate block. See scan below.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,800

** #85, 86 1898 2c Map Stamp in Two Distinct Shades,
one with lavender oceans and the other with bright blue, both
are very fresh, mint never hinged and extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $360

Lot 246

33

252

 #85, 86 1898 2c Map Group of C.D.S. Town Postmarks,
with 90 stamps neatly displayed on 8 black stock pages,
sorted alphabetically by town name. About 75 of the stamps
are socked on the nose and fully dated, so a great lot for the
postmark collector or Map student as well. Overall fine to very
fine. 
..............................................................................Scott U$810

253

 #85, 86 1898 2c Map Group with Squared Circle
Cancels, with 14 stamps displayed on a black stock page,
noting a good variety of towns, including a Napinka and
Winnipeg East RPO strike dated April 6, 1899, etc. A lovely
and sought after group. 
.................................................................................... Est $100

257

(*) #85a 1898 2c Grey Map Imperforate, an unused (no
gum, as issued) vertical pair, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

258

(*) #86a 1898 2c Blue Map Imperforate, an unused (no
gum, as issued) vertical pair from bottom of sheet, fine. Also
comes with a single with bright blue oceans, unused (no gum,
as issued), catalogued as half of a fine pair.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

x254
254

*/** #85, 86 Group of Mint 2c Map Stamps, with never
hinged (x13), hinged (x11, including a very muddy waters),
and no gum (x4). These are in the form of singles, pairs and
blocks of four and are overall fine with a few very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,900

255

/*/** #85, 86 Collection of Mint and Used 2c Map
Stamps, with 241 singles, including a lower right corner block
of four. 28 of these stamps are mint (incl. some NH) and the
used show some postmark interest, with dated town cancels,
incl. squared circles. Also, 22 of the stamps have the notation
“Re-Entry” above them and some of those have enlarged
colour reproductions at the end of the album (each stamp
is numbered, so easy to find). Lastly 112 of the numbered
stamps have had their South pacific, or Indian Ocean number
of islands counted, again with a colour enlargement. Overall
fine to very fine. 
.................................................................................... Est $500

256

*/** #85, 86 1898 2c Map Issue Group of 11 mint stamps,
including a block of four, a pair and rest are singles, all never
hinged except for two that are hinged and one without gum,
overall fine. 
..............................................................................Scott U$920
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259

(*) #86a 1898 2c Blue Map Imperforate, an unused (no
gum, as issued) vertical pair, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

262

** #88 1899 2c on 3c Queen Victoria Numeral Surcharge,
a mint never hinged upper right corner block of 20, showing
part of plate 5 inscription in margin at top. The block was
once folded horizontally below the second row, resulting in a
light crease on two right stamps and the upper right stamp is
damaged (and not counted), rest are overall fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $380

King Edward VII Era -- Scott #89-95

260

261

263

** #89 1903 1c Green King Edward VII, mint never hinged,
with large and even margins as well as bright fresh colour, very
fine. Accompanied by a 2014 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $245

264

(*) #89a 1903 1c Green King Edward VII Imperforate,
an unused (no gum, as issued) horizontal pair, very fine.
Accompanied by a 2020 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. Rsv.
$450.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

(*) #86ii var 1898 2c Deep Blue Map Imperforate with ReEntry, an unused (no gum, as issued) vertical pair with the top
stamp showing the plate 2 re-entry in position 27, extremely
fine and scarce. Accompanied by a 2018 Greene Foundation
certificate. Rsv. $650.
.................................................................................... Est $650

** #87, 88 The Two 1899 2c on 3c Provisional Queen
Victoria Surcharge Issues, both mint never hinged, with the
Leaf and Numeral issues, both fresh and well centered with
large margins, extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $240

35

265
265

** #89iii 1903 1c Blue Green King Edward VII, mint never
hinged, quite fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $315

266

** #90 1903 2c Carmine King Edward VII, mint never
hinged, with large margins and a light crease at lower right
corner, still fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $315

267

** #90A 1903 2c Carmine King Edward VII Imperforate,
Type II, a mint never hinged plate 13 block of 8, showing
the full imprint at top center, large margins all around and
fresh, extremely fine. No premium was given for the plate
inscription.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

268

** #91 1903 5c Blue King Edward VII on Bluish Paper, mint
never hinged and fresh, with deep colour and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,225

36

269

** #91 1903 5c Blue King Edward VII on Bluish Paper, mint
never hinged, with bright colour and very fine. Accompanied
by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate indicating “a few
black ink spots on EN of CENTS”. Rsv. $850.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,225

270

** #91 1903 5c Blue King Edward VII on Bluish Paper, a
mint never hinged block of four, with fresh colour and very
well centered, very fine in all respects. Accompanied by a
2012 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $1,700.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,900

271

** #91 1903 5c Blue King Edward VII on Bluish Paper, a
mint never hinged left sheet margin block of six, remarkably
fresh with bright colour, overall fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,350

266

276

** #92iii 1903 7c Straw King Edward VII, mint never hinged,
very fresh and very fine. A lovely fresh stamp, accompanied by
a 1996 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

277

** #93 1903 10c Brown Lilac King Edward VII, mint with
full original gum, never hinged. A fresh and very fine stamp.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,050

278

* #93, 94i 1903 10c and 20c King Edward VII Issues, the
10c is mint never hinged but with some gum loss, therefore
catalogued as hinged. Short perf at top, else a very fine and
fresh stamp. The 20c is regummed and fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

279

** #95 1908 50c Purple King Edward VII, mint never
hinged, with fresh colour and large margins, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,250

x272
272

* #91-93 1903 5c to 10c King Edward VII Group, each
value in a mint hinged (hinge remnant) marginal pair, the 5c
pair has spots of gum thinning due to hinge removal, else an
overall fine to very fine group.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,110

273

274

273

** #91 var 1903 5c Blue King Edward VII on Bluish Paper,
mint never hinged, showing a hairline across the bottom
length of the stamp, quite fresh and very fine. Accompanied
by a 2021 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. Rsv $375.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,225

274

** #92 1903 7c Olive Bistre King Edward VII, mint never
hinged, with huge margins, fresh and extremely fine.
Accompanied by a 2012 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. Rsv.
$750.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,750

275

** #92 1903 7c Straw King Edward VII, mint never hinged,
with bright colour, fresh and fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $570
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280

281

** #89-91 1903 1c, 2c and 5c King Edward VII Issues, all
three are mint never hinged and quite fresh, a very fine trio.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,785

** #97i 1908 1c Green Québec Tercentenary with
Hairlines in Margins, a mint never hinged left marginal
single, showing heavy hairlines throughout, an ideal example
of this interesting phenomena, large margins and extremely
fine. Accompanied by a 1985 Greene Foundation certificate.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $180

285

** #98 1908 2c Carmine Québec Tercentenary, mint never
hinged,very well centered and fresh, extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $210

286

** #98 1908 2c Carmine Québec Tercentenary, mint never
hinged, quite fresh with rich colour and four large margins,
extremely fine. Easily one of the better ones out there and
worth every penny of the catalogue value. Also a stamp that
is rarely offered on its own. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene
Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $210

287

** #99 1908 5c Blue Québec Tercentenary, mint never
hinged, well centered and fresh, very fine. Accompanied by a
2016 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $450

* #89-93 Stock of Mint King Edward VII Issues, with #s 89
(x5), 90 (x5), 90A, 91 (x3), 92 (x3) and 93 (x2). All are hinged
and overall fine. 
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,615

x282
282

284

*/** #89-93 Group of Mint King Edward VII Issues, with
two shades of the 1c (green, grey green), three 2c values, a
5c (with gum disturbances, catalogued as hinged), 7c (a fine
NH pair), a 10c (hinged) and a single, pair and block of four of
the Type II imperforate. All stamps are very fine never hinged
except where noted.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,725

Québec Tercentenary Scott #96-103

283

** #96, 97 1908 ½c and 1c Québec Tercentenary Issues,
both mint never hinged and very nicely centered, the 1c has
light gum disturbance, otherwise a very fine or better duo.
...........................................................................Unitrade $195
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288

289

290

** #99 1908 5c Blue Québec Tercentenary, mint never
hinged, with fresh colour and well centered, with a microscopic
natural paper inclusion at top (not mentioned in certificate),
else very fine. Accompanied by a 2021 Richard Gratton AIEP
certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $450

291

** #100 1908 7c Olive Green Québec Tercentenary, mint
never hinged, fresh and very fine. Accompanied by a 2012
Richard Gratton AIEP certificate,
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

292

** #101 1908 10c Violet Québec Tercentenary, mint never
hinged, quite fresh with very large margins, extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

293

** #102 1908 15c Orange Québec Tercentenary, mint
never hinged, fresh and very fine. Accompanied by a 2013
Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,050

294

** #102 1908 20c Brown Québec Tercentenary, mint never
hinged, with bright, fresh colour, well centered and extremely
fine. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate.
Rsv. $750.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

** #99 1908 5c Blue Québec Tercentenary, mint never
hinged, fresh with bright colour, very fine. Accompanied by a
2021 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $450

* #99a 1908 5c Blue Québec Tercentenary Imperforate, a
mint right marginal vertical pair, hinged at top (resulting in
small hinge thin) and with tiny stain at left of top stamp, else
very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

39

295

296

** #102 1908 15c Orange Québec Tercentenary, mint
never hinged with bright colour, light fingerprint on gum, quite
fresh and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,050

x299
299

** #96-99 1908 ½c to 5c Québec Tercentenary Short Set,
each stamp is mint never hinged and very fresh, well centered
and extremely fine. A choice group.
...........................................................................Unitrade $855

** #102 1908 15c Orange Québec Tercentenary, mint never
hinged, well centered and fresh, extremely fine. Accompanied
by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,050

x300
300

297

** #103 1908 20c Brown Québec Tercentenary, mint never
hinged, fresh and well centered, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

** #96-103 1908 ½c to 20c Brown Québec Tercentenary
Set, an exceptionally fresh, mint never hinged set, with
each stamp well centered among large margins, with only
the 5c having the lightest gum disturbance, else very fine to
extremely fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,605

x301

298

40

* #103a 1908 20c Brown Québec Tercentenary Imperforate,
a mint left vertical marginal pair, hinged at top, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

301

* #96-103 Stock of Mint Québec Tercentenary Issues, with
#s 96 (x7, one has no gum), 97 (x6), 98 (x3), 99 (x4), 100
(x2), 101 (x3), 102 (x3) and 103. All are hinged (some with
hinge remnants) and saw a few small faults, else overall fine.
...........................................................................Scott U$2,744

302

*/** #96-103 1903 ½c to 20c Québec Tercentenary Set, a
dealer stock of mint issues, with two complete hinged sets, a
complete NH set (7c has light gum bends) plus the following
values: 1c (NH block of four and NH upper left corner pair), 5c
(6 NH singles) and 10c (5 NH singles and 4 hinged singles).
Centering varies from fine to very fine. 
.......................................................................... Scott U$9,395

King George V Era -- Admiral Issues Scott #104-140

308
303

304

303

** #104viii 1911 1c Blue Green Admiral with Hairlines, a
mint never hinged left sheet margin single, showing strong
hairlines, quite fresh and extremely fine. Accompanied by a
2021 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $210

304

** #106b 1911-12 2c Pink Admiral, mint never hinged and
fresh, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

305
305

306

308

** #107a 1924 2c Deep Green Admiral on Thin Paper, mint
never hinged, with the deep rich colour of the thin paper, a
very fresh and perfectly centered stamp, extremely fine. For
the very best collections.
.............................................................................Unitrade $90

309

** #107cf 1923 2c Yellow Green Admiral Booklet Pane
of Six, Dry Printing, mint never hinged, quite fresh with very
large margins all around, extremely fine. Probably the nicest
example we recall seeing, as this issue is quite scarce so
fresh and well centered. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene
Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

310

** #107iv 1923-25 2c Yellow Green Admiral, Dry Printing,
mint never hinged, well centered among large margins, fresh
and extremely fine. Ex Stan Lum.
.............................................................................Unitrade $90

306

** #106ii 1911 2c Deep Rose Red Admiral, mint never
hinged, with deep rich colour, very well centered and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $150
** #106ii 1911 2c Deep Rose Red Admiral, mint never
hinged, very well centered with bright colour, fresh and
extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $150

311

307

310

312

311

** #108c 1923 3c Brown Admiral, Dry Printing, mint never
hinged, well centered and quite fresh, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $150

312

** #108c 1923 3c Brown Admiral, Dry Printing, mint never
hinged, quite fresh with large margins, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $150

** #107a 1917 2c Deep Green Admiral on Thin Paper,
Wet Printing, with Type D Inverted Lathework, a mint never
hinged block of four, fresh and fine. Accompanied by a 2021
Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv $450.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,300
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318
313
313

314

314

** #108c 1923 3c Brown Admiral, Dry Printing, mint
never hinged, quite fresh and well centered among four large
margins, extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2018 Greene
Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $150

318

** #111 1914 5c Dark Blue Admiral, mint never hinged,
with deep rich colour, fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

319

** #111 1914 5c Blue Admiral, mint never hinged, with
bright colour, fresh and fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $520

** #109 1923 3c Carmine Admiral, Die I, mint never hinged,
well centered among 4 large margins, bright and rich colour,
extremely fine.
.............................................................................Unitrade $90

320

315

** #109c 1924 3c Carmine Admiral, Die II, mint never
hinged with sheet margin at left, quite fresh and well
centered, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $210

316
316

317

42

319

321

320

** #112a 1924 5c Violet Admiral on Thin paper, Wet
Printing, mint never hinged and very well centered, fresh and
extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $150

321

** #113 1916 7c Yellow Ochre Admiral, mint never hinged
and quite fresh, quite well centered with a trace of a fingerprint
on the gum at top right, still extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $270

317

** #110 1922 4c Olive Bistre Admiral, Dry Printing, mint
never hinged, well centered among 4 large and even margins,
quite fresh and extremely fine. A remarkable stamp well worth
full catalogue.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300
** #110d 1925 4c Yellow Ochre Admiral, Dry Printing, mint
never hinged with bright colour and well centered, very fine.
Accompanied by a 2013 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $240

322

323

322

** #114b 1924 7c Red Brown Admiral, Wet Printing, mint
never hinged with bright colour and quite fresh, very fine.
Accompanied by a 2011 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $135

323

** #114b 1924 7c Red Brown Admiral, Wet Printing,
mint never hinged, well centered and fresh, extremely fine.
Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $135

324

325

324

** #115i 1925 8c Light Blue Admiral, mint never hinged,
well centered and quite fresh, very fine plus.
...........................................................................Unitrade $240

325

** #116 1912 10c Plum Admiral, mint never hinged, fresh
and fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $720

326

327

** #116a 1912 10c Reddish Purple Admiral, mint never
hinged, nicely centered and fresh, very fine. A nice example
of this stamp’s first printing, ex Stan Lum. Accompanied by a
2013 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $850.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,800

** #117 1922 10c Blue Admiral, Wet Printing, a mint never
hinged block of four, with bright colour and quite fresh, each
stamp has lovely centering, extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $960

328

329

328

** #117 1922 10c Blue Admiral, Wet Printing, mint never
hinged, well centered among large margins, fresh and very
fine plus. Accompanied by a 2015 Greene Foundation
certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $240

329

** #117 1922 10c Blue Admiral, Wet Printing, mint never
hinged, remarkably fresh and with large even margins,
extremely fine. A very nice stamp. Accompanied by a 2021
Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $240

330

332

330

** #117a 1925 10c Blue Admiral, Dry Printing, mint
never hinged, quite fresh with four large and even margins,
extremely fine. A lovely stamp in all respects.
...........................................................................Unitrade $210

331

** #118 1925 10c Bistre Brown Admiral, a mint never
hinged block of four, with each stamp well centered and fresh,
extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2018 Greene Foundation
certificate. Rsv. $400.
...........................................................................Unitrade $720

332

** #118b 1925 10c Yellow Brown Admiral, Dry Printing,
mint never hinged, well centered and fresh, extremely fine.
A very nice stamp in all respects. Accompanied by a 2012
Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $240

43

333

334

333

** #119c 1912 20c Dark Olive Green Admiral, Wet Printing,
mint never hinged, with deep rich colour and nice centering,
a fresh and very fine stamp. Accompanied by a 2019 Greene
Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

334

** #120 1925 50c Black Brown Admiral, Dry Printing, mint
never hinged, well centered and fresh, extremely fine. A very
nice stamp in all respects. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene
Foundation certificate. Rsv. $375.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300
337

335

336

44

** #120 1925 50c Black Brown Admiral, Dry Printing, mint
never hinged, quite fresh with four large and even margins,
extremely fine. An exceptional stamp, well worth full catalogue
value.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

** #120i 1917 50c Silver Black Admiral, Wet Printing, mint
never hinged with sheet margin at top, quite fresh and very
fine. A difficult to find and sought-after shade. Accompanied
by a 2008 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

338

339

338

** #120ii 1923 50c Brown Black Admiral, Wet Printing,
mint never hinged, well centered and very fine. Accompanied
by a 2019 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $650.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,050

339

** #120iv 1925 $1 Brown Orange Admiral, Dry Printing,
mint never hinged, with four huge and even margins, plus
the freshness of a new stamp, extremely fine. An outstanding
stamp. Accompanied by a 2017 Richard Gratton AIEP
certificate. Rsv. $450.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

340

** #123-124 1913 1c and 2c Admiral Coil Set, Perforated
8 Horizontally, both values mint never hinged and quite
fresh, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

** #120a 1912 50c Black Admiral, Wet Printing, mint
never hinged, with the intense black shade of this better
printing, quite fresh and very fine. Accompanied by a 2015
Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,200

341

** #123 1913 1c green Admiral Coil, Perforated 8
Horizontally, mint never hinged and quite fresh, extremely
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $450

x345
345

** #126a, 128a 1924 1c and 2c Admiral Coil Part Perforate
Coil Group, with 1c yellow dry printing in a single, a pair and
two blocks of four, 2c green dry printing in three blocks of four
and a block of eight, some with sheet margins. Mint never
hinged and fresh, overall very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

346

** #126ac 1924 1c Yellow Admiral Part Perforate Coil
Block of Four, Die 1, Wet Printing, mint never hinged, overall
fine-very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

347

** #127ii 1912 2c Rose Red Admiral Coil, Perforated 8
Vertically, a mint never hinged pair, with fresh colour and very
large and even margins, extremely fine. A gorgeous pair in all
respects, it would be very difficult to find a better example,
easily worth much more than catalogue value. Accompanied
by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

x342
342

** #125-129 1912-24 1c to 3c Admiral Coil Short Set,
Perforated 8 Vertically, all values (missing the 3c carmine)
are mint never hinged and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $537

x343
343

** #125-130 1912-24 1c to 3c Admiral Coil Set, Perforated
8 Vertically, all in mint never hinged pairs, very fine or better.
A very nice set.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,580

344

** #125ii 1912 1c Blue Green Admiral Coil, Perforated 8
Vertically, a mint never hinged pair, with fresh colour and very
fine. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $250

45

352
348

** #128ii 1922 2c Green Admiral Coil, Perforated 8
Vertically, Dry Printing, a mint never hinged strip of 4, well
centered among large margins, fresh and extremely fine.
A seldom encountered strip of this unusually dark shade
printing, especially this nice and fresh.
...........................................................................Unitrade $225

349

** #128ii 1922 2c Green Admiral Coil, Perforated 8
Vertically, Dry Printing, a mint never hinged pair, well
centered among large margins, fresh and very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $112

** #130i 1924 3c Carmine Coil, Perforated 8 Vertically, a
mint never hinged paste-up strip of six, with paste-up between
4th and 5th stamps, fine-very fine. An interesting strip in that
it is also over-inked on the four left stamps, notably at the
top left corner. Accompanied by a 2015 Greene Foundation
certificate. Rsv. $375.
.................................................................................... Est $375

x353
353

** #131-134 1915-24 1c to 3c Admiral Coil Set, Perforated
12 Horizontally, all values mint never hinged, fresh and
well centered, an extremely fine set. The 2c green value is
accompanied by a 2010 Greene Foundation certificate for a
pair, from which this was the bottom stamp.
...........................................................................Unitrade $525

x354
354

350

** #131-134 1915-24 1c to 3c Admiral Coil Set, Perforated
12 Horizontally, a lovely group of very fine or better, mint
never hinged, with #s 131 (pair), 131ii (single and three
pairs), 132 (single), 132iii (single), 133 (single) and 134 (4
singles, 3 pairs and a strip of four). A choice group.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,868

** #130a 1924 3c Carmine Part Perforate Admiral Coil,
Die I, Wet Printing, mint never hinged vertical pair, fresh and
very fine. A great example of this key Admiral item.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,875

We are always seeking nice material for our
sales. Contact Stéphane to discuss your
consignments to our future auctions.
351

46

** #130b 1924 3c Carmine Coil, Perforated 8 Vertically,
Die II, Dry Printing, a mint never hinged pair, with bright
colour and well centered, very fine plus.
...........................................................................Unitrade $625

stephane@sparks-auctions.com

x358
358

355

* #136-138 1924 1c to 3c Admiral Imperforates, all three
values in a mint lightly hinged block of four, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

356

355

** #134 1921 3c Brown Admiral Coil, Perforated 12
Horizontally, a mint never hinged strip of 4, well centered
with deep colour, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

356

** #134 1921 3c Brown Admiral Coil, Perforated 12
Horizontally, a mint never hinged strip of 4, well centered
with deep colour, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

x359
359

x357
357

*/**/(*) #136-138, MR4b Group of Imperforate 1924
Admiral Issues, with a NH set of 1c to 3c singles,hinged
marginal blocks of four of the 1c and 2c, a set of 1c to 3c in
blocks of four (all without gum, the 2c has water damage at
bottom), and a set of 1c to 3c pairs (1c and 2c are hinged,
3c is NH). Also includes a 1916 2c + 1c Brown War Tax
imperforate pair (MR4b, no gum as issued, fine).
.................................................................................... Est $200

** #136-138 1924 1c to 3c Admiral Imperforate Group,
with the 1c (2 singles and a pair), 2c (marginal block, marginal
single and single), and 3c (4 singles, a pair and a block of 8).
All mint never hinged and fine to mostly very fine.
.......................................................................Unitrade $1,130

47

360

361

360

** #139 1926 3c Carmine Admiral with Provisional Single
Line 2c Surcharge, mint never hinged, very well centered and
quite fresh, extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

361

** #140 1926 3c Carmine Admiral with Provisional Two
Line 2c Surcharge, mint never hinged, very well centered
among 4 large and even margins, quite fresh and extremely
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $100

362

363

** #140 1926 3c Carmine Admiral with Provisional Two
Line 2c Surcharge, a mint never hinged lower left corner
block of 76, with natural straight edges at left and bottom.
There is horizontal separation between four stamps (2 at right
and 2 at left). The top right stamp has a corner crease and
one other is faulty, and 7 stamps have a crease (partly cutting
through the paper fibers) thus leaving 67 sound and very fine
stamps, which are the ones we calculated in the catalogue
value given.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,700

** #140 1926 3c Carmine Admiral with Provisional Two
Line 2c Surcharge, a mint never hinged lower left corner
block of 45, with natural straight edges at left and bottom.
Four stamps have the lightest spots of gum dulling and there
is separation between two different stamps at top, still a very
fine block.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,500

Did you know we have
thousands of scans online?
Detail Lot 364

Scans of all these lots can be found
online, please visit our auction online at
https://stampauctionnetwork.com
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364

E/P #MR3bDP 1916 2c + 1c Admiral War Tax Large Die
Proof in Carmine, Die II, sunk-in on card measuring 151 x
228 mm, with “O.G. - 106” plate number and “American Bank
Note Co. Ottawa” inscriptions below the design. Very fine and
rare.
.................................................................................Est $2,500

x365
365

** #104-122 1911-1925 1c to $1 Admiral Set, a mint
never hinged basic set of 18 stamps, including #s 104, 105d,
106, 107iv, 108, 109, 110, 111 (with light gum bend), 112a,
113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119c, 120 and 122. Each
stamp is quite fresh with lovely gum, overall very fine to some
extremely fine. A rarely offered set in this quality.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,475

x369
369

x366
366

* #104-122 1911-25 1c to $1 Admiral Extended Set, of
27 different mint hinged stamps, either by shade or printing,
overall fine with some very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,027

367

*/** #104/122 Stock of Mint Admiral Issues, with basic
#s 104 (x7), 105 (x2), 106 (x2), 107 (x3), 108 (x2), 109 (x6),
110 (x4), 112 (x4), 114 (x2), 115 (x2), 117 (x2), 118 (x4),
119 (x4), 120 (x4), 122, 125 (single and paste-up pair), 126
(pair), 127-129 (singles), 125-130 (set of singles), 131 (x2
singles), 132, 134 (two singles), 136 (sheet margin block of
four), 137 (block of four, top hinged, bottom NH), 138 (block
of six, 3 stamps are NH), 140 (two singles and a pair), MR1.
All counted as least expensive shade or printing, all hinged
except the few NH items mentioned, still counted as all
hinged. 
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,049

368

*/** #104/137 1911-25 Valuable Dealer Stock of Mint
Admirals, with a hinged part set of 16, plus the following
issues: 1c green (H/NH block of four, NH hairline single
and faulty NH lathework pair not counted), 2c carmine (NH
single, H/NH block of 4), 2c green (NH block of four and 4 NH
singles), 3c brown (NH block of four), 3c carmine (NH blocks
of 4, 6, 8 (x2) and 12), 5c blue (three NH singles with shades),
5c purple (NH group with a single, 2 pairs and 5 blocks of
four, with diff. papers), 7c yellow ochre (22 NH singles plus
two other hinged shades), 7c brown red (2 hinged and 5 NH
singles, some with diagonal line in N or V), 10c blue (18 hinged
singles and one NH single), 10c brown (33 NH singles), 137
(3 hinged singles and one hinged pair) and ends off with a
very nice complete booklet (Unitrade #5e). All catalogued as
least expensive paper or shade variety, overall fine with many
better. 
........................................................................ Scott U$16,468

*/** #104/184 Select Group of Mint Admirals, with #s
104 (NH), 105 (NH), 107iv (NH), 108c (very lightly hinged),
114b (very lightly hinged), 115 (very lightly hinged), 118
(overall gum disturbance), 122 (very lightly hinged) and 184
(NH). The very lightly hinged stamps were sold to the owner
as NH so much as the hinged marks are light. All stamps are
very fine to extremely fine centered and fresh.
...........................................................................Unitrade $691

x370
370

*/** #104ii/112c Group of 6 Different Mint Admiral
Plate Strips, with #s 104ii (top plate 132 strip of 10 hinged
in margins only, fine), 107e (top plate 203 strip of 6, hinged
in margin only, fine), 107e (top plate 212 strip of 4, hinged
in margin and also one stamp, fine-very fine), 109 (top plate
135 strip of 10, with cutting arrow at left, never hinged but
6 stamps have gum disturbances, fine), 112a (plate 21 strip
of 5, never hinged but one stamp has gum disturbance, very
fine) and 112c (plate 25 strip of 4, hinged in margin only,
fine).
.................................................................................... Est $250

x371
371

** #105/184 Group of Mint Never Hinged Admiral Issues,
all very fine centered except where noted, with #s 105, 107a,
109 (x3), 112a (x2), 112i (fine), 113 (small corner crease),
114b, 115i, 118, 119c, 134, 136 pair, 139 (x2 fine), 140 and
184 (two strips of 4). An overall nice quality group.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,413
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x372
372

*/** #MR2B 1915 5c Blue Admiral Overprinted WAR TAX,
a mint plate block of four, with 2 stamps NH, one VLH and one
H, showing OTTAWA - No - A-9 in upper margin, fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

375

* #MR2B-MR2D 1915 5c to 50c Admiral Issues Overprinted
WAR TAX, all three are mint, 5c and 50c are hinged and the
20c is regummed, overall fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $745

*/** #107e/184 Group of Mint Admiral Blocks and
Multiples, with #s 107e (block of 4, very fine and counted as
hinged because of gum glazing), 108 (block of 4, very lightly
hinged, very fine), 109 (block of four, top 2 are hinged, bottom
2 NH, very fine), 112 (a fine NH block of 21 counted as hinged
because of light overall gum disturbance), 112a (block of 4,
NH, very fine), 126a (marginal block of 4, top 2 are hinged,
bottom 2 NH, very light gum bend affecting lower right stamp
only, very fine), 140 (block of 4, NH, very fine), and 184 (three
NH blocks of 8 and a NH block of 24, all very fine).
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,518

Admiral War Tax Scott #MR1-MR7

373

374

** #MR2a 1915 2c Rose Carmine Admiral War Tax, mint
never hinged with deep rich colour, well centered within four
large margins, slightly shorter perf at bottom, still very fine
plus.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $120

376
376

50

378

** #MR2Bi 1915 5c Blue Admiral Overprinted INLAND
REVENUE WAR TAX, mint never hinged and fresh, with the
slightest horizontal gum bend at top near the perforations
(not even mentioned in cert.), else very fine. Accompanied by
a 2021 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

377

** #MR2C 1915 20c Olive Green Admiral Overprinted WAR
TAX, a mint never hinged block of four, overall fine-very fine.
Rsv. $550.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,840

378

** #MR3 1916 2c + 1c Carmine Admiral War Tax, Die I,
mint never hinged, well centered and fresh, extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $160

379

382

** #MR3a 1916 2c + 1c Carmine Admiral War Tax,
mint never hinged, with bright colour, balanced centering
and extremely fine. A lovely and remarkably fresh stamp.
Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

383

* #MR3a 1916 2c + 1c Carmine Admiral War Tax, Die II, a
mint hinged block of 16, with straight edge at left, stamps are
very nicely centered with bright colour, very fine. Few blocks
this large have survived. Rsv. $800.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,400

380

379

** #MR3a 1916 2c + 1c Carmine Admiral War Tax, Die II,
mint never hinged, incredibly fresh with luxuriant deep colour,
fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

380

** #MR3a 1916 2c + 1c Carmine Admiral War Tax, Die II,
mint never hinged, with remarkably bright fresh colour and
crisp impression, very fine plus. Accompanied by a 2021
Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. Rsv. $675.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

384

381

** #MR3a 1916 2c + 1c Carmine Admiral War Tax, Die
II, a mint never hinged block of four, with bright and fresh
colour, very fine. Accompanied by a 2018 Greene Foundation
certificate. A scarce block, especially this nice and fresh. Rsv.
$850.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,800

385

384

** #MR3b 1916 2c + 1c Rose Red Admiral War Tax, Die I,
mint never hinged, well centered among four large and even
margins, fresh and extremely fine. A remarkable stamp in
every respect.
...........................................................................Unitrade $225

385

** #MR4a 1916 2c + 1c Brown Admiral War Tax, Die I, mint
never hinged, with the slightest gum bend and tiny mark on
the gum, else fine-very fine. A scarce stamp.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,425
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Confederation Series Scott #135, 141-148

386

387

* #MR4a 1916 2c + 1c Brown Admiral War Tx, Die I, mint
hinged, fine-very fine and a scarce stamp. Accompanied by a
2021 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. Rsv. $325.
...........................................................................Unitrade $875

390

*/** #MR7a 1916 2c + 1c Brown Admiral War Tax Coil,
Die I, a mint strip of 3, catalogued as (in order on the strip) 1x
fine NH, 1x extremely fine hinged and 1x very fine NH. Right
stamp has short perfs.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,250

** #135 1917 3c Brown Fathers of Confederation, mint
never hinged, quite fresh and extremely fine. Accompanied by
a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $210

x391
391

** #135, 141-148 1917 and 1927 Historical and
Confederation issues, with #s 135, 141-145 and 146-148,
all fresh, mint never hinged and very fine or better.
...........................................................................Unitrade $462

x388
388

*/** #MR1-MR7 Impressive Group of 8 Different Admiral
War Tax Issues, all mint never hinged except where noted,
with #s MR1, MR2, MR3, MR4 (fingerprint on gum), MR5, MR6
(tiniest hinge mark at very top), MR7 (small natural inclusion
in gum) and MR7a. A fresh and very fine to extremely fine and
select group.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,940

389

*/** #MR1-MR7a Dealer Stock of Mint Admiral War Tax
Issues, all presented in 38 black stock cards with catalogue
number and dealer’s asking price (usually same as catalogue
or about 10-15% less than today’s catalogue value),
separated by hinged and never hinged. Includes various
quantities of singles, pairs and blocks, with shades, printings,
etc. All cards are shown online, overall fine to very fine, with a
high catalogue value. The “retail” value given is a total of the
dealer’s asking prices for these. 
............................................................................Retail $7,652

52

x392
392

*/** #141c-145c 1927 1c to 12c Confederation Set in
Vertical Pairs, Imperforate Horizontally, all lightly hinged
except the 5c which is a never hinged marginal pair, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $880

x393
393

*/** #146b-148b 1927 5c to 20c Historical Set in
Horizontal Pairs, Imperforate Vertically, mint, the 5c pair is
never hinged, other two marginal pairs are hinged with a few
shorter perfs, else very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $560
395

** #147c 1927 12c Laurier & Macdonald, Imperforate
Horizontally, a mint very lightly hinged block of four with
sheet margin at bottom, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $320

396

*/** #135, 141-148 Stock of Mint 1917 and 1927
Historical and Confederation Issues, with #s 135 (x7), 141145 (set), 141 (x37), 142 (x19), 143 (x6), 144 (x7), 145 (x13),
146-148 (set), 146 (x14), 147 (x9), 148 (x15). All counted
as hinged only, but about one third of the stamps are never
hinged (actual catalogue will be higher). Overall fine to very
fine. 
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,465

397

*/** #141-148 Dealer Stock of Mint Confederation and
Historical Issues, all displayed in 97 black stock cards, each
with catalogue number and dealer asking price. These are also
sorted by hinged and never hinged. Starts with 30 complete
sets (141-148), then with various quantities of each issue,
including singles, multiples, plate blocks, etc. See photos for
an idea, overall fine to very fine, with a high catalogue value.
The “retail” value given is a total of the dealer’s asking prices
for these. 
............................................................................Retail $9,209

Scroll Issue Scott #149-161

394

** #147 1927 12c Green Laurier & Macdonald, a complete
mint never hinged sheet of 50, with cutting arrow at top right
and lower left, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

x398
398

*/** #149-159 1928-29 1c to $1 KGV Scroll Set, a dealer
stock of mint issues, with a complete hinged set, a hinged set
of 1c to 8c, plus the following values: 3c: a NH block of 4 and
NH block of 10, 5c: two NH blocks of 4, 8c: 17 NH singles,
10c: 11 NH singles, 12c: 15 NH singles, 20c: 10 NH singles
and 50c Bluenose: 4 hinged singles. Centering varies from
fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$5,992

53

401

** #150b 1928 2c Green King George V Scroll Imperforate,
a mint never hinged left sheet margin block of four, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $375

402

** #152 1929 4c Bistre King George V Scroll, mint never
hinged, quite fresh and very well centered among four very
large margins, extremely fine. A gorgeous stamp where the
catalogue value is irrelevant.
.............................................................................Unitrade $90

403

** #156b 1929 12c Québec Bridge, Imperforate Vertically,
a mint never hinged block of four from the left side of the
sheet, very fine. Rsv. $300.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

x399
399

*/** #149e-154c 1928 1c to 8c King George V Scroll
Vertical Pairs, Imperforate Horizontally, all mint, the 3c pair
is lightly hinged, rest are never hinged, fresh and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

x400
400

54

** #149e/154c 1928 1c, 2c, 4, 8c King George V Scroll
Scroll Pairs, Imperforate horizontally, all four are mint never
hinged, the 8c has a small stain at top of top stamp, else very
fine overall.
...........................................................................Unitrade $690

x407
** #158 1929 50c Dark Blue Bluenose, mint never hinged,
quite fresh and very fine. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene
Foundation certificate. Rsv. $550.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

407

** #149-159 1928-29 1c to $1 King George V Scroll Issue
Set, all mint never hinged, fresh and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,180

408

*/** #149-161 Dealer Stock of Mint King George V Scroll
Issues, a diverse lot with a little bit of everything from all
values. All displayed in 70 black stock cards with catalogue
number and older price, separated by fine and very fine
centering as well as hinged and never hinged. We note
singles, sets, blocks, several coil singles and pairs, booklet
panes, some plate blocks, two complete sets, and a stock of
each value to the 50c (four singles). Also includes a #156c
(lightly hinged, cat. $250). See photos for an idea, overall fine
to very fine, with a high catalogue value. The “retail” value
given is a total of the dealer’s asking prices for these. 
..........................................................................Retail $12,697

405

** #158 1929 50c Dark Blue Bluenose, mint never hinged,
quite fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

409

406

*/** #158 1929 50c Dark Blue Bluenose, a mint lower
right corner block of 16, all stamps are never hinged except
for the third stamp at top with has a hinge remnant. There is
a small bit of gum thin on the selvedge at bottom, else a very
fresh and scarce block, fine. Not many large multiples of this
popular stamp remain intact. See scan below.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,800

*/** #150-161 Stock of Mint King George V Scroll Issues,
with #150 (x34), 151 (x4), 152 (x9), 153 (x8), 154 (x5), 155
(x15), 156 (x15), 157 (x12), 158 (very fine, lightly hinged),
159 (very good, hinged), 160 (x11 singles) and 161 (x4
singles). A quick spot check revealed only a few never hinged,
so catalogued as all hinged (actual catalogue will be higher),
overall fine to very fine. 
...........................................................................Scott U$3,746

404

Lot 406
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Arch-Leaf Issue Scott #162-183

414

** #176 1930 50c Dull Blue Grand Pré, mint never hinged,
quite fresh and well centered among large margins, extremely
fine. Accompanied by a 2018 Greene Foundation certificate.
Rsv. $375.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

415

** #176 1930 50c Dull Blue Grand Pré, mint never hinged,
quite fresh with deep colour, very fine. Accompanied by a
2017 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

x410
411

*/** #162-177 1930-31 1c to $1 KGV Arch Set, a dealer
stock of mint issues, with a complete hinged set, a hinged set
of 1c to 8c orange, a NH set of 1c to 8c blue, and the following
values: 2c brown Die I: two NH corner blocks of 4, 5c: a NH
block of 4 and a NH block of 6, 8c blue: 3 NH singles, 12c:
2 NH singles, 20c: 8 NH singles, 50c: 7 hinged singles and
1 NH single, and $1: 4 hinged singles. a few of the 50c and
$1 hinged stamps have disturbed gum, otherwise centering
varies from fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,220

411

** #165 1930 2c Deep Red King George V Arch, Die I,
mint never hinged complete sheet of 100, previously folded
with plate 4 inscription at bottom right, missing only small
tip of selvedge at bottom left. We noted a few small areas of
separation, else a very fine sheet. Catalogue value of $527
counted as all very fine although some are fine only. 
...........................................................................Unitrade $527

x416

412

413
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416

** #162-177 1930-31 1c to $1 King George V Arch Issue
Set, all mint never hinged, fresh and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,680

417

*/** #162-178 Stock of Mint King George V Arch Issues,
with #s 162, 163 (x10), 164 (x12), 165 (x9), 166 (x17), 167
(x5), 168 (x3), 169 (x19), 170 (x6), 171 (x2), 172 (x7), 173
(x4), 174 (x6), 175 (x13), 176 (x5), 177, 178 (x3) plus two
complete sets of 16. Includes blocks of four, a quick spot
check revealed some never hinged (especially among the
blocks), so catalogued as all hinged (actual catalogue will be
higher), overall fine to very fine. 
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,355

418

*/** #162-183 Valuable Dealer Stock of Mint King George
V Arch Issues, a diverse lot with a little bit of everything,
and with all values. All displayed in 160 black stock cards
with catalogue number and older prices, some separated
by fine and very fine centering and identified as hinged or
never hinged. We note singles, one complete set, several low
denomination sets, blocks, several coil singles, pairs (incl.
line pairs, cockeyed King, etc.) and strips of 4, plate blocks,
flat and rotary printings, and a stock of each value to the 50c
(15 singles of those). Also includes a hinged plate block of
the 12c (fine NH, $150) and 20c, (very fine hinged, $300).
See photos for an idea, overall fine to very fine, with a high
catalogue value. The “retail” value given is a total of the
dealer’s asking prices for these. 
..........................................................................Retail $20,260

** #175 1930 20c Brown Red Harvesting Wheat, a mint
never hinged upper right corner plate single, hinged in
selvedge only, with very large margins and deep rich colour, a
lovely and extremely fine stamp.
...........................................................................Unitrade $140

** #175 1930 20c Brown Red Harvesting Wheat, mint
never hinged, fresh with large margins, extremely fine. A
remarkable stamp, difficult to find in this lovely condition.
...........................................................................Unitrade $140

Medallion Issue etc. Scott #184-210
419

*/** #192, 192i, 195-201 Dealer Stock of Mint KGV
Medallion Issues, with two Economic Conference items,
a pair and a plate 2 corner block of 10, each NH and with
“Broken E” variety. Also 9 complete sets of 1c to 13c, both
hinged and never hinged, but these have stamps that are
either stuck to the card, or have black offset from having been
stuck (still many stamps are ok). Ends with #197, a NH strip
of 5 and a NH block of 10 as well as #201 (x8 hinged singles).
Overall fine to very fine. 
.................................................................................... Est $100

422

* #204a 1933 5c Dark Blue Royal William Imperforate, a
mint vertical pair, very lightly hinged and very fine. Scarce,
with only 75 pairs prepared.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

423

** #208a 1934 3c Blue Jacques Cartier Imperforate, a
mint never hinged horizontal pair, with large margins and
extremely fine. Scarce, with only 125 pairs prepared, probably
few remain never hinged and so nice.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

424

** #210a 1934 2c Red Brown New Brunswick Seal
Imperforate, a mint never hinged horizontal pair, with rich
colour and quite fresh, extremely fine. Rare, with only 45 pairs
prepared.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,487

x420
420

** #195c-200a 1932 1c to 8c King George V Medallion
Imperforates, each value is in a mint never hinged block of
four, quite fresh and very fine. A lovely set not often seen in
blocks. Rsv. $4,400.
....................................................................... Unitrade $8,400

x421
421

* #195c-200a 1932 1c to 8c King George V Medallions,
Imperforate, all in horizontal pairs, the 1c to 3c values are
hinged, rest are never hinged but have gum glazing, otherwise
very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,100
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425

*/** #195-201, 205-207 Dealer Stock of Mint King George
V Medallion Issues, a diverse lot with a variety of material
from all values. All displayed in over 75 black stock cards with
catalogue number and older price, separated by fine and very
fine centering as well as hinged and never hinged. We note
singles, sets, blocks, several coil singles, pairs and strips
(incl. precancelled, line pairs), a few booklet panes, a fine NH
plate block of the 13c, etc. See photos for an idea, overall fine
to very fine, with a high catalogue value. The “retail” value
given is a total of the dealer’s asking prices for these. 
......................................................................... Retail $11,284

Pictorial Issue Scott #217-230

Silver Jubilee Issue Scott #211-216

x428
428
426

** #213a 1935 3c KGV and Queen Mary Imperforate, a
mint never hinged horizontal left sheet margin pair, very fine
and fresh.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

E/P #217P-222P 1c to 8c King George V Pictorials Plate
Proofs, each value is a bottom margin horizontal pair on cardmounted India paper, four of the values show traces of the
plate imprints at bottom, the 4c pair is a little off-colour else
very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

x429
429

427

*/** #216i 1935 13c Royal Yacht Britannia with ‘Shilling
Mark”, a mint block of four showing the position 78 variety at
top left, top stamps lightly hinged, bottom never hinged, very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $675
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E/P #217P-222P 1c to 8c King George V Pictorials Plate
Proofs, each value is in a horizontal pair on card-mounted
India paper, the 1c and 5c have tiny wrinkles at left, else very
fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

x430
430

*/** #217-227 1935 1c to $1 KGV Pictorial Set, a dealer
stock of mint issues, with two complete NH sets, a complete
hinged set, and the following NH 10c values: a corner block of
four and two vertical pairs. Centering varies from fine to very
fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$580

x431
431

** #217c/222a 1935 1c to 8c King George V Pictorial
Imperforates, a mint part set of 5 values to the 8c, missing
only the 5c, all never hinged except the 8c which is very lightly
hinged, three values have sheet margins at bottom, quite
fresh and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,100

432

*/** #217-230 Dealer Stock of Mint King George V
Pictorial Issues, a diverse lot with a variety of material
from all values. All displayed in 115 black stock cards with
catalogue number and older price, separated by fine and very
fine centering as well as hinged and never hinged. We note
singles, sets, blocks, several coil singles, pairs and strips
(incl. precancelled, jump strips), a few booklet panes and
plate blocks, etc. See photos for an idea, overall fine to very
fine, with a high catalogue value. The “retail” value given is a
total of the dealer’s asking prices for these. 
..........................................................................Retail $16,616

435

** #246a 1939 1c HRH Elizabeth and Margaret
Imperforate, a mint never hinged lower left corner block of
four, quite fresh and very fine. A rare imperforate, even more
so in a corner block, as only 2 sheets of 50 were issued, and
therefore only two of this corner can exist.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,100

King George VI Era (1937-1952) -- Scott #231-320
433

434

*/** #241-245 1938 10c to $1 KGVI Pictorial Set, a dealer
stock of mint issues, with two complete NH sets (incl. both
10c), a complete hinged set (incl. both 10c), and the following
Scott #s 241 (10 hinged and 8 NH), 241A (23 NH and 3
hinged), 242 (10 NH and one hinged), 243 (11 NH), 244 (8
NH), and 245 (10 hinged and 6 NH). Centering varies from
fine to very fine. 
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,325

436

437

436

** #248a 1939 3c Royal Visit Imperforate, a mint never
hinged vertical pair, slight bit of gum toning, very fine. Scarce,
with only 100 pairs prepared.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,050

437

** #261a 1942 50c Violet Munitions Factory Imperforate,
a mint never hinged vertical pair, quite fresh and extremely
fine. Scarce, with only 75 pairs prepared.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

438

** #262 1942 $1 Deep Blue Destroyer, a mint never hinged
upper left plate block of four, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

** #245i 1938 $1 Aniline Violet Château de Ramezay, a
mint never hinged upper left corner plate block of four, very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900
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439

*/** #268-273 1946 8c to $1 Peace Issue Set, a dealer
stock of mint issues, with #s 268-273 (4 NH sets and 3
hinged sets), 268 (NH block of 8), 269 (8 NH singles), 271
(13 NH singles), 272 (x19 NH, in singles and 2 blocks) and
273 (x10 hinged). Overall fine to very fine. 
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,358

440

*/** #249-267, 278-281 Dealer Stock of Mint King George
VI War Issues, all presented in about 240 black stock cards
with catalogue number and dealer’s asking price, separated
by hinged and never hinged. Includes various quantities of
singles, complete sets, blocks and multiples, plate blocks,
booklet panes, many coil singles, pairs and strips, etc.
See photos for an idea, overall fine to very fine, with a high
catalogue value. The “retail” value given is a total of the
dealer’s asking prices for these. 
......................................................................... Retail $11,560

441

*/** #268-273, 285/310 Dealer Stock of Mint King
George VI Definitives and Peace Issues, all presented in
about 128 black stock cards with catalogue number and
dealer’s asking price, separated by hinged and never hinged.
Includes various quantities of singles, complete sets, blocks
and multiples, plate blocks (incl. some matched sets), many
coil singles, pairs and strips (incl. jump strips), etc. See photos
for an idea, overall fine to very fine, with a high catalogue
value. The “retail” value given is a total of the dealer’s asking
prices for these. 
............................................................................Retail $6,132

445

*/** #452p T1b 1966 5c Orange Praying Hands with One
Bar Tagging Error, in a lightly hinged upper right corner block
of four, the 4 stamps have a tagging bar more or less in the
middle covering CAN of CANADA and there is a small bit of
tagging along the right edge of the right margin, thus proving
that the tagging is shifted to the right. Similar to that listed in
the online Tagging Database, but this one has its bars further
shifted. Described by Saskatoon Stamp Centre as “likely
unique corner block”.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Queen Elizabeth II Era (1953-) -- Scott #321 and on
442

** Large Group of 1988 30c Post Par Inc. Sheets, with
about 1,200 sheets of 32 (black on orange) Lafrenière Type 2
labels. These were printed in response to the Montréal postal
strike in 1987. See also our postal history section for a large
lot of covers mailed by Post Par Inc. 
................................................................Lafreniere $115,200

Detail Lot 446

444
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446

** #455ai 1970 2c + 3c Centennial Opal Booklet with
Vertical and Horizontal Perforations in Gutter, a complete
mint never hinged booklet, scarce and a very fine example of
this sought-after booklet. With normal to compare and Bileski
write-up.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

447

** #458 var 1967 5c Blue Centennial with Major PrePrinting Foldover, a mint never hinged single from the
lower left corner of the sheet, which had a large part of its
corner folded over after the printing process and before the
perforating process, resulting in a dramatic error showing
part of the plate inscription and cutting lines at bottom. Pen
number in selvedge, still very fine and scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $200

** #387a 1959 5c St Lawrence Seaway with Inverted
Text, a mint never hinged right sheet margin single, with a
light fingerprint on the gum, still fresh and very fine. A scarce
and sought after stamp with only 400 produced, and a must
have for any varieties collector. Accompanied by its original
1969 receipt from when it was purchased by the consignor
for $1,800 from Carl Mangold.
.....................................................................Unitrade $12,500

448

** #459F 1968 6c Orange Centennial Lithographed
Forgery, a mint block of nine on gummed stamp paper,
perforated 12.6, imperforate at bottom, very fine and scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $150

449

/*/** #460 Extensive Collection of the 6c Black
Centennial Issue, with all the stamps well identified by owner,
with mostly mint and a little used, noting singles, blocks,
booklet panes, plate blocks (incl. matched sets), etc. We note
many tagging, gum and paper varieties, plus various printing
flaws. Some of the better items we saw include some printed
on gum side (460fi), perf 10 hibrite (460giii), doubling of 6
(460civ), etc. The owner has included a list of the contents,
and has come up with a catalogue value of $2,635 for the key
values (including duplication). A great lot for the Centennial
enthusiast. Scans show a small sampling. 
.................................................................................... Est $500

450

 #468BF 1970 6c Black Centennial Coil Forgery Used
on Cover, mailed from Toronto (with no return address!) on
MAY.12.1971, properly tied by wavy line machine onto cover
to Curtis Books. Very fine and rare. Seems all the fuss about
tagging to prevent fraud didn’t help in this case.
.................................................................................... Est $100

451

E/P #476E-477E 1967 3c and 5c Photographic Essay
Designs for a Proposed Christmas Issue, both printed in black
and white on glossy paper, the 3c showing an Inuit mother and
child sculpture and the wording “Christmas / 1967 / Noel”.
The 5c shows a bell alongside the Parliament Center Block
and a snow-covered evergreen (similar to issued stamp), with
only Canada and the denomination. These were designed by
artist George Fanais who is responsible for the issued 1967
Christmas stamps (Scott 476-477, which have the same font
lettering, etc. as these essays), and others. Accompanied by
an article on the designer and a copy of a 1942 letter to him
from the Ontario Lieutenant Governor. Great collateral items to
an advanced Elizabethan-era or Christmas collection.
.................................................................................... Est $200

452

E/P #477E 1967 5c Christmas Artist’s Pen Sketch, in blue
ink, a quickly rendered sketch of what would become Scott
477. Horizontal crease does not detract from the importance
of this collateral item for the Christmas or Elizabethan
collector, from the estate of the stamp’s designor George
Fanais.
.................................................................................... Est $150
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453

454

455

62

** #477p T2a 1967 5c Children Carolling with Double
Tagging Error, a mint never hinged lower right corner block
of four, with all four stamps showing only one centre bar
(instead of one at right and left), and the two right stamps
showing an extra bar at right from the adjoining pane. Very
fine and possibly unique, the only one we are aware of. Also
includes a used lower left corner single with 14mm between
the right and the left bars (instead of the normal 16mm, this
not counted in catalogue value). Ex Peters, G.D. Mass and
Rose. Rsv. $300.
............................................................................Tagging $600

456

E/P #492P 50c Suzor-Coté Finished Plate Proof, a vertical
pair on thin card, very fine and rare, the first we have handled.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

457

E/P #502P-503P 1969 5c and 6c Children Praying Gutter
Plate Proof, a horizontal strip of four (two 5c and two 6c) with
a gutter between each value, printed on glazed paper, very
fine. Ex G.D. Mass (1993) and “Mount Royal” (2003). Rsv.
$850.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

458

 #502 T1 1969 5c Children Praying with Major Tagging
Shift, used with part Winnipeg c.d.s. cancel, the Winnipeg
centre bar is shifted by 10mm onto the perfs on right and left,
resulting in a two bar tagging error. Rare and possibly unique,
only listed in the online Tagging Database as “only one known
mint”, and confirmed by Saskatoon Stamp Centre as “only
known [used] example”. Ex G.D. Mass and Rose.
.................................................................................... Est $200

459

** #519/530p Set of 6 Different Mint Never Hinged 1970
Christmas Panes of 100, including 4 tagged (field stock) and
2 without tagging but with plate inscriptions with virtually all
the varieties #522i, 522pi, 522pii, 522iii, 522piii, 522iv,
523i, 523pi, 523iii 523piii, 525i, 525pi, 525pii, 528pi,
as identified by the owner. Note that #525i exists with and
without 525pii. The sheets without 525ii according to
Unitrade Specialized Canadian Stamp Catalogue are scarce.
Great opportunity to acquire a clean set of all different panes
with many of the listed varieties. 
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,087

** #488 var 1968 5c Eskimo Family with Major Horizontal
Doctor Blade Error, a mint never hinged lower left corner
block of 21 with the entire top row of 7 stamps showing the
error, which is a result of the “doctor blade” leaving a streak
of ink after having wiped the plate clean from surplus ink. A
visually striking error, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

** #489 var 1968 6c Inuit Mother and Infant with Dramatic
Pre-Printing Foldover, a mint never hinged single from
the lower right corner of the sheet, which was printed and
perforated after the foldover (back shows the missing image
printed on top of the gum). A unique and visually striking item,
very fine. Rsv. $700.
.................................................................................... Est $750

460

** #522-525 Stock of Mint Never Hinged 1970 Christmas
Blocks, consisting of over 100 untagged inscription plate
blocks (blocks of 10), as well as part sheets, about 15 center
blocks (#522 or #525), and 8 strips of 20 stamps which 5
are tagged including 2 center blocks (#522pi and 525pi), all
displayed in stock sheets. Owner’s catalogue value is $3,422
not counting odds and ends. Clean lot, overall very fine. All
pages were scanned and available online. 
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,422

461

** #522i/530p Set of 6 different Mint Never Hinged 1970
Christmas Panes of 100, including 4 tagged (field stock) and
2 without tagging but with plate inscriptions with virtually all
the varieties #522i, 522pi, 522pii, 522iii, 522piii, 522iv,
523i, 523pi, 523ii, 523iii 523piii, 525i, 525pi, 525pii, 528pi.
Great opportunity to acquire a clean set of all different panes
with many of the listed varieties. 
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,106

462

** #523b 1970 5c Christmas Se-Tenant Untagged Strip of
5 with All Stamps Showing Triple Black Colour Printed, mint
never hinged from right side of sheet, a major triple-printing
error, very fine. A rare and undervalued item, with only 20
strips known, this is the first we have seen. Rsv. $400.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

463

** #528a var 1970 6c Christmas Se-Tenant Strip of 5 with
Major Perforation Shift, a mint never hinged horizontal
strip with the horizontal perforations shifted down by 6mm,
creating a visually stunning item with all of the inscriptions at
bottom instead of top of the stamps. Rare and very fine. Rsv.
$375.
.................................................................................... Est $500

464

** #529 var 1970 10c Christ Child with Repellex Error, a
mint never hinged upper right corner block of 6, with a repellex
error causing a colour change on stamp positions 3 to 5 and
10, with position 5 having most of its red colour completely
missing. Visually appealing and rare, accompanied by a 2013
Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $500.
.................................................................................... Est $500

465

** Circa 1972 Unprinted Sheet of 100, Perforated 12½ x
12, with PVA gum and untagged, on ribbed paper, similar to
what would have been used to print the 1972 printings of the
8c slate Centennial issue. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

466

E/P #556E 1971 (10c) Christmas Snowflakes with All
Silver Colour Omitted, a complete mint never hinged pane
of 50, untagged and very fine. Rare in this format, as most
panes have been broken up. Retail value for each single
stamp should easily be $75.
.................................................................................... Est $500
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Detail Lot 468

467

** #557 var 1971 15c Christmas issue with Misplaced
Snowflake, mint never hinged, with the deep carmine
impression of the snowflake shifted to the left by 5mm. Very
fine, first we have seen.
.................................................................................... Est $100

468

** #572ii 1974 8c Chief and Blanket with “Missing Bird on
Totem” Variety, a mint never hinged lower right corner block
of 9, with position 28 showing a very close to completely
missing bird, very fine and an ideal positional piece.
...........................................................................Unitrade $225

469

** #593i T2 1973 8c Royal Blue Queen Elizabeth II with
One Bar Center Tagging, a mint never hinged sheet of 100,
folded vertically between the 8th and 9th columns, very fine
and fresh. 
........................................................................ Tagging $2,500

470

** #614a 1973 15c R.C.M.P. Musical Ride Imperforate, a
mint never hinged right marginal block of 9, with all stamps
affected by wrinkles, else very fine appearance. Catalogue
value is for 4 wrinkled pairs only, as per Unitrade footnote.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

473

** #614a 1973 15c R.C.M.P. Musical Ride Imperforate,
a mint never hinged left marginal block of four, fresh and
without any of the creases so often seen on these, but with
overall darkening of the gum, still very fine. Rsv. $300.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

474

** #614a 1973 15c R.C.M.P. Musical Ride Imperforate, a
mint never hinged vertical pair, fresh and without any of the
usual faults so often seen with these, extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

471

470

** #607ii 1972 8c Christmas Candles with Repellex
Error, on the two top stamps in a lower marginal block of
four. These top two stamps are missing red colour in flames
and background, creating yellow flames (instead of orange)
and light blue background (instead of violet. Very fine, ex Sir
Gawaine Baillie. Rsv. $275.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

471

** #608ii 1972 10c Christmas Candles With Missing
Colour, a mint never hinged vertical strip of four, showing the
missing yellow colour on the two middle stamps, caused by
a repellex error. Very fine and rare, with only 5 such strips
known. Accompanied by original Saskatoon Stamp dealer
card and photocopy of a 1980 Greene Foundation certificate
for the block of 20 from which this was one of the middle
strips. Rsv. $950.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500
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472

475

476

478

** #643T1 1974 8c Mennonite Settlers, Untagged, a mint
never hinged upper right corner plate block of four, very fine,
price is for 4 singles only, unpriced as a plate block.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

479

** #679 var 1975 15c Christmas Trees with “Wiper Blade”
Variety, a mint never hinged lower left corner block of four
with the top two stamps showing wide horizontal streaks of
purple ink. A striking variety, the first we have seen and ex
G.D. Mass.
.................................................................................... Est $150

480

** #693d 1976 8c Royal Military College Centenary with
Double Impression, a mint never hinged horizontal se-tenant
pair with selvedge at right, showing a clear double impression,
very fine and rare.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

** #614a 1973 15x R.C.M.P. Musical Ride Imperforate,
a mint never hinged block of 30, with a few stamps heavily
creased, many stamps creased or wrinkled, but also with
a few intact stamps, a rarely offered large multiple of this
variety. Rsv. $1,500.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

** #625 T1a 1973 6c Ice Skate on Medium Fluorescent
Paper, with Tagging Omitted, a mint never hinged upper
right corner plate block of four, very fine and rare, only listed
in the online Tagging Database as the LR corner, and when
this one was sold by Saskatoon Stamp Centre it was the only
one they had ever seen. A great item for the varieties, plate
block, or Christmas stamp collector alike.
............................................................................ Tagging $475

x481
481
477

** #625 var 1973 6c Ice Skate with Major Pre-Printing
Fold-Over Error, a mint never hinged lower right corner block
of four which was folded over after the printing process, but
before the perforation process. as well as before it was cut
into field stock, resulting in part of the plate inscription at
right. Very fine and visually dramatic. Rsv. $1,400.
.................................................................................Est $1,500

** #714iv 1978 12c Blue Parliament with One Bar Tagging
on LF Paper, two mint never hinged marginal plate 1 blocks
of 20 (from top and bottom of sheet), with G2aL one bar
tagging error, from the 1978 CBN printing on LF paper. This is
only listed on DF paper in the online tagging database, (those
listed at $150 per corner block, $25 per stamp). Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200
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482

483

484
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** #726b 1979 ($1) Fundy National Park with Black
Inscriptions and Tagging Omitted, a lovely mint never hinged
upper right corner single, extremely fine. Only about 200 of
these are known.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

Detail Lot 485
485

** #742a 1977 12c Angelic Choir, Part Imperforate
upper sheet margin block of 10, with the leftmost two
vertical perforation rows missing, as well as the horizontal
perforations on one and a half stamps, resulting in one and
a half imperforate pairs. Only 4 sheets of this error were
discovered, thus only 20 blocks can exist, or 6 upper left
corner blocks. Very fine and accompanied by a picture of the
sheet this came from. Rsv. $1,250.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,750

486

** #742b 1977 12c Angelic Choir with Major Printing
Varieties, a mint never hinged single with major double
printing of the green, purple and blue, plus a quadruple print
of the black ink, also known as a “kiss print”. A rare and
visually striking stamp, with only three examples known, very
fine. Rsv. $475.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

487

** #743i var 1977 25c Christ Child with Strong Double
Impression of All Black Inscriptions, a mint never hinged
lower left corner plate block of four, with black inscriptions
doubled (described by Saskatoon Stamp Centre as triple),
including the plate imprint. Similar to the listed Unitrade
variety, but more prominent and affects a larger area. Ex G. D.
Mass.
.................................................................................... Est $150

** #727a 1979 ($2) Kluane National Park with Silver
Inscriptions Omitted, a mint never hinged left marginal
single, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

** #741a 1977 10c Hunters Following Star Horizontal
Pair Imperforate Between, in a mint never hinged horizontal
strip of 5, accompanied by a letter of offering from Bileski,
explaining the find and the fact that only 3 sheets, or 30 pairs
of this error exist. Very fine. Rsv. $850.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

488

489

490

491

** #996a 1983 32c Discovery of Nickel with Silver
Inscriptions and Tagging Omitted, mint never hinged,
extremely fine and scarce. Accompanied by a 2018 Greene
Foundation certificate. Rsv. $475.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

492

** #1125T1 1987 72c Battleford Post Office, Untagged,
a mint never hinged lower left corner block of four (with no
inscriptions), very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

493

** #1151b 1987 31c Gifts Under the Tree Horizontal Pair,
Imperforate Between, mint never hinged, from a miscut
booklet pane of 10. Described by John Jamieson as “only 3
pairs and 1 block of 4 known, all from the same pane, one
of the rarest Elizabethan errors”. Rare and very fine. Rsv.
$1,800.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,500

494

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Imperforate, mint
never hinged plate block of four, with plate inscriptions and
traffic lights in left margin, very fine. Unitrade catalogue value
is for a blank corner block of 4 only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

** #841a 1979 35c Knitted Soft Doll with Tagging and
Gold Omitted, with Repellex Error. a mint never hinged
single with the triple error, very fine and rare, with only 5
stamps missing the gold inscriptions also have the repellex
error. Accompanied by a copy of a 1995 Greene Foundation
certificate for a block of four from which this was the lower
right stamp. Rsv. $850.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

E/P #878P 1981 17c Antique Mandora Imperforate, with
Brown and Most of the Magenta Colours Omitted, a mint
never hinged vertical pair, with a light internal wrinkle, else
very fine and a visually striking item.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

** #926Bg 1987 36c Parliament Imperforate Gutter Block
of 8, mint never hinged, with plate imprint in gutter, very fine
and scarce. Rsv. $800.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,200

67

495

496

495

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Imperforate, mint
never hinged block of four with sheet margin at right, very
fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

496

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Imperforate, mint
never hinged horizontal pair, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

497

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Imperforate, mint
never hinged plate block of four, with plate inscriptions and
traffic lights in left margin, plus two labels at top, very fine.
Unitrade catalogue value is for a blank corner block of 4 only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

498

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Imperforate, mint
never hinged vertical block of six with sheet margin at right,
with a few light internal bends, else very fine. Catalogue value
is for a pair plus a blank corner block, as listed.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,700

68

499

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Imperforate, mint
never hinged block of four with sheet margin at right, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

500

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Imperforate, mint
never hinged plate block of four, with plate inscriptions and
traffic lights in left margin, very fine. Unitrade catalogue value
is for a blank corner block of 4 only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

501

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Imperforate, mint
never hinged horizontal pair, with sheet margin at right and
two labels at left, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

502

503

502

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Imperforate, mint
never hinged vertical pair with sheet margin at right, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

503

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Imperforate, mint
never hinged corner block of six, very fine. Unitrade catalogue
value is for a blank corner block of 4 plus a pair.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,700

504

505

506

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Imperforate, mint
never hinged plate block of six, with plate inscriptions and
traffic lights in left margin, crease affecting lower right stamp
and light bend at left in the margin, else very fine. Unitrade
catalogue value is for a blank corner block of 4 only, plus a
pair.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,700

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Imperforate, mint
never hinged plate block of four, with plate inscriptions and
traffic lights in left margin, plus two labels at top, insignificant
light bend in upper right margin, still very fine. Unitrade
catalogue value is for a blank corner block of 4 only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Booklet Pane of 10,
Imperforate, mint never hinged, including both tabs and full
plate inscription at left, fresh and very fine. Catalogue value is
for #1166d plate block plus three pairs and does not include
the tabs.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,100

507

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Booklet Pane of 10,
Imperforate, mint never hinged, including both tabs and full
plate inscription at left, fresh and very fine. Catalogue value is
for #1166d plate block plus three pairs and does not include
the tabs.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,100

508

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Booklet Pane of 10,
Imperforate, mint never hinged, including both tabs and full
plate inscription at left, fresh and very fine. Catalogue value is
for #1166d plate block plus three pairs and does not include
the tabs.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,100

509

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Booklet Pane of 10,
Imperforate, mint never hinged, including both tabs and full
plate inscription at left, fresh and very fine. Catalogue value is
for #1166d plate block plus three pairs and does not include
the tabs.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,100

69

510

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate,
a mint never hinged horizontal pair with sheet margin at
bottom, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

515

511

512

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged vertical strip of four with sheet margin at
bottom and at top, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

512

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged vertical gutter strip of four, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

513

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged vertical pair with sheet margin at bottom,
very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

70

515

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged block of four with both labels at top, plus
plate inscription and traffic lights, ever so light bend at top
right, still very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

516

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged horizontal pair with both labels at top, plus
plate inscription and traffic lights, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

513

511

514

516

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate,
a mint never hinged horizontal pair with sheet margin at
bottom, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

517

518

517

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged block of four with sheet margin at bottom,
13mm crease in margin between both left stamps, else very
fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

518

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged block of four with both labels at top, plus
plate inscription and traffic lights, with insignificant light
bends, still very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

519

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged vertical pair, with sheet margin at top, with
a few insignificant bends, still very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

520

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged booklet pane of 10, including both labels
at top, with a few bends in the vertical margin at right, else
very fine and catalogued as 5 imperforate pairs.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,500

521

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a mint
never hinged booklet pane of 10, including both labels at top,
plus plate inscription and traffic lights, with an insignificant
light bend affecting two stamps at bottom, else very fine and
catalogued as 5 imperforate pairs.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,500

522

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a mint
never hinged booklet pane of 10, including both labels at top,
plus plate inscription and traffic lights, with an insignificant
light bend mostly in the far right margin, else very fine and
catalogued as 5 imperforate pairs.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,500

71

523

** #1167d 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Horizontal Pair,
Imperforate Between, mint never hinged, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

524

** #1167d 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Horizontal Pair,
Imperforate Between, a mint never hinged block of four with
sheet margin at bottom and centering cross, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

525

** #1167d, 1167di 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Horizontal
Pair, Imperforate Between, a mint never hinged block of 7,
with label at top, and sheet margins at top and bottom, with a
few insignificant internal wrinkles, still very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,100

72

526

** #1167d, 1167di 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Horizontal
Pair, Imperforate Between, a mint never hinged block of 23,
including 6 horizontal pairs imperforate between and two
stamp and label pairs imperforate between, plus 6 other
normal stamps and three sets of traffic lights, etc. Small
wrinkle in bottom selvedge only, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,200

527

** #1167d, 1167di 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Horizontal
Pair, Imperforate Between, a mint never hinged block of 20,
including 6 horizontal pairs imperforate between and two
stamp and label pairs imperforate between, plus 6 other
normal stamps and two sets of traffic lights, etc. Third pair
from bottom has an internal wrinkle, else very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,200

530

528

** #1167di 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Plus Label,
Imperforate Between, mint never hinged, with sheet margin
at top showing part of a plate inscription, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

** #1167d, 1167di 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Horizontal
Pair, Imperforate Between, a mint never hinged block of 10,
including 3 horizontal pairs imperforate between, one stamp
and label pair imperforate between, plus 3 other normal
stamps and a set of traffic lights, etc., very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,100

x531

529

531

** #1171i, 1174i Two Complete Plate Inscription Sheets
of Mammals Issues, with a 44c Walrus on Slater paper and
a 59c Muskox on Slater paper, perforated 14.4 x 13.8, both
very fine and fresh, with full plate inscriptions.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,743

532

** #1172h 1990 45c Pronghorn Imperforate, a mint never
hinged horizontal pair, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

** #1167d, 1167di 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Horizontal
Pair, Imperforate Between, a mint never hinged block of 10,
including 3 horizontal pairs imperforate between, one stamp
and label pair imperforate between, plus 3 other normal
stamps and a set of traffic lights, etc., very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,100

73

x533
533

534

** #1172h 1990 45c Pronghorn Imperforate, a mint never
hinged lower marginal vertical pair, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

535

** #1179d 1989 78c Beluga Whale Imperforate, a mint
never hinged horizontal pair, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

74

536

** #1179d 1990 78c Beluga Whale Imperforate, a mint
never hinged vertical pair with sheet margin at bottom, very
fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

537

** #1179d 1990 78c Beluga Whale Imperforate, a mint
never hinged vertical pair with sheet margin at right, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

538

** #1179d 1990 78c Beluga Whale Imperforate, a mint
never hinged vertical pair with sheet margin at left, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

** #1172h 1990 45c Pronghorn Imperforate, a mint never
hinged matched set of corner plate blocks of four, lower and
upper left blocks have very light bends, which do not detract,
very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade $12,000

539

** #1179d 1990 78c Beluga Whale Imperforate, a mint
never hinged horizontal block of 10, with sheet margins at
right and left, fresh and very fine. See scan below.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,000

541

** #1179d 1990 78c Beluga Whale Imperforate, a mint
never hinged vertical pair with sheet margin at top, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

542

** #1181ii var 1992 $1 Runnymede Library with Partial
Dark Blue Inscriptions, a lower right sheet margin strip of
four, with the left stamp barely showing any of the dark blue
inscriptions at top and bottom, second and third stamps show
only a progressive partial impression and the right stamp
(position 25) is normal. This is the 1992 Canadian Bank Note
Co. printing from plate 2. Very fine and rare. Unitrade lists
a single stamp with these inscriptions “omitted” at $2,500.
See scan below.
.................................................................................... Est $350

x540
540

** #1179d 1990 78c Beluga Whale Imperforate, a mint
never hinged matched set of four corner plate blocks of four,
with full inscriptions. The UL block has an internal crease
affecting the top right stamp only, still very fine and very rare.
Unpriced in Unitrade, and we have used the catalogue value
of the only Mammals issue to have a catalogue value for an
imperforate plate block: the 45c Pronghorn. A great lot for
not only plate block collectors, but collectors of varieties, or
Mammal definitives.
.....................................................................Unitrade $12,000

Lot 539

Lot 542
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543

** #1182a 1989 $2 McAdam Railway Station Imperforate,
a mint never hinged vertical pair from bottom of sheet, very
fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

544

** #1182a 1989 $2 McAdam Railway Station Imperforate,
a mint never hinged full pane of 25, fresh and very fine.
Catalogue value is for four corner blocks of 4 plus 4 pairs,
which leaves one stamp unvalued. See scan below.
.....................................................................Unitrade $14,800

545

** #1190b 1990 1c to 40c Flag Booklet Pane, Imperforate,
a complete booklet pane of four, including plate imprint and
traffic lights, mint never hinged, very fine. Rsv. $200.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

546

 #1222 var 1988 37c Madonna and Child with Major
Repellex Error, used with part c.d.s. cancel, with a large oval
section missing the lithographic impression. Accompanied by
a 1991 F.P.Q. certificate for when the stamp was still on its
original NOV.5.1988 cover. Ex G.D. Mass.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Lot 544

76

x547
547

** #1250ii 1989 38c Regiments, a mint never hinged group
of four corner plate blocks of four, with positions LL, LR (x2),
UL, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

x550
550

** #1292b 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, a
mint never hinged group of 2 se-tenant sheet margin blocks
of four (1 from left and 1 from right), a small crease affects
the lower right stamp of the left sheet margin block, else very
fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

551

** #1292b 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, a
mint never hinged inter-panneau horizontal gutter block of 8,
tiny internal wrinkle in margin at right, still very fine. Catalogue
value is for two se-tenant blocks of four only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

552

** #1292b 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate,
a mint never hinged inter-panneau horizontal gutter block
of 8, tiny internal wrinkle in middle of gutter, still very fine.
Catalogue value is for two se-tenant blocks of four only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

553

** #1292b 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, a
mint never hinged inter-panneau horizontal gutter block of 8,
very fine. Catalogue value is for two se-tenant blocks of four
only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

x548
548

** #1250ii 1989 38c Regiments, a mint never hinged
matched set of four corner plate blocks of four, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

x549
549

** #1292b 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, a
mint never hinged group of 4 se-tenant sheet margin blocks
of four (2 from left and 2 from right), very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade $10,000

77

554

555

** #1292b 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate,
a mint never hinged inter-panneau horizontal gutter block of
8, small crease in middle of gutter, still very fine. Catalogue
value is for two se-tenant blocks of four only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

x557
557

** #1292b, 1292ii 1990 39c Legendary Creatures
Imperforate, a mint never hinged matched set of plate blocks
of six (with traffic lights only), very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade $15,800

558

** #1292ii 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate,
a mint never hinged vertical gutter strip of four, very fine.
Catalogue value is for 2 vertical pairs only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,900

559

** #1292ii 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, a
mint never hinged se-tenant vertical pair, with the Sasquatch
at top and the Werefolf at bottom, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $950

** #1292b 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate,
a mint never hinged inter-panneau gutter block of 16 with
traffic lights. There is a horizontal crease in the middle of the
inter-panneau, plus a small one affecting the top right stamp,
else very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade $12,000

x556
556

78

** #1292b 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, a
mint never hinged matched set of plate blocks of six (with
traffic lights only), very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade $12,000

Detail Lot 563

560

563

** #1316 var 1991 40c Canada Day with Multiple
Impressions, a complete mint never hinged pane of 20
stamps showing several impressions of each colour in
cascade, creating a blurred effect. There are also small
blotches of blue-green and dark blue ink in the margin at
right. This is the second, and last of the two sheets we found
in an accumulation of modern sheets consigned to us, as
it immediately stood out. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene
Foundation certificate stating “a pre-production printing
taken during press setup leaving multiple impressions”, as
well as a photograph taken with the VSC 6000 showing an
enlargement of the variety.
.................................................................................... Est $750

564

** #1341b 1991 80c Sinterklaas Imperforate, a mint never
hinged lower left corner plate block of four, completely free of
all wrinkles or creases mentioned in Unitrade, extremely fine
and desirable not only for variety collectors but plate block or
Christmas collectors alike. Rsv. $1,100.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

565

** #1356e 1991 42c Flag over Hills Imperforate, a mint
never hinged horizontal pair from the pane of 100, very fine
and rarely offered. Ex Sir Gawaine Baillie.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

** #1292ii 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, a
mint never hinged se-tenant vertical pair, with the Sasquatch
at top and the Werefolf at bottom, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $950

x561
561

** #1292ii 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, a
mint never hinged group of 6 se-tenant vertical pairs, with the
Sasquatch at top and the Werefolf at bottom, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,700

x562
562

** #1292ii 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, a
mint never hinged group of 4 se-tenant vertical pairs, with the
Sasquatch at top and the Werefolf at bottom One pair has
internal creases, else very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,800

79

566
566

E/P #1364E 1992 Delicious Apple Essay with 86c
Denomination, a block of four showing parts of two stamps
at right and two at top, printed on never hinged, gummed and
tagged stamp paper, very fine. This stamp ended up being
issued as an 49c value, and this essay is quite rare. Listed in
Unitrade footnote. Rsv. $400.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,000

570

E/P #1372E 1992 Bartlett Pear Essay with 49c
Denomination, a block of four showing parts of two stamps
at right, printed on never hinged, gummed and tagged stamp
paper, very fine. This stamp ended up being issued as an 86c
value, and this essay is quite rare. Listed in Unitrade footnote.
Rsv. $400.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,000

571

** #1389a var 1992 43c Flag Over Shoreline Part Booklet,
with Die Cutting Omitted, booklet is missing its cover, but
the four stamps have die cutting omitted and are untagged,
very fine. The only one we know of, unlisted in Unitrade and
accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $500

567

** #1358b 1992 43c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate Part
Booklet Pane, a mint never hinged block with three complete
vertical pairs, showing large parts of adjacent stamps at right
and left as well as a plate imprint gutter, very fine. Rsv. $900.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,600

567

** #1359g 1992 43c Flag Over Prairie Imperforate, a mint
never hinged block of four, very fine and scarce. Rsv. $250.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

568

** #1359ii 1994 43c Flag Over Field with Double
Impression, mint never hinged block of four, with clear
doubling of all colours, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

80

569

572

E/P #1454P 1992 84c Christmas Horizontal Proof Pair,
Imperforate Between, with Accent on O instead of E of
NOEL, a progressive trial proof on never hinged gummed and
tagged paper, quite rare and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,750

573

** #1454i 1992 84c Weihnachtsmann Imperforate
with Accent Over “o” Instead of “e”, a mint never hinged
horizontal pair, very fine and scarce, with only 25 pairs known.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,250

574

575

** #1499ii 1993 43c Swiety Mikolaj and Gwiazdka
Imperforate Between Stamp and Left Margin, a mint
never hinged single, scarce in this format as most are exist
attached to imperforate between pairs (in strips of 3), only
three marginal singles are known. Very fine. Rsv. $275.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

576

** #1533asi 1994 43c Family Carolling Near Christmas
Tree with Double Printing, a part booklet pane of four, with
three stamps (upper right is normal) showing doubling of the
red “Canada” and green “Christmas Noel” inscriptions. Still
attached to its original booklet cover. Rare, as only 2 booklet
panes are known. Ex “JAL” and G.D. Mass. Rsv. $375.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

** #1498b 1993 43c Prehistoric Life in Canada, complete
mint never hinged imperforate sheet of 20, with all plate
inscriptions, extremely fine. A rare sheet with only a few having
been found, this one believed to be the last remaining intact
sheet. From the collection of Sir Gawaine Baillie. Rsv. $8,500.
See scan below.
.....................................................................Unitrade $20,000

Lot 574

81

577

 #1533 T1 1994 43c Family Carolling Near Christmas
Tree with Major Perforation and Tagging Shift, a used
single with light cancel and both the vertical perforations and
tagging shifted left by 6mm, with Christmas Noel completely
missing at right. Very fine and the only one known. Ex G.D.
Mass and Peters.
.................................................................................... Est $100

x580
580

** #1534ii, 1535ii 1994 Christmas Unissued Values, with
the unissued 52c and 90c, both alongside the stamps they
were meant to replace (the 50c and 88c). A rate hike was
anticipated and these new values were printed a little hastily
as it never occurred. Very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

581
578

579

82

** #1534ii 1994 52c Choir Unissued Denomination, a mint
never hinged lower left corner plate block of four, very fine.
These were printed in anticipation of a rate change which
never occurred. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation
certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $950

** #1534ii, 1535ii 1994 52c and 90c Unissued Christmas
Denominations, with a mint never hinged 52c marginal block
of four and 90c single, both items very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

582

581

** #1535ii 1994 90c Outdoor Carolling Unissued
Denomination, mint never hinged and very fine. Issued in
anticipation of a rate increase which was never approved,
only 1,000 stamps known.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

582

** #1535ii 1994 90c Outdoor Carolling Unissued
Denomination, mint never hinged and very fine. Issued in
anticipation of a rate increase which was never approved,
only 1,000 stamps known.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

583

** #1586 var 1995 52c Christmas Issue with Dramatic
Misperforation, a mint never hinged upper marginal block
of six with each vertical perforation row shifted to the left by
about 15 mm, ending up in the middle of each stamp and
also showing half of two other stamps at right and left. A
striking and very fine variety.
.................................................................................... Est $400

584

585

586

** #1609 var, 1611 var 1996 45c Desmarteau and
Ouellette Issues with Silver Olympic Rings Omitted, both
mint never hinged and imperforate (unfinished proofs) on
coated paper, rare and very fine. Unitrade lists “silver rings
missing and untagged” in footnote, but these are on coated
(all over tagged) paper. An interesting modern variety.
.................................................................................... Est $300

587

** #1627 var 1996 45c Delivering Gifts by Sled with
Dramatic Pre-Trimming Foldover Error, a mint never hinged
block of 18 which got folded over diagonally after printing
and perforating, but before trimming to become field stock.
A visually striking error, and unique example of a field stock
piece with full plate inscriptions! Ex G.D. Mass. Rsv. $1,200.
.................................................................................Est $1,500

** #1588a var 1995 40c Holly Booklet with Major Foldover
Error, a complete booklet of 10 which was folded diagonally
in the middle after printing and before perforating, creating a
visually striking diagonal perforation error on half of the pane.
Ex Cooper and G.D. Mass. Rsv. $1,400.
.................................................................................Est $1,500

** #1601b 1996 45c Greeting Stamps Complete Booklet
with Die Cutting Omitted, a rare and complete booklet, as far
as we know, there are only a few known remaining which were
not cut up, from the 6 that were ever found. This one was
purchased new by the owner from the post office located on
Sparks Street in Ottawa and tucked away since, so first time
on the market. A rare major modern variety.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

588

589

588

** #1676a 1999 4c Oyster Farming Imperforate, a mint
never hinged upper left corner plate block of four, very light
ink markings in margins, still rare and very fine. Catalogue
value is for two pairs only, and does not take into account the
plate block status.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

589

** #1676a 1999 4c Oyster Farming Imperforate, a mint
never hinged horizontal pair, with very light staining at bottom,
else very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,250

83

590

** #1683a 2000 47c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged horizontal pair, fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

594

591

** #1815b 1999 Angel with Drum Horizontal Pair,
Imperforate Between, mint never hinged and rare, as we
only know of three other pairs, very fine. This error was first
reported by a young Ottawa-area girl who found it in an annual
collection. Accompanied by a 2013 Greene Foundation
certificate. Rsv. $450.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

(*) #1700 var 2000 47c Flag over Inukshuk Imperforate
(with Die Cutting Omitted), a vertical pair from the booklet,
with backing paper missing and remaining gum dirty, still
scarce and unlisted as a pair.
.................................................................................... Est $150
Detail Lot 595

592

 #1815 var 1999 46c Angel with Drum with Major
Perforation Shift on Cover, the stamp, which has its vertical
perforations shifted to the left by 8mm is nicely tied to a
commercial cover by a Dollard des Ormeaux slogan machine
dated JAN.12.2000. The envelope is part of a two-envelope
system, and was used as a reply envelope from the City of
Montréal the day after the one inside was mailed. A lovely and
rare in-period use of such a dramatic error on cover, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

596

** #1817b 1999 95c Angel with Candle Horizontal Pair
Imperforate Between, from the bottom of the sheet, showing
the plate imprint, very fine and rare, with only four pairs
known. Rsv. $900.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

593

592

** #1764b 1998 45c Angel of the Last Judgement,
Perforated 13.1 x 13.6, mint never hinged with sheet margin
at top, very fine. A rare stamp, with only 500 examples known.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

593

** #1764b 1998 45c Angel of the Last Judgement,
Perforated 13.1 x 13.6, mint never hinged, from the sheet
with changed perforations, very fine and scarce.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

84

595

600
597

** #1932a 2002 48c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged horizontal pair, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,800

598

** #1933a var 2002 Year of the Horse Progressive Proof,
a right sheet margin strip of three on never hinged gummed
paper, imperforate and missing the horse image as well as all
inscriptions. Very fine and rarely offered. Rsv. $500.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,750

** #2001c, 2001d 2003 48c National Emblems Souvenir
Sheet and Part Booklet Pane, Imperforate, with a souvenir
sheet of 2, and a strip of 4 from the booklet pane (only 40
pairs reported), both are imperforate, fresh and very fine. Rsv.
$400.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,500

Detail Lot 601
601

** #2004 var 2003 48c Christmas Booklet with Major
Miscut, the whole booklet was miscut vertically by 23 to
28mm on an angle, resulting in partial stamps at right and
left and complete stamps in the middle, with wide and narrow
gutters in between. A striking and likely unique error, offered
with a regular to compare. Rsv. $400.
.................................................................................... Est $500

602

 #2005b 2003 65c Teddy Bear Imperforate, a used block
of four with FEB.24.2004 Surrey BC M.O.O.N. postmarks,
from a booklet which was cut into a pair and a block of four
and mailed to a friend. Rare, with only this block and a pair
known used, very fine. Rsv. $450.
.................................................................................... Est $500

x599
599

#1965, BK262 Group of 48c “Genesis” Christmas Stamps
and Covers Signed by Artist Daphne Odjig, includes a full
sheet of 25 (with slight separation at right from having been
folded), two first day covers each with a plate block of four,
ten complete booklets and a 9 x 6 inch greeting card with
the design of the stamp, plus the stamp and pencil notations
reading “With affection and Best wishes” at top, bottom reads
“Genesis” plus her signature at right and the year “/08”.
Daphne Odjig (1919-2016) was a world renowned artist from
the Wikwemikong First Nation on Manitoulin Island. A lovely
group.
.................................................................................... Est $250

85

603

604

86

** #2072 var 2004 Red Calla Lilly Coil with Missing Red
and Yellow Colours, a mint plate inscription gutter strip
of four, from a recent discovery, very fine and unlisted in
Unitrade. The only one we have seen like this and a major
modern variety. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation
certificate. Rsv. $850.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

607

** #2110i 2005 Homer Watson Souvenir Sheet Missing
Perforations Variety, on which the perforations do not extend
above and below the stamps, as they should. This variety
is listed in the 2021 Unitrade catalogue but not yet valued.
Other examples have recently been selling for between $300
and $500. Very fine, mint never hinged.
.................................................................................... Est $300

608

** #2128 var 2005 (51c) Red Bergamot Blossom Coil with
Missing Orange and Brown Colours, a mint strip of 5 on TRC
paper, the two missing colours represent the missing orange
(“51”) and missing brown (“Canada” and a small part of the
flower). The stamps have the same tagging as a regular stamp
with all 5 colours, helping to prove that there was no chemical
manipulation to remove the colours. This strip is from the
same post office find as lot 279 which we sold in our sale
33. This strip is accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation
certificate
.................................................................................Est $1,000

609

** #2242b 2007 $1.55 Peace Dove Christmas Booklet
with Die Cut Omitted, a complete booklet of 6 stamps, with
trivial creases at upper right and left, where the discoverer
tried to peel off the stamps. A very rare modern variety, as
only two have been discovered at the post office. and we
have been told the other was cut into pairs, very fine. Ex “JAL”
collection. Rsv. $1,150.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,250

** #2069 var 2004 49c Santa on His Sled Unlisted
Imperforate (With Die Cutting Omitted), a horizontal pair
from the booklet, very fine and rare, the first we have seen.
.................................................................................... Est $350

 #2070 2004 80c Santa in a Cadillac with Major Die
Cut Shift, a used single with in-period 2004 postmark. The
horizontal die cuts shifted up to show the CANADA 80 etc. at
top instead of bottom. Also, the stamp has the G4dH tagging
error. Very fine and rare with only 2 used examples known.
.................................................................................... Est $100

605
605

606

606

608

** #2072 var 2004 Red Calla Lilly Coil with Missing
Denomination, a mint plate inscription gutter strip of four,
from a recent discovery, very fine and unlisted in Unitrade.
Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate. A
similar one sold for $1,450 in our November 2021 sale. Rsv.
$850.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

610

611

612

613

** #2844 2015 Recalled Hoodoos UNESCO Souvenir
Sheet, showing the incorrect image, mint never hinged, very
fine and popular.
...........................................................................Unitrade $275

614

** #2844 2015 Recalled Hoodoos UNESCO Souvenir
Sheet, showing the incorrect image, mint never hinged, very
fine and popular.
...........................................................................Unitrade $275

615

 #2844 2015 Recalled Hoodoos UNESCO Souvenir
Sheet on Official Canada Post First Day Cover, very fine and
popular.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

616

 #2844 2015 Recalled Hoodoos UNESCO Souvenir
Sheet on Official Canada Post First Day Cover, very fine and
popular.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

** #2642ii 2013 Chinatown Gates Souvenir Sheet,
Imperforate, mint never hinged, and was only available in the
limited production “China Gates Collection”. A scarce item
missing in most collections, and all of the ones we have seen
have sold for more than Unitrade, which is undervalued.
.................................................................................... Est $100

** #2710b 2014 ($1) Burrowing Owl with Yellow
Inscriptions Omitted, a mint never hinged single still on its
backing paper, missing the inscriptions “CANADA 100” at top,
very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

** #2798 var 2014 “P” Christmas Letter Writing with
Major Shifted Die Cutting, a part self-adhesive booklet pane
of 4 with the serpentine die cutting all shifted to the right by
14mm, resulting in Santa being die cut through vertically,
and two stamps being imperforate between. Very fine and a
dramatic variety.
.................................................................................... Est $150

87

Back of the Book
Complete Booklets
620

** Red Box Full of Complete Booklets, 1950s to 1985, with
well over 250 booklets in all (incl. duplication), mostly all 25c
to $1.50 but also includes 9x Forts Across Canada booklets
(32c and 34c) and 4x 1985 Christmas booklets (32c). Good
lot for the variety specialist or to use as postage.
.................................................................................... Est $100

621

** Group of 235 Mint Commemorative Booklets, 1990 to
2019, with strength in the 40c to 52c eras and more than
$70 in “P” denominated stamps. We noted both versions of
the Eatons booklets packaging, several packages of wedding
stickers for use on the Greetings issues (these not counted
in the value) a few Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College
booklets, and several NHL All-Star Hockey issues. There is
some duplication in this very clean group, with total face
value of $1,071. It could be useful to collectors, postage
users or resellers. Our photos provide an overview of the lot
and the inventory sheet showing the contents.
..............................................................................Face $1,071

622

** Group of 160 Mint Christmas Booklets, 1988 to
2000s, with strength in the 34c to 55c denominations, but
with a good representation of international rates also (76c
to $1.55). We noted some better items, including the 1989
issues (Unitrade BK107 x5, c.v. $60 each; BK108 x6, c.v. $22
each; BK109 x8, c.v. $40 each; total c.v. for this group alone is
$752), as well as examples of both glued and open covers of
many booklets and several packages of Santa labels for use
on the popular Greetings Stamps of the late 1990s. There is
duplication of up to 17 in this very clean group, with total face
value of $583. It could be useful to collectors, postage users
or resellers. Our photos provide an overview of the lot, plus
some of the better items and the inventory sheet showing the
contents.
................................................................................. Face $583

623

** #B111A 1990 50c Flag Booklet, Perforated 12½ x 13,
a mini-investment lot of 20, all very fine
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

624

** #BK3/BK238 Dealer Stock of Complete Booklets,
filling a black box, with all the booklets in glassines, which
all have catalogue numbers and values, there appears to be
a good variety of material, with French and English, bilingual,
varieties, and duplication sometimes up to about 5. The
owner counted the catalogue value using a 2008 Unitrade,
and so we assume the modern value would be higher. Overall
fine to very fine, we photographed the first 30 items to give an
idea.
.....................................................................Unitrade $11,912

625

** #BK5c/BK208b Collection of Over 400 Booklets, from
BK5c to BK208b, this group has a good variety of different,
including varieties such as different languages for the early
issues, stitched or stapled, booklet covers, rate pages, etc.
The catalogue value given is for most of the collection which
is identified and priced, but the lot contains 16 booklets
which were not catalogued but contain $66 in face. There are
also 10 booklets of BK74 with the perforations shifted down
which are part of the “over 400 booklets” but not part of the
catalogue value, as well as a few that are missing stamps
(indicated as such). A useful lot, which has much duplication
of some, but also lots of variety and better items and totally
unchecked by us for tagging, perforations or other such
varieties.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,125

x617
617

618

619

88

** #2844, 2847a 2015 Recalled Hoodoos UNESCO
Souvenir Sheet and Booklet, each showing the incorrect
image for the Dinosaur National Park, mint never hinged, very
fine and popular.
...........................................................................Unitrade $375

E/P #ST-2 var 1984 Stick ‘N Tick Laboratory Test Label, a
pane of 2 with pink box at upper left and grey box at upper
right, die cut as issued labels were. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

E/P #ST-2 var 1984 Stick ‘N Tick Laboratory Test Label, a
pane of 2 with pink box at upper left and grey box at upper
right, die cut as issued labels were. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

626

** #BK54/BK71 Extensive Collection of Centennial
Issue Booklets in Two Volumes, with about 400 complete
booklets plus about 32 panes (incl. a few used), all neatly
identified. There are a multitude of Unitrade-listed varieties
as well as others that are mostly listed in Harris Centennial
Definitive Series 1967-1973 including different booklet
covers, different sealing strips, counting marks, fluorescence
and tagging varieties, plate wear, a few Opal private vending
machine items, ink smear and printing varieties and much
more. A great collection for the Centennial or booklet collector
or dealer. Photos show a sampling only.
.................................................................................... Est $600

Detail Lot 629
629

Detail Lot 627
627

** #BK63b 1970 2c, 3c Centennial Opal Booklet with
Vertically and Horizontally Perforated Gutter, a complete
booklet, mint never hinged, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

628

** #BK69 var 1972 Opal Manufacturing “2 BOOKLETS OF”
Booklets for Experimental Toronto Dispensing Machine, two
different BK69 glued together (one with “Free Dispenser...”
and one with “Pre-Stamped...” message on back), with “2
BOOKLETS OF” handstamped on the front. According to
Harris Centennial Definitive Series 1967-1973, 1,270 sets
of these were prepared by the Opal Manufacturing Company
in 1972 and dispensed in three machines in Toronto, as
the Post Office was researching the use of 50c vending
machines. Interestingly, these have an additional bonus: both
inside back covers have a handstamp reading “This is Exhibit
“B” mentioned and / referred to in the affidavit of / William
Edward Greig / Sworn before me this 18th day of / March A.D.
1974 (signed R.Stainton) / “A” Commissioner, &c”. A scarce
item for the booklet or Centennial collector, and who knows
why this booklet spent some time in court?
.................................................................................... Est $150



Thousands of scans can
be found online at
StampAuctionNetwork.com

Want more scans of a lot?
Email us at info@sparks-auctions.com

** #BK70c var 1971 $1 Centennial Booklet with Part
of Design Missing at Right of Position 4-2, with Tagging
Omitted, a complete booklet showing a fairly dramatic listed
variety on the first 8c stamp, with only 100 of these booklets
known (BK70c, $250), but very few of these are known to
also be untagged (unlisted in Unitrade, listed as variety 8-20
in Harris / The centennial Definitive Series, 1967-1973).
Very fine and rare, a great item for the booklet, or Centennial
collector.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x630
630

** #BK623 2015 UNESCO Recalled Booklet, a group of
two booklets, both had been recalled due to the wrong image
being used for the Dinosaur National Park issue. Buying two
makes it possible to display both sides on an album page.
Very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

631

** #BK686 2017 Hanukkah Recalled Booklet, a group
of two booklets which had been recalled within hours of
having been issued, due to the incorrect use of the Star of
David motif. These are quite difficult to find (more so than
the Hoodoo recalls, for example), and we find the Unitrade
catalogue value to be lower than what the market has been
proving.
.................................................................................... Est $100

89

Airmails Scott #C1-CE4

x632
632

*/** #C1 1928 5c Brown Olive Airmail, two mint upper
marginal plate blocks of 10. Plate 1 is hinged in margin only
(10 stamps are never hinged) and plate 2 is re-attached on
several stamps, separated in several places and the others
have light gum disturbances. Overall very fine centering and
catalogued as plate 1 (hinged plate block plus 2x NH) and
plate 2 (8x hinged plus 2x NH).
...........................................................................Unitrade $495

633

** #C1c 1928 5c Brown Olive Airmail Vertical Pair,
Imperforate Horizontally, mint never hinged, with a very light
wrinkle mostly in top margin, else fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $403

634

** #C3 1932 6c on 5c Brown Olive Airmail Surcharge, mint
never hinged, well centered among four large and balanced
margins, quite fresh and extremely fine. Accompanied by a
2007 Sergio Sismondo certificate grading it as “XF-Sup 95
OGnh”. A very nice stamp, catalogue value irrelevant.
.............................................................................Unitrade $30

635

* #C3a 1932 6c on 5c Brown Olive Airmail Inverted
Surcharge, mint hinged, with balanced margins, very fine.
Accompanied by a 2021 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

636

** Group of Complete Mint Never Hinged Airmail Sheets,
starting with Scott # C9 ($112), CE1 ($268), CE4 ($573
separated in half horizontally) and CO2 (two sheets, at
$1,402 each). Overall very fine, and includes a small group of
Norway and Sudan large mint blocks (not counted).
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,757

637

*/** #C1-C9a Valuable Dealer Stock of Mint Airmail
Issues, all presented in 166 black stock cards with catalogue
number and dealer’s asking price, separated by hinged and
never hinged. Includes various quantities of singles, pairs
and blocks of four, including plate blocks. See online pictures
for a sampling of the cards, overall fine to very fine, with a
high catalogue value. The “retail” value given is a total of the
dealer’s asking prices for these.
.......................................................................... Retail $22,474

638

*/** #CE1-CE4 Dealer Stock of Mint Special Delivery
Airmail Issues, all presented in 109 black stock cards with
catalogue number and dealer’s asking price, separated
by hinged and never hinged. Includes various quantities of
singles (incl. 33 complete sets), pairs and blocks of four,
including several plate blocks. See online pictures for a
sampling of the cards, overall fine to very fine, with a high
catalogue value. The “retail” value given is a total of the
dealer’s asking prices for these.
............................................................................Retail $2,635

Semi-Official Airmails Scott #CL1-CL52

639

90

** #CL4 1924 (25c) Red Laurentide Air Service Ltd. Partial
Booklet, with front cover printed in red, plus back cover printed
with “Designed and printed by / Dodd-Simpson Press Ltd.
Montreal”. The booklet contains three panes of 2, unstapled,
fresh and very fine. Catalogue value is for three panes only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,250

x642

640

641

642

E/P #CL13TCP 1926 (25c) Patricia Airways “Style One”
Set of Four Trial Colour Proofs, all perforated on gummed
canary, buff, green and deep blue paper, all four singles
coming from the same left position of the sheet, mint never
hinged, with a very light gum blemish on the deep blue paper,
a very fine and scarce set.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,100

643

** #CL15 1926 Patricia Airways “Style One” with Type B 5c
Overprint Ascending in Black, mint never hinged, with bright
colour, fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $412

644

** #CL15c 1926 Patricia Airways “Style One” with Type B
5c Overprint Descending in Red, a mint never hinged right
sheet margin single, fresh and very fine.
.......................................................................Unitrade $1,125

645

** #CL15c 1926 Patricia Airways “Style One” with Type B
5c Overprint Descending in Red, a mint never hinged upper
right sheet corner single, hinged in margin only, fresh and
very fine.
.......................................................................Unitrade $1,125

** #CL11 1926 (25c) Deep Blue Fairchild Air Transport
Ltd. a mint never hinged complete pane of 10, with second
and 4th rows inverted, quite fresh with a tiny bit of separation
between two stamps, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

** #CL12 1926 (25c) Ultramarine Fairchild Air Transport
Ltd. a mint never hinged complete pane of 10, with all stamps
in column 2 inverted, quite fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $825

91

646

647

648

649

92

** #CL16 1926 Patricia Airways “Style One” with Type D
(5c) Overprint Descending in Black, a mint never hinged
right sheet margin single, fresh and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,250

** #CL16 1926 Patricia Airways “Style One” with Type D
(5c) Overprint Descending in Black, a mint never hinged
bottom sheet margin single, previously hinged in margin only,
fresh and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,250

** #CL18 1926 (50c) Patricia Airways “Style Two” without
Overprint, a mint never hinged upper left corner single,
showing the $4.00 over $2.00 surcharge in margin, fresh and
very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

** #CL18 1926 (50c) Patricia Airways “Style Two” without
Overprint, a mint never hinged lower right corner single, fresh
and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

650

** #CL18e 1926 (50c) Patricia Airways “Style Two”
without Overprint, with “FED” Handstamp in Green, a mint
never hinged right sheet margin single, fresh and very fine.
The “FED” initials are for F.E. Davidson, the financier for
Patricia Airways. A rare stamp, especially in this pristine and
positional condition, as most were used on mail.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,750

651

** #CL19 1927 Patricia Airways “Style Two” with 10c
Ascending Type A Overprint in Red, mint never hinged, fresh
and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $525

652

** #CL20 1927 Patricia Airways “Style Two” with 5c
Ascending Type B Overprint in Black, mint never hinged,
fresh and very fine. A scarce stamp, especially in such nice
condition.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,875

653

** #CL20b 1927 Patricia Airways “Style Two” with 5c
Ascending Type B Overprint in Red, a mint never hinged,
fresh and very fine. A scarce stamp, especially in such nice
condition.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,875

654

655

** #CL26, 26c, 26e 1927 Patricia Airways “Style Three”
Rouletted with 5c Ascending Type C Overprint in Black, Red
and Green, offered in three mint never hinged upper right
corner singles (all from the same position), very fine and a
lovely trio.
...........................................................................Unitrade $547

** #CL27 1927 Patricia Airways “Style Three” Rouletted
with 10c Ascending Type A Overprint in Red and 5c
Descending Type C, 34 mm Overprint in Black, a mint never
hinged (lightly hinged in margin only) lower left corner single,
with plate 6 inscription, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $225

656

** #CL29 1927 Patricia Airways “Style Three” Rouletted
with 10c Ascending Type A Overprint in Red and Descending
Type D Overprint in Black, a mint never hinged upper left
corner vertical pair, lightly hinged in margin only, very fine and
fresh.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

657

** #CL29a 1927 Patricia Airways “Style Three” Rouletted
with 10c Ascending Type A Overprint in Red and Descending
Type D Overprint in Purple, a mint never hinged left margin
single, very fine and fresh.
...........................................................................Unitrade $375

x658
658

** #CL30, 30c, 30f 1927 Patricia Airways “Style Three”
Rouletted with (5c) Type D Overprint in Black, Purple and
Green, a group of 5 different mint never hinged singles, with
black (inverted), purple (both ways) and green (both ways).
The sheet margin items are lightly hinged in margin only,
which does not detract from this being a very fine and fresh
group
...........................................................................Unitrade $577

93

659

660

94

** #CL30f 1927 Patricia Airways “Style Three” Rouletted
with (5c) Type D Overprint in Green, two mint never hinged
upper right corner vertical pairs, one pair with descending
overprints, the other with inverted overprints. Both pairs are
lightly hinged in the margin only, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $450

661

** #CL43 1928 (10c) Patricia Airways Limited Issue, a mint
never hinged complete pane of 8 from plate 6, remarkably
fresh, with bright colours, extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $562

662

** #CL44 1928 5c Ultramarine British Columbia Airways
Co. Semi-Official, a mint never hinged complete pane of 55,
with Unitrade-listed varieties in positions 19, 23, 30, 33, 45
and 46. Horizontal separation at right, else very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $987

** #CL41 1927 (10c) Black with Orange Background
Western Canada Airways Service, a mint never hinged
complete pane of 50, with full selvedge all around, showing
the “ONE OZ. TEN CENTS” imprints at top and bottom.
Remarkably fresh and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

x666
666

663

** #CL49, 49a 1929 (10c) Purple Commercial Airways
Ltd. with VIA AIR, a mint never hinged complete pane of 10,
with pane margin at left, showing the “broken c in cial” plate
variety on upper right stamp, insignificant very light bend in
lower right corner margin, still very fine and fresh.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,187

* #CLP2/CL52 Group of Mint Semi-Official Issues on a
Double-Sided Black Stock Page, with CLP2 (tête-bêche
pane, without gum and with small faults), CLP3 (no gum),
CL4 (one without gum and one hinged), CL5 (hinged), CL6
(hinged), CL7 (hinged), CL8 (no gum), CL9 (NH), CL12 (two
hinged, both with small faults), CL13 (vertical pair, hinged
with crease), CL14 (hinged), CL15 (water stained and not
counted), CL25a (hinged), CL40 (a hinged single, plus a never
hinged single and pair with extra row of perforations), CL47
(hinge thins and scuff on front), CL48 (no gum), CL51 and 52
(both hinged).
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,185

Special Delivery Scott #E1-E11

x664
667
664

** #CL3/CL50 Valuable Collection of 34 Different Mint
Never Hinged Semi Official Airmail Issues, with #s CL3,
8, 11a (tête-bêche pair), 12a (tête-bêche pair), 13, 14, 15,
15c, 16, 18, 19, 25, 25a, 25b, 26, 26c, 26e, 27, 29, 29a,
30 (inverted), 30c (inverted and normal), 30f (inverted and
normal), 41, 43, 44, 46, 46i, 47, 48, 49 and 50. All stamps
are mint never hinged, many have sheet margins, including
corners, a very fine collection.
....................................................................... Unitrade $8,839

665

*/** #CL6/CL52 Dealer Stock of Mint Semi Official Airmail
Issues, all presented in 25 black stock cards with catalogue
number and dealer’s asking price (usually about 10-15%
less than today’s catalogue value), separated by hinged and
never hinged. Includes various quantities of singles, pairs and
blocks of four, with some varieties such as “snow on wings”.
All cards are shown online, overall fine to very fine, with a
high catalogue value. The “retail” value given is a total of the
dealer’s asking prices for these.
............................................................................Retail $2,199

** #E2 1922 20c Carmine Special Delivery, Dry Printing,
mint never hinged, quite fresh and very fine plus. A lovely
stamp which is accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation
certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $450

We are always seeking nice material for our
sales. Contact Stéphane to discuss your
consignments to our future auctions.
stephane@sparks-auctions.com

95

668

** #E5a 1932 20c Henna Special Delivery Imperforate, a
mint never hinged vertical pair, quite fresh and extremely fine.
Only 75 pairs were issued. Rsv. $850.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

672

** #E6a 1935 20c Dark Carmine Special Delivery
Imperforate, a mint never hinged horizontal pair, extremely
fine and scarce, with only 75 pairs issued. Accompanied by a
2020 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $650.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

673

** #E11 1946 10c Green Special Delivery, a complete mint
never hinged sheet of 50, with plate blocks at upper and
lower left side, a few bits of separation else very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $381

** #E3 1927 20c Orange Special Delivery, a mint plate
block of six with full plate inscription in left margin, hinged in
margin only, all 6 stamps are very fine never hinged.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

669

** #E4 1930 20c Henna Brown Special Delivery, mint never
hinged with sheet margin at left, a very fresh stamp with large
margins, extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2013 Richard
Gratton AIEP certificate.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $180

670

** #E5a 1932 20c Henna Brown Special Delivery
Imperforate, a mint never hinged right sheet margin
horizontal pair, fresh and very fine, with only 75 pairs known.
Accompanied by a 2011 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

96

671

674

*/** #E1-E11 Dealer Stock of Mint Special Delivery
Issues, all presented in 91 black stock cards with catalogue
number and dealer’s asking price, separated by hinged and
never hinged. Includes various quantities of singles, pairs
and blocks of four, including plate blocks. See online pictures
for a sampling of the cards, overall fine to very fine, with a
high catalogue value. The “retail” value given is a total of the
dealer’s asking prices for these.
......................................................................... Retail $13,285

679

(*) #F3 1876 8c Blue Registration, unused (expertly
regummed), well centered, very fine. Accompanied by a 2014
(pink) Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

680

* #F3a 1876 8c Bright Blue Registration, mint with full
original gum, lightly hinged. A fairly well centered stamp, fresh
and very fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation
certificate. Rsv. $400.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

681

*/** #F3a 1876 8c Bright Blue Registration, a mint
vertical pair with full original gum, top stamp is hinged (small
hr at left), bottom stamp is never hinged. A nice pair with rich
and fresh colour, very fine. Accompanied by a 2016 Greene
Foundation certificate as #F3. Rsv. $1,600.
....................................................................... Unitrade $7,000

682

 #F1, F2 Group of Used 2c and 5c Registration Issues,
all presented in black stock cards, with 60x 2c and 57x 5c
values, noting a good range of postmarks and shades, a few
faults here and there, still overall fine with some very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$673

Registration Scott #F1-F3

675

*/** #F1 1875 2c Orange Registration, a mint plate block
of 6, with full original gum, both bottom right stamps are
hinged, four others are never hinged. The complete plate
inscription is well located at center of sheet margin at bottom,
overall fine to very fine with both left stamps being extremely
fine never hinged. An all around very nice block. Rsv. $850.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

676

** #F1i 1880s 2c Orange Red Registration, mint with full
original gum, fresh with bright colour and very large margins,
extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation
certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

677

** #F2 1876 5c Dark Green Registration, mint with full
original gum, never hinged and with sheet margin at right. A
fresh and very fine stamp. accompanied by a 2021 Greene
Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

x683
678

* #F3 1876 8c Dull Blue Registration, mint with full original
gum, hinged and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

683

/*/(*) #F1, F2, F2d Group of Four Registration Issues,
with a 2c orange (regummed, fresh and very fine), 2c orange
red perforated 12 x 11½ (used with segmented cork cancel,
very fine), 5c green (mint never hinged, fine-very fine and
fresh, with 2010 Greene Foundation certificate) and 5c green
(12 x 11½ used with pen cancel and very fine).
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,100

97

x684
684

 #F1-F3 Group of Used 2c to 8c Registration Stamps,
all identified, sorted and priced (by grade) by owner, with
F1 (x29), F1a (x3), F1b (x3), F1i (x9), F2 (x28), F2a (x6, F2b
(x3), F2i (x5), F3 (x2) and F3a (x2). Note a good selection
of postmarks, including a Brantford squared circle socked
on the nose on a 5c (dated SEP.4.1893), plus other dated
stamps, corks, etc. Faults are to be expected, still overall fine
or better.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,812

685

*/(*) #F1-F3 Dealer Stock of Mint Registration Issues,
all displayed on black stock cards with catalogue number,
old asking price and whether hinged (most) or no gum (x3).
Includes F1 (x13, including a block of 4 and some shades),
F2 (x9, with shades) and F3 (x2). The retail value given is a
total of the dealer asking prices on the cards. Overall fine,
with a few very fine, all stamps pictured online.
............................................................................Retail $2,550

686

 #F1-F3a Group of 2c to 8c Used Registration Issues, with
F1, F1a, F1b, F1i (faulty), F2, F3 and F3a (two copies, one is
very fine with Hamilton July 1878 oval registration cancel, but
small tear). Overall fine to very fine group, catalogued as per
centering.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,168

689

** #J11a 1934 1c Dark Violet Postage Due Imperforate, a
mint never hinged vertical pair, fine-very fine. Accompanied by
a 2011 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $850

Postage Dues Scott #J1-40
xDetail Lot 690
690

687

** #J1 1906 1c Violet Postage Due, a mint never hinged
upper marginal block of four, stamps are nicely centered and
fresh, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $320

688

** #J11 1934 1c Dark Violet Postage Due, a mint never
hinged right half sheet of 50, showing plate 1 inscription at
upper right, fresh and very fine. 
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,530

98

E/P #J15DP/J20DP 1c, 2c, 4c and 10c Postage Due Large
Die Proof Set in Colour of Issue, the set of four that were
issued in 1935, all die-sunk on card measuring 230 x 155
mm, with die numbers XG-572/578, very fine and rare. Rsv.
$1,800.
.................................................................................Est $1,800

x691
691

** #J16, J17, J20 1935 2c, 4c and 10c Postage Due
Imperforates, all three in mint never hinged marginal
horizontal pairs, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,350

692

*/** #J1/J40 Dealer Stock of Mint Postage Due Issues, all
presented in 118 black stock cards with catalogue number
and dealer’s asking price, separated by hinged and never
hinged. Includes various quantities of singles, pairs and
blocks of four, including plate blocks (with several matched
sets). See pictures online for an example, overall fine to very
fine, with a high catalogue value. The “retail” value given is a
total of the dealer’s asking prices for these.
............................................................................Retail $6,422

Officials Scott #OA1-OAE9, O1-O273, OC1-OC9, OE1OE11

696

/*/** Collection of Mint and Used O.H.M.S. Perforated
Issues, on Steiner pages, includes better items such as a
sheet margin block of four of the 10c carmine rose Pictorial,
(VFNH, $560), corner plate blocks of the 10c Great Bear Lake
(VFNH) and 7c R.C.A.F. Training Plane (FNH), $1 Chateau de
Ramezay (used), complete set of the War issue (mint) and
many more, high catalogue value, all 7 pages scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $300

Officially Sealed Scott #OX1-OX4

x697
697

/*/** #OX1, OX4 Group of Officially Sealed Stamps,
with OX1 (used with unusual “Cancelled” postmark, and
remarkably without any creases usually seen on used stamps)
and OX4 (three hinged and one never hinged). Stamps are
centered fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$950

Federal Revenues
693

698

** Group of Mint Never Hinged Federal Revenue Stamps in
Full or Part Sheets, consisting of a complete set of the 1930
George V Weights and Measures stamps (5c to $10) featuring
the blue control numbers, the 1930 Electricity and Gas
Inspection vermilion (50c, 60c, 75c, and $1), and the1900
Electric Light Effigy ($5 dark blue numbers) including 50 of
each denominations either in sheets, or part sheets. Most
sheets are missing part of their selvedge and have significant
areas of separation else all appear very fine. Catalogue value
is $4,700. Clean lot, seldom offered for auction.
....................................................................... van Dam $4,700

699

 Collection / Accumulation of Federal and Québec
Revenue Stamps, all mounted on old time pages, with
duplication of up to dozens of some. Noted Federal War Tax
stamps, Customs, Tobacco, Excise, etc, as well as Québec
Law stamps, many Registration stamps, a page of large
prohibition stamps (some with faults) and more. Several
hundred stamps in all, with the usual faults in such an
accumulation, still overall fine to very fine. Accompanied by an
old “The Standard Album of Revenue Stamps of British North
America” published long ago by Needham & Co. in Montréal
(with only one stamp inside).
.................................................................................... Est $200

** #CO2 1950 7c Canada Goose Official Overprinted “G”,
a mint never hinged complete sheet of 50, with plate block at
lower left, very fine and scarce in sheet format.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,816

694

** #O25 1950 $1 Red Violet Train Ferry Official Overprinted
G, a mint never hinged upper left corner plate block of four,
very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

695

** Collection of Mint Never Hinged O.H.M.S. and G
Overprinted Official Issues, 1946-1963, includes singles,
blocks, plate blocks. Much of the material is very fine never
hinged, with better, including O10 and O27 singles and plate
blocks, O32, O38, O38a (Flying G), O39a, O45 and O45a
plate 2n, as well as blank corner blocks of the Cameo issue,
where no plate blocks exist. A nice clean lot that also includes
O244 and OC8 mint hinged 4-hole O.H.M.S. perfins.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,887

Did you know we have
over 10,000 scans online?
Visit our auction online at
https://stampauctionnetwork.com
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700

/*/** Collection of Revenue and Duck Stamps on Stock
Pages, includes FM1 and FM1a (MNH Medicine stamps),
FWT15 (MLH), FX10, 66, 68, 80 (all MNH but FX10 has a light
crease and catalogued as hinged), FWM14 and 14 (used on
piece), FX64 (x54 MNH, incl. a block of 25), FX68 (x55 MNH,
incl. a block of 25). Also FPS1-22 (MNH set of 22, except #s
1, 3, 21 and 22 which have minor gum disturbance, all with
VF centering). Provincial issues include QCP1, 2 and 4 (all
unused no gum), QL103 (punch cancel, $100), OST18, 19,
21 (all MNH), FCD6-8. Wildlife stamps include FWH7 and 10
in complete booklets, and FWH15 inside of a rare promotional
booklet shaped like a duck. Also PC4 (MNH). Lastly is a 10c
green Ontario or Québec law stamp proof on India paper
(not catalogued). A few minor creases, still a mostly very fine
grouping. All scanned online.
...........................................................................van Dam $807

703

/*/** Collection of Federal and Provincial Revenue
Stamps, 1865-1967, includes a Third Bill Issue reference
collection with stamps never hinged and values up to the
$1, showing colours, perforations, papers, gums, etc. Also
a major accumulation of War Tax and Excise stamps, mostly
cancelled, with values up to the $5, plus a selection of
other Federal and Provincial stamps. Better items include
FB31 ($50), FB33 ($225), FB52, FWM40 ($35), FWT13
uncancelled ($25), FX77 and Québec #s QR9, QR13, QST6
($55), etc. Also items from Alberta, BC, and Ontario as well
as a few tobacco items. Note the odd fault but overall fine, all
pages scanned online.
...........................................................................van Dam $749

704

Large Box of More Than 4,000 Cheques, 1919 to mid1950s, from various banks and franked with a range of
federal revenue stamps and regular issues of the period.
Condition is typical for these, with edge wear and staining
here and there. Our photos provide a mere overview of the
contents.
.................................................................................... Est $200

705

** #FB49/FB47 Group of 1868 Queen Victoria Third Bill
Issues in Large Blocks and Full Sheets, includes FB39
(block of 50) 40 (two sheets of 100, block of 94, block of
78, block of 89), 43 (sheet of 100, block of 50), 45 (block of
67), 46 (three sheets of 100, block of 62 and block of 92),
47 (block of 98 and block of 76). The majority have either
plate inscriptions or counters at top, or portions thereof, with
full original never hinged gum (expect some gum problems),
and unchecked by us for watermarks or perforations. All
are scanned online, overall fine or better, with some small
creases, gum defects, separation, etc. to be expected. Also,
some of the blocks listed above have been separated and the
word “block” only used to count total of stamp on a page. The
obviously damaged stamps were not counted in the count,
nor in the catalogue value.
....................................................................... van Dam $6,618

706

** #FG19 1897 50c Queen Victoria Gas Inspection Stamps,
a bulk lot of 40 upper corner blocks of 6, for a total of 240
mint never hinged stamps. Overall fine to very fine,
....................................................................... van Dam $1,872

x701
701

702

100

*/** Group of Interesting Federal and Provincial
Mint Revenue Stamps, includes Federal issues FPS58a
(unopened cello pack, cat. $400), FPS23-40 (second issue,
mint hinged, cat $141), FPS23/40 (15 different NH values,
the 30c is clipped, $153), FB50 (x3 hinged), FM1 (x2 NH),
FU80 (NH), FWS13 (x2 NH), FWS11 (NH), FX22 (NH), FX34
and 35 (NH x2 each), FU82 (x5 NH), also with some Provincial
issues NBL13 (NH), NBP14 (x2 NH), NFC4 (NH) and NFW1
(NH, $75). Overall fine to very fine.
...........................................................................van Dam $974
*/ Collection of Federal and Provincial Revenue Stamps,
consisting of hundreds of stamps in a set of previouslyenjoyed van Dam revenue albums (4 volumes, these retail
$199 when new), one stockbook and a bag containing
numerous 102 cards and glassines of used stamps. The
albums and stockbook are sparsely populated with stamps
in mixed condition, as often found with revenues, but we
noted examples from most provinces in addition to a good
quantity of federal issues, including Bill Stamps, Weights
and Measures, Gas, Light, Excise, War Tax, Postal Notes and
Postal Scrip among others. We also saw a Manitoba Law
stamp with the tall, thin CF handstamp (van Dam ML50, c.v.
$375), 50c Ontario Gasoline Tax (OGT3, c.v. $40) and some
New Brunswick Tuberculosis stamps. Also includes a few
documents scattered throughout, some of these pictured in
our online images. This would make a good start to a new
revenue stamp collection.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x707
707

** #FPS23/FPS57 1967 Second and Third Postal Scrip
Issues, with 5 different Second issue and 13 different third
issue, all mint never hinged and comes with an original
Canada Post presentation card.
...........................................................................van Dam $495

708

*/** #FPS23/FPS58 Group of Mint Postal Scrip Issues,
with second and third series in a variety of values, mix
of hinged and never hinged (about one third or more will
catalogue 25% more) but catalogued as all hinged only.
.......................................................................... van Dam $554

709

* #FWS1/FWS15 Group of Better Mint Federal War
Savings Revenue Items, with FWS1 single (hinged), FWS5b
(a few stamps are lightly hinged), FWS6a (a few stamps are
lightly hinged) and FWS15 (a few stamps are lightly hinged). A
fresh group.
...........................................................................van Dam $690

710

(*)/** #FWT20-FWT25 1915 King George V Wine Strip
War Stamp Group, includes pairs of the 10c, 13c, 25c and
50c values with upright head of King George V, all without
gum, as issued. The 10c pair has a plate inscription at top.
Also includes pairs of the 5c and 20c strips with King George
V head sideways. These are mint never hinged with original
gum, but creased so catalogued as cancelled only. Also a
single Québec Liquor Commission $5.25 value strip in brown.
All very fine except for the minor creases mentioned.
....................................................................... van Dam $1,740

715

Collection of 42 Different Tobacco Revenue “Long Strips”,
many of which are identified by owner, with a good range
of different types, including tobacco, snuff, cigars, chewing
tobacco, etc. Includes a rare complete sheet of 10 One
Quarter Pound issues (catalogue #RP589) with inverted
plate 2 (re-entered) inscriptions in margin, partly separated
horizontally in middle from having been folded. Quality is
mixed, ranging from very fine to some having tears, folds, etc.
See pictures for an overview.
.................................................................................... Est $250

711

** #OL6/OL42 Group of 1864 Province of Ontario Revenue
Law Stamps Plate Proofs, consisting of the complete set of
the yellow “Fee Fund’’ (F.F.) overprint, from 5c to $5 (OL16OL30) on India paper (70c has a crease on top), a partial
set of the blue “Consolidated Fund” (C.F.) overprint on India
paper with an additional 10c with minor variety, and a pair of
the 50c (overprint colour variation and “dot position” variety),
as well as #OL6 and #OL42 (overprint colour variation) with
minor “dot position” variety on card. Clean lot, seldom offered
for auction. Overall very fine, with a total of 32 proofs.
.................................................................................... Est $300

716

Collection of Tobacco Stamp “Shorter Strips” and Stamps,
all on 11 stock pages and 2 album pages. We note a great
variety of different material, with no duplication noted.
Includes strips, stamps, etc. with 168 items in all. Some have
faults, but overall fine or better, we scanned all items online.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Federal Tobacco and Liquor Stamps

Detail Lot 717
717

E/P Hiram Walker & Sons Liquor Export Large Die Proof
in Blue, die-sunk on card measuring 229 x 152 mm, image
measures 17 x 148 mm, with die number XC-2211, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Detail Lot 718
Detail Lot 712
712

718

E/P Series “A” Large Die Proof for 25 Cigarettes, in black
on India, sunk-in on card (229 x 152 mm), very fine and rare.
.................................................................................... Est $250

E/P Hiram Walker & Sons Liquor Export Large Die Proof
in Blue, die-sunk on card measuring 229 x 152 mm, image
measures 14 x 125 mm, with die number XC-2210, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Detail Lot 719
Detail Lot 713
713

E/P Two Fifteenths Pound Tobacco Die Proof in Back, sunkin on card measuring 230 x 90 mm, corner crease at upper
right corner of card, else very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

714

/*/** Collection of Tobacco Stamp Strips in a Large
Leatherette Album, with all the strips neatly displayed in
black stock pages measuring 16.5 inches long (includes 14
empty pages for expansion, spine is detached). We counted a
total of 267 strips (includes some that are in multiples) plus
another three lozenge-shaped stamps (not in strip format).
There is a large variety of material here (too many to list, see
photos for a good idea), with very little duplication (often with
and without control #), mostly unused with some used, noted
at least one with plate inscription, etc. Quality is generally
fine, with some having staining or other faults. Rarely offered
in this quantity or quality.
.................................................................................... Est $800

719

E/P 1928 Liquor Export Excise Large Die Proof in Light
Blue, die-sunk on card measuring 229 x 152 mm, image
measures 8 x 101 mm, with die number XG-471, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Detail Lot 720
720

E/P 1928 Liquor Export Excise Large Die Proof in Brownish
Orange, die-sunk on card measuring 229 x 152 mm, image
measures 11 x 124 mm, with die number X-G-466, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

101

729

Detail Lot 721
721

E/P Liquor Control Board of Ontario Large Die Proof in
Black, die-sunk on card measuring 229 x 152 mm, image
measures 11 x 122 mm, with die number XC-2111, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Provincial Revenues

722

723

(*) #AT7 1909 5c Red Alberta Government Telephone
Frank, unused (no gum, as issued), fine. These were issued in
booklet panes of 25, and used to make business calls when
away from the office. A very rare revenue stamp, with only a
handful known.
....................................................................... van Dam $5,500
** #BCL23/38 Group of 8 British Columbia Law Stamp
Sheets, with #s 23 (three sheets, one regular, one with major
plate scratch on two stamps and one with complete offset
on the top row of 5 stamps), 29, 37a (two different, one
imperforate all around, and one perforated at top with a sheet
margin showing a plate number), and 38 (two sheets). All very
fine, only three stamps are hinged on one of the BCL23 sheets.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,030

724

 #BCL31/49 Collection of Used British Columbia Law
Stamps, displayed on pages, with 25 examples of BCL31, 34
(light brown), 34 (dark brown), 42, 43, 46 and 49, some are
in pairs, some with very nice cancels. All scanned online.
....................................................................... van Dam $1,050

725

 #BCL43, BCL44 1948-57 $1 and $2 British Columbia
Law Stamps, a stock of 102 used $1 blue and 480 $2 red
brown issues, all in blank 102 cards (usually 5 to a card). Note
many with nice cancels, many of those dated, etc. Overall very
fine and clean.
....................................................................... van Dam $1,782

726

 #BCL44 1948-57 $2 Red Brown British Columbia Law
Stamp, a stock of 1,022 used examples, all in blank 102
cards (mostly 5 to a card) in a small red box. Note many with
nice cancels, many of those dated, etc. Overall very fine and
clean.
....................................................................... van Dam $3,577

727

 #BCL45 1948-57 $2 Magenta British Columbia Law
Stamp, a stock of 821 used examples, all in blank 102 cards
(usually 5 to a card) in a small red box. Note many with nice
cancels, many of those dated, etc. Overall very fine and clean.
....................................................................... van Dam $2,873

728

 #BCL45 1948-57 $2 Magenta British Columbia Law
Stamp, a stock of 826 used examples, all in blank 102 cards
(usually 5 to a card) in a small red box. Note many with nice
cancels, many of those dated, etc. Overall very fine and clean.
....................................................................... van Dam $2,891

102

 #NFR Group of 8 Documents Franked with Revenue
Stamps, with a 1899 Supreme count double-sided document
(50c on one side and 25c on the other, the latter cancelled
with “snowflake” cancel), two Conveyance documents:
(1902 with total of $2.50, second 1923 with $89.25), a
1905 Mortgage document with $2.75), a 1902 Release of
Mortgage with $1.75, and three Assignment documents:
1904 with $10.15, 1904 with $9.35 and 1905 with $2.75.
A good quality lot, documents are clean and well preserved,
some of the stamps are folded, still a good assortment of high
value denominations (we noted for example a NFR5, NFR14,
etc) . The catalogue value given is for used stamps only, and
does not give a premium for usages on documents which are
scarce to rare.
....................................................................... van Dam $3,888

x730

731

730

 #NFR1-NFR7 1898 5c to $5 Queen Victoria Revenue
Group, with 5c, 10c, 25c (pair), 50c, 75c, $1 (pair) and $5
(pair). Variety of cancels, overall fine.
....................................................................... van Dam $1,235

731

 #NFR13 1907 $5 Lilac King Edward VII Revenue, used
with large margins, very fine.
...........................................................................van Dam $600

732

733

732

 #NFR14 1907 $50 Violet Brown King Edward VII
Revenue, used with light cancel, fine-very fine.
...........................................................................van Dam $650

733

 #NFR15 1907 $100 Vermilion King Edward VII Revenue,
Perforated 12, used with part purple cancel and strong offset
on reverse (no premium given), very fine.
...........................................................................van Dam $350

734

735

 #NFR22 1910 $20 Yellow Brown King George V Revenue,
a used horizontal pair with purple grid cancel, very fine.
...........................................................................van Dam $300

737

** #NFR36 1942 5c Red Caribou Revenue, a mint never
hinged sheet of 50, consisting of two panes of 25 separated
by a center vertical gutter. Full selvedge all around, with each
pane having the full printer’s imprint at bottom, numbered “2”
and “2a”. A very fresh and very fine sheet. See scan below.
....................................................................... van Dam $1,335

 #R2a 1898 10c Red Brown Queen Victoria Revenue, used
with “snowflake” perforated cancel, fine. van Dam #NFR2.
............................................................................... Walsh $650

738

736

 #R1b 1898 5c Carmine Queen Victoria Revenue, used
with “snowflake” perforated cancel, fine. van Dam #NFR1.
............................................................................... Walsh $650

739

738

 #R3b 1898 25c Blue Queen Victoria Revenue, used with
“snowflake” perforated cancel, fine-very fine. van Dam #NFR3.
............................................................................... Walsh $550

739

 #R4b 1898 50c Orange Queen Victoria Revenue, used
with “snowflake” perforated cancel, fine-very fine. van Dam
#NFR4.
............................................................................... Walsh $625

Lot 735

103

745

/** #FWH1/FWH19 Group of 37 Federal Wildlife Habitat
Conservation Booklets, 1985 to 2003, in black stock
sheets, with duplication of the earlier years, only missing
2002 from the run. We note several higher catalogue value
issues (FWH13, FWH14 and FWH17, c.v. $50 each) and three
stamps on permits. Also included are a few used stamps (not
on permit) and several advertisements for the earlier issues.
This clean group would be good for a collector to fill gaps, or
for a reseller to fulfill want lists. Our photos show the entire
contents including a list of the mint booklets.
...........................................................................van Dam $935

Canada Precancels and Perfins
740

 #R6c 1898 $1 Green Queen Victoria Revenue, used with
“snowflake” perforated cancel, with nice offset on reverse,
very fine. van Dam #NFR6a.
............................................................................... Walsh $585

741

*/** #QP2 1919 2c Blue Québec Prohibition Stamp,
Perforated 12, a total of 22 mint stamps in blocks of 4, 6,
12. The block of 6 is very fine never hinged, the block of four
is very fine never hinged with creases, and the block of 12 is
very fine with 9 NH stamps and 3 hinged (to help re-enforce
the separation between many stamps). A scarce issue in
multiples this nice.
....................................................................... van Dam $1,025

746

Cinderellas and Forgeries
747

** Group of 4 Complete Tuberculosis Stamp Booklets, with
a French and an English of 1939 and 1940, each containing
5 panes of 20 of the Christmas stamps. A very fine group, with
bright colours and quite fresh, the first we have handled.
.................................................................................... Est $150

748

*/** Extensive Collection of Canadian Christmas Seals,
1927 to 2008, all neatly mounted on computer-generated
pages, appears to be complete (or close) for all years and
we note French language issues, se-tenant sheets, booklet
panes, etc. Note two Muskoka issues with double-printing. A
very good start a decent collection of these popular issues,
see scans for a glimpse.
.................................................................................... Est $200

749

*/** Collector’s Hoard of Christmas Seal Duplicates, from
Canada, United States and other countries. Thousands of
stamps are present, in singles, blocks and many complete
sheets. The lot contains 4 sheet stock files, 2 large envelopes
full, 3 stockbooks and a few stock sheets and envelopes. We
have taken a few photos to give an overall impression, but
recommend viewing in person to better appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $250

750

*/** Extensive Christmas Seal Collection in a Thick
Binder, 1927-1991, with singles, blocks, booklet panes,
complete booklets, tête bêche, progressive die proofs,
imperforates, varieties and more, mostly both in French and
English. Also includes a group of rarely seen private issues
from Bruchesi Int’l Montréal (1925-26), Muskoka (191230), Queen Alexandra London Sanatorium 1910, Queen
Mary Toronto (1919-21), Royal Edward Inst. (1925-26), IODE
Hamilton (1926), Tuberculosis Canada Winnipeg (1911),
Tuberculosis Vet. Assoc. Ottawa (1924), various Red Cross
issues, including Sask., BC, Girl Guides and others. A very
nice collection, one of the nicest we’ve seen in a while, see
scans for an overview of the lot.
.................................................................................... Est $400

Federal Wildlife Conservation Stamps
742

743

744

104

** Collection of Canada Federal and Provincial Wildlife
Conservation Stamps, 1987 to 2001, consisting over 50
items including singles, mini sheets of one and blocks of 4
stamps in folders, first day covers (some artist signed), artist
signed stamps, gutter blocks, as well as 3 stamps on permits.
The majority of the provincial issues are from Nova Scotia but
we noted British Columbia (BCD2 c.v. $35), as well as some
sought after issues from Québec including QW1 (c.v. $90)
and a few Pitt Warefowl Management association stamps.
Nice clean lot overall very fine with a catalogue value of
$2,642 not including singles that are not valued in van Dam.
....................................................................... van Dam $2,642
**/*/ Collection of More than 100 Mint Wildlife
Conservation Items, 1985 to 2015, in complete booklets,
sheetlets of four and singles covering federal and provincial
issues. There is very little duplication here, with issues
from Canada (x29 booklets, 2 singles used on permit, 5
fishing stamps), Alberta (x12 booklets, 2 stamps), Atlantic
Waterfowl (x4 booklets), Prince Edward Island (1 sheet of
4 and 1 stamp), Newfoundland and Labrador (1 stamp),
Saskatchewan (1 stamp), New Brunswick (5 booklets- 2
artist signed), Québec (3 booklets), Nunavut (9 booklets - 5
artist signed), Manitoba (9 booklets - 1 artist signed, plus 2
fisheries stamps), and British Columbia (14 booklets - 4 artist
signed, plus 7 imperforated sheets of 4 - all artist signed,
these latter catalogue in van Dam at $59 each, for a total of
over $413) and finally, Northwest Territories (x10 booklets).
This would be a tough group to assemble and represents high
catalogue value overall and great opportunity to fill gaps in a
collection or to begin one in this area of growing popularity.
.................................................................................... Est $300
** #FWH1-FWH2 Dealer Stock of Wildlife Habitat
Conservation Stamps, consisting primarily of two Canadian
issues: FWH1 (x69 booklets from 1995 plus one single, c.v.
$20 each) and FWH2 (x100 booklets from 1996, c.v. $20
each). Four different US Migratory Bird Hunting stamps also
included (Scott U.S Specialized #s RW11, RW42, RW45 and
RW51, total c.v. $82, not included in our c.v. for the lot). Our
online image shows the entire contents.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,380

Collection of Precancels on 34 Black Stock Pages, all
neatly sorted and identified by owner as catalogue number
and value, with three major parts: town precancels, town
numbers and barred. from King Edward VII issues to the
Flower issues, with duplication but also with a good variety.
Viewing this on is recommended to better appreciate it as our
scans only give a glimpse.
.................................................................................... Est $150

751

**// Collection of Courier Labels and Cinderellas,
with examples of Pembina, Juan de Fuca Despatch and
other local and strike posts, in groups on black stock sheets
accompanied by Bileski write-ups and some Pembina covers
addressed to him. Also includes hundreds of Christmas seals
from Canada, Denmark and the United States (we noted a
1936 progressive proof), along with Easter seals and other
cinderellas (see photos for a glimpse). This clean lot could
use some organization, but promises lots of fun for the next
owner. Contents appear to be fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $100
755

752

Circa 1865 Upper Canada Public Schools Merit Stamps,
a block of four printed in dark blue on stiff cream card,
with the stamps depicting Queen Victoria, Prince Albert,
Jacques Cartier and the Union Jack flag. Each stamp has the
inscription “I Merit” at top plus four different merit categories
at bottom. Listed in Lafrenière as nos. 1b to 4b, described
there as being earned by students for perfect recitation,
good conduct, punctuality and/or diligence, and could be
exchanged for merit cards of higher denominations, leading
to the end of the year where the student with the most merit
points could exchange them for a book prize. Very rare and
very fine, unpriced in Lafrenière.
.................................................................................... Est $200

753

Collection of Cinderella and Strike Mail Labels, 1910-2008,
includes Buy War Savings Stamps labels, St Jean Baptiste
Society, various stamp show labels, Newfoundland Screech,
Lonpex 75, 40th Anniversary of London to London flight, 50th
Anniversary of the first aerial mail, Aerophilatelic Society
labels and more. Not all of these are listed in Lafrenière, so
value is higher than those we catalogued. Some with faults
such as creases or stains (mostly earlier items), and condition
varies from no gum to never hinged. Lots of duplication but
still a useful lot.
.................................................................... Lafrenière $1,965

New Brunswick Pence

754

 #1b, 3a 1851 3d and 1sh Heraldic Imperforates, Both
Bisected on Piece, each stamp being bisected in half
diagonally and affixed next to the other on a small piece,
properly tied to each other and to piece by a neat and very
fine strike of the New Brunswick grid numeral 8 (Chatham,
RF 7 in Pence period). This was one of the proper ways to pay
the 7½d rate to the U.K. (after 1854), since no stamps were
issued in that denomination (another much more common
way being to use a complete 6d and bisected 3d). Fine,
with owner (or expert) signature on back dated 1926, and
accompanied by a 2021 PSAG certificate.
Proper usages of the 1sh bisect are extremely rare, and in
fact none were found in our search of recent offerings, and
the only reference to it is this interesting one from Argenti The
Postage Stamps of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia reading:
“Jarrett, on p. 235 of his British North America catalogue,
records a bisected 1/- with a bisected 3d making the 7½d
rate; this is probably the same piece which was in Alderman
Bainbridge’s collection and was sold on October 6th 1930
at Harmers, Lot 142. It was on a small piece but had a Royal
Certificate (N.S.A.)”. We believe there is a strong possibility
this could be the item mentioned.
.................................................................................... Est $500

756

 #2 1851 6d Olive Yellow Heraldic Imperforate, used with
two neat oval grid cancels in blue, with four huge margins, but
repaired. Extremely fine appearance.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

 #1 1851 3d Red Heraldic Imperforate, used with oval grid
cancel, margins are large to well clear, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

105

New Brunswick Cents

760

 #3 1857 3c Dark Blue Heraldic Imperforate, used with
light oval grid cancel and four margins, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

761

 #4 1851 6d Yellow Green Heraldic Imperforate, used with
oval grid cancel, four large and even margins, extremely fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

762

 #4 1851 6d Yellow Green Heraldic Imperforate, a pair
used on piece, with Argenti Type I oval grid cancels, the right
stamp has a small tear at upper right corner, else a fine pair.
Accompanied by a 2016 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

x757
757

E/P #1R-3R 3d, 6d and 1sh Imperforate Reprint Set, all on
stout white paper, the 3d has a crease, else very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

x758
758

/*/** #8/11 Group of Mostly Mint Cents Issues, with
the 5c: two NH singles, NH pair, hinged strip of 4, block of
6 with 3 NH stamps at bottom. Also the 10c in four blocks
of 4, all NH, as well as a used 17c with lovely #13 in grid
cancel from Fredericton. Overall fine to very fine, some of the
NH stamps have gum disturbances as is usually seen on this
issue.
...........................................................................Scott U$2,357

Nova Scotia Pence

759

 #2i 1857 3c Bright Blue Heraldic Imperforate, used with
oval grid cancel, margins are large to well clear, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

x763
763

106

E/P #1R-7R 1d to 1sh Imperforate Pence Reprint Set, with
the four values printed on thin hard paper, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

Nova Scotia Cents

764

 #4 1851 6d Yellow Green Heraldic Imperforate, used
with light grid cancel, four large margins and clear in one
corner, very fine. Accompanied by a 2007 Greene Foundation
certificate. Rsv. $650.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

767

x768

767

** #12 1872 2c Ultramarine Queen Victoria, mint with full
original gum and sheet margin at top, never hinged and quite
fresh. Well centered within large margins, extremely fine. A
difficult stamp to find in such nice condition.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $180

768

** #5/16 Group of Mint Never Hinged Pence and Cents
Issues, with #s 5, 6 (x2), 9 (x3), 11 (x2), , 11b, 11i, 11iii and
16 (x2). A very fresh group, each stamp with original, handapplied gum and very fine to extremely fine. Rarely offered
this nice.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

Newfoundland Pence
x765
765

/** #2b/12 Group of Mint and Used Issues, with used #s
2b (two very fine, each with a light crease), 3 (very fine, light
crease), 8 (two NH singles), 8 (very fine NH block of four), 9
(very fine NH plate block of four), 12 (very fine NH).
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,540

Prince Edward Island

766

** #6 1862 3d Blue Queen Victoria, Perforated 12, a mint
sheet of 30 with full original hand-applied gum, never hinged.
A lovely sheet, with all of its selvedge intact (separation at top
left from having been folded) and with overall well centered
stamps (catalogued as all very fine). We noted the (still)
unlisted constant plate variety in pos. 16 (“break in “R”) as
well as other minor ones.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

769

(*) #4 1857 4d Scarlet Vermilion Heraldic Imperforate,
unused (no gum) with four even margins and bright colour,
very fine. A scarce stamp, especially in this lovely condition.
Accompanied by a 2020 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv.
$5,600.
.....................................................................Unitrade $15,000

770

 #8F 8d Scarlet Vermilion Heraldic Imperforate Forgery,
with 10 bar oval grid cancel and four margins, very fine. We
have compared this to Sperati and Oneglia’s work and several
factors do not compared. We also know of other creations by
an unknown forger which this resembles. An interesting stamp.
.................................................................................... Est $100

107

771

772

773

 #11 1860 2d Orange Heraldic Imperforate,
Unwatermarked, used with unobtrusive grid cancel, four
large margins, very fine. A very nice stamp.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

*/** #11A 1860 3d Green Heraldic Imperforate,
Unwatermarked, a mint triangular block of four with full
original gum, the top stamp is lightly hinged, other three never
hinged, the block has mostly large to well clear margins and is
quite fresh, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

108

 #15 1860 1sh Orange Heraldic Imperforate, used
with an almost socked on the nose strike of a St Pierre &
Miquelon dotted (49 dots) lozenge cancel. A stunning stamp
with its four huge margins, showing part of the left stamp,
with only a light corner crease (not mentioned in cert.), else
extremely fine. During this period, Newfoundland fishermen
were allowed, by agreement, to drop off their mail in St Pierre,
which explains this rare (only a very few recorded in the Pence
era) cancel. Accompanied by a 2009 Sismondo certificate.
Catalogue value is for a regular used stamp. Rsv. $11,000.
.....................................................................Unitrade $15,000

776

 #18 1861 4d Rose Heraldic Imperforate, Unwatermarked,
used with lovely and clean grid cancel, four large and even
margins, extremely fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

777

** #18 1861 4d Rose Heraldic Imperforate,
Unwatermarked, a complete sheet of 20 with all stamps
never hinged, hinged in margins only, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

*/** #11A 1860 3d Green Heraldic Imperforate,
Unwatermarked, a mint block of four with full original gum,
three stamps are very lightly hinged, one is never hinged,
generally very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $720

774
774

775

776

 #13 1860 6d Orange Heraldic Imperforate, used with a
light grid cancel, four large and even margins, extremely fine.
Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv.
$850.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

778

779

 #20 1861 6d Rose Heraldic Imperforate, Unwatermarked,
a used horizontal strip of three, with each stamp neatly
cancelled by an oval grid, large margins all around, very fine
and rare.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 #20 1861 6d Rose Heraldic Imperforate, Unwatermarked,
a used vertical pair, with each stamp neatly cancelled by an
oval grid, large margins all around, very fine and quite scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $100

781

 #23 1861 1sh Deep Rose Heraldic Imperforate,
Unwatermarked, a used horizontal strip of three, with two
neat strikes of the oval grid plus small part of a c.d.s. at
bottom left, margins are mostly large to well clear, very fine
and rare.
.................................................................................... Est $350

782

(*)/* #1/23 Group of Mint 1857-62 Heraldic
Unwatermarked Imperforate Issues, with Scott #s 1 (two
unused), 11A (three, one with original gum), 12A (two
unused), 15A (unused), 17 (one unused and one lower left
corner with original gum), 18 (unused), 19 (one unused and
one original gum), 20 (two unused and one original gum), and
21-23 (all three with original gum). Overall fine to very fine. 
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,667

x783
783

*/** #1/23 Group of Mint 1857-62 Heraldic
Unwatermarked Imperforate Issues, with Scott #s 1 (NH),
11A (NH), 12A (NH), 17 (lightly hinged), 18 (NH), 20 (VLH), 21
(NH), 22 (VLH), 23 (NH). An overall fine to very fine group.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,140

Subscribe To Our Mailing List
Are you getting announcements of future
auction dates and other important news?
We send out e-mails fewer than a dozen times
a year, so you will only get reminders about
upcoming sales, and important information on
what’s new with us. We will be glad to sign you
up, just send us an e-mail with your address.

780

** #20 1861 6d Rose Heraldic Imperforate, Unwatermarked,
a complete sheet of 20 with all stamps never hinged, hinged
in margins only, a light vertical crease is located in the margin
between the 3rd and 4th columns, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

You can also manage your own mailing list
subscription on our site. Go to sparks-auctions.
com and look for the menu link under About
Us. If you have chosen “don’t send me e-mails”
in your Stamp Auction Network account, or you
have unsubscribed to the mailing list in the past,
we cannot change your settings for you, and you
will have to follow the link to do so yourself.

109

x784
784

** #18/23 Group of Mint 1861-62 Heraldic Unwatermarked
Imperforate Issues, with #s 18 (NH single), 20 (NH upper
marginal pair), 21 (NH left marginal pair), 22 (upper left
corner pair with top stamp NH), and 23 (NH single and NH
lower right corner single). Two of the marginal items have light
hinges in the margin, a fresh and very fine group.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,300

787
787

** #29 1894 12c Brown Queen Victoria, mint with full
original gum, never hinged and quite fresh, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

788

** #36 1894 6c Carmine Rose Queen Victoria, a mint
never hinged lower margin single, with full original gum, never
hinged. A remarkable stamp in all respects, with its bright
fresh colour and respectable centering, selvedge shows part
of a plate imprint, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $210

Newfoundland Cents

789
774
785

786

110

776

E/P #25Pi, 27Pi 5c Harp Seal and 10c Prince Albert Plate
Proofs, both in blocks of four on card, the 5c is in yellow
brown and the 10c in black, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $840

 #25 1866 5c Dark Brown Harp Seal, used with cork
cancel, well centered and very fine. A tough stamp to find this
nice, especially with its deep, rich colour. Accompanied by a
2021 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

788

790

789

** #37 1877 1c Brown Lilac Prince of Wales Rouletted,
mint with full original gum, never hinged and fresh, fine-very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $525

790

** #38 1879 2c Green Codfish Rouletted, mint with full
original gum, fresh and fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $787

794

791

795

794

** #50 1890 3c Slate Queen Victoria, a mint block of four
with full original gum, never hinged and fresh, bottom stamps
have unimportant tiny natural gum disturbances, still very
fine plus.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

795

** #51 1887 3c Umber Brown Queen Victoria, mint with full
original gum, never hinged. A fresh and very fine stamp.
...........................................................................Unitrade $480

796

*/** #56 1887 ½c Rose Red Newfoundland Dog, a
complete sheet of 100, with full selvedge all around and
showing two plate imprints at top and bottom of the sheet.
Plate position 95 shows the “scratch” variety at left, and
plate position 12 shows the newly discovered (and unlisted
by Unitrade) re-entry, as described in detail by Ralph Trimble
on his re-entry website and by a great article on this stamp by
Walsh and Goldberg. Parts of the sheet are hinge reinforced,
and so the sheet has 20 stamps that are hinged because
of this, all being in the top and bottom rows, as well as the
4 center stamps, and the remaining 80 stamps are never
hinged. The sheet has light gum residue on front, confined
entirely in the top and bottom margins, and not affecting any
of the stamps. The stamps are overall well centered and we
assume there are probably not many of these sheets left
intact, in fact the Walsh / Goldberg article referred to above
mentions that the authors did a “sheet search” which only
revealed one full sheet (of the orange shade) sold in the UK
in 2016. Catalogue value does not include premiums for
both plate inscriptions. A rare opportunity for any sheet or
Newfoundland collectors.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,200

** #43 1896 1c Brown Prince of Wales, mint never hinged
with sheet margin at bottom, remarkably fresh and extremely
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

x792
792

793

(*) #45 1896 1c Green Prince of Wales, upper left and an
upper right corner blocks of six, without gum, still very fine
and visually pleasing.
.................................................................................... Est $150

(*) #48 1887 2c Red Orange Codfish, an unused (no gum)
plate block of eight, with complete plate inscription in the
center of the bottom margin, fresh and fine-very fine overall.
.................................................................................... Est $200

111

797

** #56 1887 ½c Deep Rose Red Newfoundland Dog, mint
with full original gum, never hinged. A remarkable stamp with
a large sheet margin at right, extreme freshness and well
balanced margins, extremely fine. Catalogue value irrelevant,
as we sold this stamp’s neighbour in our last sale for $275
plus fee.
.................................................................................... Est $250

798
798

799

x802
802

** #61/72 1897 Discovery of Newfoundland Choice Mint
Never Hinged Stock, with the 1c (single, block of 4 and block
of 8), 2c (3 singles, block of 4 and block of 8), 3c 4 singles
and a LR corner block of 4), 4c (2 singles), 6c (4 singles), 8c
(3 singles, 12c (3 singles), 15c (3 singles), 24c (5 singles)
and 30c (2 singles). A very fresh and superior quality group,
overall very fine or better.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,725

799

** #58 1894 ½c Black Newfoundland Dog, mint with full
original gum, never hinged. A remarkably fresh stamp, with
its intense colour and perfect gum, very fine. Catalogue value
irrelevant.
.................................................................................... Est $100
** #60 1890 3c Slate Queen Victoria, mint with full original
gum, never hinged and fresh, very fine plus.
...........................................................................Unitrade $150

x803

x804

803

** #61/74 1897 Discovery of Newfoundland Part Set, with
the 1c to 8c, 12c to 30c and 60c. All stamps are mint never
hinged and fresh, very fine to extremely fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,001

804

** #78-85 1897-1901 ½c to 5c Royal Family Set, all mint
never hinged and includes a thick paper variety of the 1c
carmine (#79i), fresh and very fine or better.
...........................................................................Unitrade $684

x800
800

** #61S-74S 1897 1c to 60c Discovery of Newfoundland
Set, Overprinted SPECIMEN Diagonally in Red, mint never
hinged and all but the 2c and 6c have sheet margins, fresh
and fine to very fine, a very nice set. Rsv. $475.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

x805
805

x801
801

112

** #61-74 1897 1c to 60c Discovery of Newfoundland Set,
mint never hinged and fresh, including the key 35c value,
overall very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $994

x807

** #87/97 1910 John Guy Part Set, with lithographed #s 87,
87a, 88, 88a, 89, 91a, 92A, 94 and 97, as well as engraved
#100, each is mint never hinged and very fine or better.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,531

811
806

* #87c 1910 1c Deep Green King James I Horizontal Pair,
Imperforate Between, mint hinged, very fine and scarce.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

807

 #98-103 1911 6c to 15c John Guy Engraved Set, all used
with choice and clean c.d.s. postmarks, a well centered and
very fine set which would be difficult to replicate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $525

x808
808

809

x809

*/** #115-126 1919 1c to 36c Trail of the Caribou Set,
all in mint blocks of four, top stamps hinged, bottom never
hinged. There are a total of 17 different blocks, as we note
distinct shade varieties on the 1c, 2c, 3c, 4c values. A nice
quality and fresh set, catalogued as all very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,205

811

** #128 1920 3c on 15c Scarlet Seals with Type I
Surcharge, mint never hinged, with a light fingerprint in one
corner of the gum, still very fine and fresh.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

812

*/** #129 1920 3c on 15c Scarlet Seals Type II Surcharge,
a complete mint pane of 25, with 3 corner stamps hinged, 22
others never hinged, showing the “raised E” variety in position
24, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,225

813

** #131-144 1923-24 1c to 24c Pictorial Issue Set, mint
never hinged, the 8c and 9c have minute gum imperfections,
still overall very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $550

** #116/126 1919 Trail of the Caribou Group, all mint
never hinged, with #s 116, 116b, 117 (x2), 118 (x4), 118b
(three shades), 120 (x2), 122 (two sets of two shades), 123
(x2), 124 (with Greene Foundation certificate), 125 and 126
(x3). Catalogued as all very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,347

x814

810

** #127, 127iv 1920 2c on 30c Slate Colony Seal
Surcharge, a mint never hinged complete pane of 25,
showing the “O of TWO over S of CENTS” variety in positions,
2, 7, 12 and 17. Fresh and overall very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $456

x813

x815

814

*/** #131-144 1923-24 1c to 24c Pictorial Issue Set, all
in mint blocks of four, mix of hinged and never hinged, the 1c
block has 2 stamps with faults (not counted), rest are overall
fresh and counted as very fine and all hinged.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,095

815

*/** #145-159 1928 1c to 30c Labrador Publicity Issue
Set, all in mint blocks of four, top stamps of the 4c, 14c and
20c to 30c are lightly hinged, rest are never hinged. A nice
quality and fresh set, catalogued as all very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,370

113

x819
819
816

*/** #160, 160iii 1929 3c on 6c Grey Black Humber River
Surcharge, a complete pane of 25, mint with one stamp
hinged, rest never hinged, showing the “C of CENTS over T
of THREE surcharge variety in positions 1, 15 and 23, with a
diagonal bend at top left as well as light perf buckling above
4th row caused by folding, still very fine and fresh.
...........................................................................Unitrade $558

E/P #190P 5c Caribou Plate Proof, with three horizontal
pairs, each printed on horizontal wove thin card, one pair has
production markings, else very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x820
820

** #212-225 1933 1c to 32c Sir Humphrey Gilbert Issue
Set, all in mint never hinged blocks of four, fresh and
catalogued as all very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $884

x817
817

(*)/** #184c/215a Group of Imperforate Pairs of the
1932-33 Perkins & Bacon Issues, with the 1c grey black
(#184c, two NH pairs), 2c green Die II (186iii, no gum), 4c
rose lake (#189ai, sheet margin pair) and 10c (#193a, NH)
and 4c Eton College (#215a, NH). Also includes a NH defaced
#110 (not counted). All very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $670
x821
821

** #212/225 1933 Sir Humphrey Gilbert Part Set, mint
never hinged, missing only the 7c value, but includes extras
such as the 14c perforated 14 and the 15c with inverted
watermark, quite fresh and very fine or better.
...........................................................................Unitrade $552

See Lots 729-739 in our Provincial Revenue
secƟon for Newfoundland revenues.
818

114

(*) #186iii 1932 2c Green King George V Imperforate, Die II,
an unused (no gum, as issued) upper left corner plate 4 block of
four, with light creases in upper margin and cut close at bottom
right, still a scarce and very fine imperforate plate block.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

x826
822

E/P #215DP 4c Eton College Die Proof in Carmine, printed
on wove paper measuring 66 x 48 mm, showing a nice
engraver’s guideline at top center, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

826

E/P #254P/265P Group of 1941-1944 Requisition Order
Proofs, with 19 blocks of 4 plus 8 pairs, all printed by
Waterlow and Sons with a security hole punched through
every stamp. Included are 2c KGVI, 3c Queen Elizabeth, 5c
Caribou, 8c Corner Brook Paper Mills, 15c Northern Seal and
25c Sealing Fleet, all in various quantities, all without gum,
with a few having some light toning (mostly in the selvedge of
the two 5c pairs and one of the 2c blocks), still overall very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

x823
823

** #245a-248a 1938 2c to 7c Royal Family Issue Set,
Imperforate, all four values are in mint never hinged horizontal
pairs, the 3c and 4c have light gum bends mentioned for the
record, still an overall very fine set.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

x827
827

*/** #254P/266P 1941-44 2c to 48c Waterlow Re-Issue
Group of Perforated Proofs, also known as “requisition order
proofs” or “file copy proofs”, this is a part set of 12 values
(missing 1c and 7c), all with security punch holes, many are
mint never hinged and a few have the usual archival tape on
back, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

828

** #255v 3c Rose Carmine Perforated Progressive Proof,
printed on gummed and watermarked stamp paper, missing
the cross-hatching in the background. Fresh, never hinged
and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

829

** #BK4a Complete 37c Booklet, with four 1c stamps,
twelve 2c stamps (all Die II) and four 3c stamps, complete
with all its advertising inter-leaving, very fine and rarely
offered. Rsv. $400.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

x824
824

**/(*) #253P/265P 1941-44 1c to 25c Waterlow Re-Issue
Group of Perforated Proofs, also known as “requisition order
proofs” or “file copy proofs”, with 8 different denominations in
security-punched blocks of four or pairs (the 2c and 8c have
2 blocks each, showing two different sizes of security punch).
Most have little or no gum, a few have original gum, a scarce
group.
.................................................................................... Est $150

825

** #253/270 Extensive Collection of Mint Plate Blocks of
Four, with 18 different issues, each in a mint never hinged
matched set of four corners, sometimes with more than one
plate and in a few instances with centre plate blocks. A fresh
and very fine collection, rarely offered. Certainly one of the most
extensive we have offered. Scans show a sampling only. 
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,781

x828

115

830

831

833

** #C12 1932 $1.50 on $1 Blue Dornier DO-X Flight
Surcharge, mint never hinged, fresh and well centered,
extremely fine. First time on the market as it was purchased
new by the owner’s grandfather and tucked away since.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

834

 #C12 1932 $1.50 on $1 Blue Dornier DO-X Flight
Surcharge, used with light c.d.s. cancel, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

835

** #C12i 1932 $1.50 on $1 Blue Dornier DO-X Flight
Surcharge with Slanted Surcharge, a mint never hinged
block of four, very fresh and overall fine-very fine. Probably
very few blocks of this variety remain, this one may very
well be unique. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation
certificate. Rsv. $2,200.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,100

* #C3a 1921 35c Red Halifax Airmail Issue with Inverted
Overprint, mint lightly hinged and very well centered,
this is the overprint without period and is quite rare, with
only 40 stamps known (this is the first we have offered). A
very fine example of this must-have variety, for the serious
Newfoundland or varieties collector. Accompanied by a 2021
Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $4,400.
....................................................................... Unitrade $7,500

E/P #C6P-C8P 15c, 50c and $1 Airmail Plate Proofs in
Black, each printed on unwatermarked wove paper, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $350

x832
832

116

** #C6-C8 1931 15c to $1 Pictorial Airmail Set,
Unwatermarked, mint never hinged, fresh and extremely
fine. A lovely set in all respects.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

x836
836

** #C13-C17 1933 5c to 75c Labrador Issue Airmail Set,
mint never hinged and fresh, extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $455

x837
837

 #C13-C17 1933 5c to 75c Labrador Issue Airmail Set,
used, all with choice and centered c.d.s. town cancels,
including a June 9 first day cancel on the 5c value, extremely
fine. A lovely set which would be difficult to replicate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $243

x841

838

839

841

E/P Group of 17 Different Plate Proofs and Trial Colour
Plate Proofs, with #s 78P (block of 4 on card), 85P (block
of 4 on card), 86P (pair on card), 86Pi (pair on card), 91P
(pair with full NH gum), 188P (pair in black, no gum), 191P
(pair on security paper), 192P (single in black with defacing
lines), 193P (pair in black without gum), 196P (pair in black
without gum), 208P (pair in black without gum), 234P
(pair without gum), Walsh 241aj (trial proof in carmine on
gummed, perforated stamp paper, without cross-hatching in
background), 246P (block of four in black without gum), 246P
(pair in issued colour on security paper), 264P pair in black
without gum) and 265P (pair in black without gum). Overall
very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

842

*/** Collection of Mint Issues, with 78-85 (#78 is lh, rest
are NH), 86 (NH), 127-130 (lightly hinged, except for 130
which is NH), 212a (lower left corner imperforate block of 4),
C2 (two hinged singles), C3 (NH), C6-C8 (two hinged sets),
C13-C17 (hinged set), C13a (NH), C14a (lightly hinged) and
C18 (lightly hinged). Overall fine to very fine, all scanned
online.
...........................................................................Scott U$2,479

** #C18 1933 $4.50 on 75c Bistre Balbo Flight Surcharge,
Perforated 14.3, mint never hinged, perforations a little
rough at top, still fresh and very fine. First time on the market
as it was purchased new by the owner’s grandfather and
tucked away since.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

* #C18 1933 $4.50 on 75c Bistre Balbo Flight Surcharge,
Perforated 14.3, mint lightly hinged, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $450

x843
843

840

** #J1 1939 1c Yellow Green Postage Due, Perforated 11,
mint never hinged complete sheet of 100, previously folded
with selvedge all around. We noted a gum crease affecting
nine stamps, and a few areas of separation, else a very fine
sheet seldom offered for auction. Catalogue value of $1,200
counted as all very fine although some are fine only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

*/** #24/59 Group of Early Mint Cents Issues, with #s 24
(regummed), 25 (regummed), 25P (NH perforated proof in
colour of issue), 30 (regummed), 35 (og, NH), 38 (og, hinged),
41 (og, NH), 45 (og, NH with gum disturbance), 48 (two NH
singles, one with small mark on front, other with tiny bit of
gum toning), 51 (og, NH but tiny bit of missing gum in one
corner), 56 (og, NH but tiny bit of toning), 58 (og, NH, gum
skip) and 59 (og, NH, light gum crease). A fine to very fine
appearing group.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,115

117

844

*/** #80b, 183c, 183iv Three Different Mint Items with
Perforation Varieties, with #s 80b (a fine hinged block of
four with gum disturbance), 183c (very fine hinged) and 183iv
(very fine never hinged).
.......................................................................Unitrade $1,125

x846
846

(*)/** #184c/234f Group of 5 Different Imperforate Pairs,
with #s 184c (NH with natural gum bends), 212a (upper left
corner pair, no gum as issued, light bends mostly in margins),
213a (no gum), 215a (marginal pair, no gum, as issued), and
234f (no gum).
...........................................................................Unitrade $510

x845
845

118

(*)/** #165a/224a Group of 6 Different Imperforate
Singles and a Pair, all without gum, unless otherwise noted,
with #s 165a, 166a, 196a, 212a (horizontal pair), 214a and
224a (mint never hinged, with printer’s smudge at top and
large margins).
.................................................................................... Est $150

x847
847

** #254/263 Group of 5 Mint Never Hinged Varieties, with
Unitrade #s 254 (an Apple Green shade listed in Walsh as
237ac, with normal to compare), 260i (a sheet margin pair,
one with complete offset on gum cat. $375 and the other with
a partial offset), 262 (aniline ink listed in Walsh as 245b, with
normal to compare), 261 (marginal block of four with partial
offsets on gum) and 263 (aniline ink listed in Walsh as 246c,
with normal to compare). An interesting group.
.................................................................................... Est $250

